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PREFACE
The purpose of this book is to explain the fundamental
principles which underlie Practical Banking work in such
a manner that they may be helpful to both students and
bankers. In undertaking this task the author is fully
aware that only a portion of banking can be learned
by means of a textbook, and that actual work in a bank
is requisite for anyone who would become expert in the
business.
Banking practice has a technique of its own. There
are certain fundamental reasons which govern the essen
tial operations of a bank. These practices and reasons
may be deduced from an analytical study of the experi
ences and methods of others. It is possible for a person
fortified with such basic knowledge to acquire worth
while experience in the higher branches of banking much
faster and to perform his own work better than without
such well-organized knowledge.
In the study of banking practice, it is well to avoid
too voluminous detail, which only tends to confuse the
reader. Throughout this book no attempt has been
made to describe those phases of practical banking
which, as a rule, can be mastered only by actual expe
rience. A painstaking effort has been made to eliminate
all unnecessary references and elaboration of detail and
to treat each subject along the lines of elemental prin
ciples involved.
Certain phases of banking have become so highly
specialized as to warrant the publishing of textbooks
devoted exclusively to such branches of the business, as,
iii
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for example, the functions of trust companies, exten
sion of credits, foreign exchange, investment securities,
and other similar ramifications of the general subject.
Those higher specializations should, however, rest upon
a broad knowledge of all banking.
A part of the text matter in Chapter XVI has
appeared previously as an address by Raymond C. Cox,
vice president of the Webster & Atlas National Bank,
Boston. The author assisted Mr. Cox in the prepara
tion of his address, and the part used in Chapter XVI
consists largely of the matter supplied by the author
at that time. Portions of other chapters have appeared
previously in financial magazines and a book on ele
mentary banking published in 1915. Some of the forms
shown appeared originally in a book of banking forms
also published by the author.
0. H. W.
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CHAPTER I
ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION

t

Until a very recent period, banking in the United
States has been looked upon rather as a business or
trade than as a scientific profession. Indeed, it has not
been so many years, comparatively speaking, since the
banker was regarded with some suspicion, if not actual
dishonor.
The organization of a bank in the early days of the
Republic was always a matter of political difficulty and
was accomplished in the face of invariable public oppo
sition. In 1784 a note of warning was sounded by a
newspaper opposing the organization of a bank in New
York City, which has since rounded out over a cen
tury of honorable usefulness. The newspaper writer
expressed the fear that unless something were done to
prevent it, "we will have one of these dangerous insti
tutions not only in every state, but in every county of
each state."
So eminent a man as Andrew Jackson, twice president
of the United States, believed that the tendency of banks
was to make the rich richer and the poor poorer.
Theory and Practice
It is not to be wondered at, therefore, that the scien
tific side of banking has been slow to develop in Amer
ica; and even yet there is a disposition in some circles
1
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to discredit knowledge of the subject gained through
study as mere ' ' theory. ' ' Theory may be either correct
theory or incorrect theory, yet a proposition or the man
who advances it, is often stigmatized as being "theo
retical" without any particular discrimination as to just
which variety of theory is meant.
In the application of the terms theory and practice to
banking, no man can be said to be a practical banker
who is not well grounded in the fundamental theories
of his profession, whether he has gained this knowledge
through study or experience. The same idea applies to
every phase of the subject, whether it be bank history
or bank accounting, foreign exchange or the functions
of deposit and discount. Perhaps the so-called "prac
tical" banker should be taken to be one who under
stands the nature of the daily transactions incidental to
banking functions, and if this be a true characterization,
as we may rightly consider it, then a trained practical
banker should be able to put into operation, or supervise,
any and every kind of transaction including all account
ing records pertaining thereto. In short, he should be
an economist, a business man, and an accountant all in
one.
While actual experience in the operation and adminis
tration of a bank is essential to success in the business,
a much more rapid rate of progress can be attained by
a study of the theory of practical, everyday banking and
its problems. This is true, because when the essential
functions of banking are analyzed into fundamental
elements, they will be found to be very similar in all
banking institutions.
Distinctions between Banks
In the study of bank accounting from its practical
side, no distinction need be made between the various
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kinds or classes of banks to be found in this country.
In principle, all forms of bank accounting are identical,
just as the same system of bookkeeping may be used
by either a brewery or a religious publication. Nor is
there any reason to distinguish between large and small
institutions in the matters of administration, operation,
or accounting. It may be easier to understand the detail
of an accounting system in a small country bank than in
a large city institution, but this is merely because it
would be possible in the first case to place all the books
and records within sight and reach, whereas in the latter
instance, subdivision requires the use of hundreds of
forms, which seem more complicated than is actually
the case.
There is a certain individuality peculiar to every
banking institution that may distinguish it from other
banks of the same class, yet the difference is apparent
rather than real. After making due allowance for these
peculiarities, which are in the main caused by the dif
ferences in the business habits and training of the offi
cers who conduct them, all banks are essentially the
same. A moment's reflection will indicate why this must
be so. All handle the same money, the same general
kinds of negotiable paper, and all are organized for the
same broad purpose—the extension of credit. Viewed
from a legal point of view, or from the standpoint of
specialized service, banks do differ widely; but from the
inside, all banking transactions can be reduced to com
mon terms. A well-trained clerk or accountant, after a
wide experience in one bank, can adapt himself in a few
days to practically every other.
Since banks must be organized before they may be
operated, it would seem logical that we should first give
some attention to the accounting and other forms inci
dental to the organization of a new bank. This is only
relatively true, however, since banks are seldom, if ever,
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started by anyone not having complete practical banking
experience. Further, the law is very specific on this
point, and final instruction in the organization of a new
bank is to be had from the proper state or federal
authorities rather than from a textbook. While each
state has its own banking code, each differing from the
other in detail, it is unnecessary for general purposes to
study each individual exception to established customs
and methods. The National Bank Act of 1863 and the
Federal Reserve Act of 1913 have served to unify state
banking laws in all important respects, and therefore the
methods of organization and administration of a national
bank thus provided for by law may be accepted in gen
eral as typical of all American banking institutions.
Classes ob Kinds of Banks
Banking classified according to functions and their
lines of development is of three kinds :
1.
2.
3.

Commercial.
Fiduciary.
Savings.

In some sections, especially in the large cities of the
East, the distinction between them is marked. We find
commercial banks, which are national, state, or private;
trust companies, which are usually state institutions,
although the Federal Reserve Act gives fiduciary powers
to national banks subject to restriction; and savings
banks, which may be either stock companies or mutual
associations. In the smaller cities it is obviously imprac
tical that there should be separate institutions organized
to perform each of these three kinds of banking service ;
hence we find a single bank organized for commercial
purposes and accepting savings in a separate depart
ment equipped to handle this class of business. Local
trusts are often cared for by lawyers or other indi
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viduals, and it should be noted in this connection that
the development of the trust company has not been from
the commercial bank to the trust company, but from the
individual trustee to the corporate trustee.
Such differences as exist in the accounting methods
and transactions of purely savings banks and the trust
departments of trust companies are treated in a sepa
rate chapter. The term "practical banking" refers to
commercial banking, and the accounting methods of this
great group of banks are universally the same whether
large or small, city or country, national, state, or private.
Intebnal Divisions
The internal work of a bank may be classified into
three kinds or divisions based upon the kinds of work
involved :
1.
2.
3.

Executive.
Teller.
Bookkeeping.

This is true whether the bank employs two men or
two hundred. If it should be a safe proposition (which
on account of the nature of the business it is not) for
one man to own and operate a bank himself, he would
find his time given up to three kinds of duties. He
would need to give thought to the conduct of his busi
ness, to inquire into local trade conditions, to seek
customers, to scrutinize their character and fitness to
receive loans, to plan each day's routine and prepare
for its needs. This is executive work.
He would meet his customers and depositors at the
window, receiving and paying out money, accepting pay
ment for loans and giving them general advice, instruc
tion, and service with reference to their collections and
other banking needs. When employed thus our banker
is a teller.

'
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At the close of business and during the day he would
record upon his journals, ledgers, and registers the
various transactions as they are undertaken or com
pleted, figuring his profits and his debit or credit rela
tion with his customers. This is bookkeeping.
In a three-man bank, the first is the cashier, the second
is the teller, and the third is the bookkeeper. No matter
how large the bank may grow to be, these three divisions
are readily traceable, and by keeping them fixed in his
mind the reader may find it easier to comprehend the
more intricate details of what may appear to be a very
complicated accounting system.
Department Organization
Departments begin to appear after the bank increases
sufficiently to require the services of say a dozen em
ployees. When there were but three men, they found it
convenient to relieve one another during lunch hour, or
they worked interchangeably. There is, however, one
exception. The cashier, or "executive," never gives
over his authority or responsibility, and this remains
so in the very largest banks. The officers are charged
by law, as well as by the requirements of ordinary busi
ness prudence, with the conduct of the bank's affairs and
the investment of its funds. As soon as the business of
the bank grows, it becomes necessary in the interest of
efficiency to assign one or more men to one class of work
exclusively. Such a group of three or more clerks is
designated as a "particular department," which is noth
ing more than the work of one man divided up and
apportioned among several. Thus it will be found that
departments in a bank may be classified into the three
groups previously mentioned. How these departments
develop and what their duties consist of may be briefly
described.
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Executive Duties
In beginning with the executive division it should be
noted that there is no limit save that of actual require
ment in the number of officers a bank may have. The
National Bank Act provides that a national bank must
have a president and a cashier. But there may be any
number of vice presidents and assistant cashiers. One
large New York bank has seventeen of the latter and
twelve of the former. These officers will divide the
executive work among them. Many of them may spe
cialize along particular lines, or they may be given
charge over certain important departments, as, for
example, the foreign exchange, credit, and transit
departments.
A large Chicago bank has organized its official staff
into groups consisting of a vice president and one or
more assistant cashiers in each. One group specializes
in looking after the bank's customers who deal in grain;
another has charge of the cattle industry ; another of the
hardware trade, and so on.
In the small country bank a customer will present
himself to the cashier and ask for a loan. The cashier
will, ordinarily, be not only well acquainted with the
applicant for credit, but will also know something about
his customer's business. The visitor is probably a near
neighbor, a member of the same church, and the cashier
himself deals with him at his store or place of business.
The cashier may call up the president of the bank by
telephone for a brief consultation, and if the asked-for
accommodation is granted, he will figure the amount of
the discount and make all the records incidental to the
loan.
In a large bank this familiar dealing with all the bor
rowers of the institution is out of the question ; hence we
find departments organized to relieve the executive offi
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cers of the necessity of carrying an impossible array of
facts and statistics in their heads and still other depart
ments to take care of the detail clerical work involved.
Note, however, that the same underlying principles are
included. The credit department has on file a complete
record of the business standing and financial condition
of the borrower; the analysis or statistical department
will furnish data showing the value of the account to
the bank and what has been the average balance carried,
together with other details. If the loan is approved, the
loan department figures the discount and makes all
necessary records for the use of tellers and bookkeepers.
There may also be a collateral department, whose duty
it is to record and care for stocks, bonds, and other col
lateral left as security for loans. It is evident, there
fore, that the credit, loan, collateral, and statistical
departments are all organized for the purpose of reliev
ing the executive officers of the bank of the detail work
in connection with their duties.
The Tellers
Similarly, the teller's work will be split up into
departments as the bank increases in size and volume
of transactions. The first step is to install two tellers,
one to receive—the receiving teller, and one to pay—the
paying teller. These two in turn subdivide their work
into further departmental organization. Allied with the
receiving teller is the transit department, which assorts
and accounts for checks payable outside the city. The
customers of a single-teller bank deposit their collection
items with him to be credited to their accounts when
paid. They will also pay the teller for notes due the
bank. In large banks there is a collection teller and a
note teller, each in charge of his own department. The
paying teller does not, as a rule, subdivide his work with
auxiliary departments. In very large reserve city banks,
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however, the work of preparing packages of currency
for shipment, assorting and banding the various denomi
nations of notes, and wrapping coins may be assigned to
certain groups of clerks or subtellers.
It is one of the duties of both paying and receiving
tellers to pass on the genuineness and goodness of all
checks on the bank, either cashed or deposited. Signa
tures must be verified, indorsements examined, and over
drafts guarded against. This work is often assigned to
a check teller, who examines and accounts for all checks
drawn on the bank before they are given over to the
bookkeepers.
A few large banks have adopted what is known as the
"single-teller system." Instead of having a receiving
teller with several assistants, and a paying teller in
charge of a single large department, there will be sev
eral tellers, each of whom both pays and receives, con
fining his work, however, to limited groups of depositors
alphabetically divided. When this system is used, it is
precisely as if there were ten or more small banks oper
ating under one roof, each with its own depositors and
customers. The advantages of this plan will be described
more fully when we take up the accounting systems used
by tellers.
Bookkeeping
In the bookkeeping division of bank work, depart
mental organization is somewhat limited. The book
keepers are given alphabetical groups of accounts to
handle, the splits being arranged according to the num
ber of depositors and the capacity of the bookkeepers.
Each man is doing the same kind of work as his neigh
bors, but each is in charge of his own ledger. The two
main groups of bookkeepers are the individual book
keepers, who keep the accounts of the depositors, and
the general ledger bookkeepers, who operate the general
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or control accounts of the bank which appear on the
bank's statement of condition. If the statement system
is used to balance depositors' accounts, this work will
be in charge of a separate department. In large city
banks which have deposit accounts of other banks, such
accounts are generally handled in a department known
as the "general books" or "country books" department.
Special Depabtments
Other departments may be mentioned, some of which
belong to one of the three main groups, but for the greater
part they are organized for special purposes and serv
ices. For example, foreign exchange, safety deposit
vaults, income tax, new business and advertising, pur
chasing, and other departments may be mentioned. A
trust company might be described as a bank having a
trust department. This department is of primary
importance in institutions of that class and is itself
divided into subdepartments. A better understanding
of all departments will be had as the accounting work
of each is described.
In summing up, it may be said that the work of a
department is the work of one man in a small bank,
divided among several in a large bank. All work within
any bank belongs to one of three main divisions or
classifications: executive, teller, or bookkeeper.
TEST QUESTIONS
1. Qan a practical banker ignore the theory of banking?
2. Name and describe the kinds of banks and the duties of
each.
3. What are the inherent internal divisions of work that
result from the bank's duties?
4. "What are some of the special departments of a bank?
5. What do you understand by the single-teller system?

CHAPTER II
BANK ACCOUNTING
The liabilities of a bank consist of its debts to the
stockholders or owners, to the customers or depositors,
and to the holders of its obligations, who may be the
general public. To meet these liabilities, the banks must
hold, or have claim upon, an equal amount of assets or
resources. For convenience, these may also be grouped
into three classes: (1) cash in the vaults; (2) balances
due by other banks payable on demand; and (3) loans
and investments represented by the money the bank has
loaned, either through loans and discounts, or through
bonds and securities purchased.
The statement of the bank consists, therefore, of two
sets of figures: (1) the resources, representing the assets
of the bank under proper descriptive classifications ; and
(2) the liabilities, setting forth in detail the creditors to
whom these assets ultimately belong. Every transaction
incidental to the operation of banking functions affects
either the resources or the liabilities or both, and it is
the purpose of bank accounting to record accurately and
permanently each such transaction in its proper place.
The Statement of Condition
The semipublic nature of the banking business
requires that an official statement shall be published at
not too infrequent intervals. The National Bank Act
provides that national banks shall issue statements at
least five times annually. In addition to such publica
11
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tion, nearly all banks use their statements in their adver
tisements, especially if the figures presented reflect size
and strength. Particular emphasis is often laid upon
the item of deposits, and if there has been a steady
growth of these funds, a comparative list covering a
period of years may be shown. The intention is to
impress upon prospective customers the idea that
deposits have been attracted to the institution by
superior services and facilities.
As a matter of fact, however, the condensed statement
of condition published as an advertisement is of little
real value in forming an estimate of the bank's true
position. The relation between the capital and deposits,
the amount of surplus, the proportion of liquid assets
to liabilities, the rate of increase in earnings, and many
other similar considerations determine in a large meas
ure the real condition of the bank. The average indi
vidual is untrained in such matters and must rely
largely on the safeguards thrown about him by con
stituted state and federal authorities. These will be
treated in the chapter on "Audits and Examinations."
The Comptroller's Form or Statement
When the Comptroller of the Currency issues his call
for a statement of condition, he provides the form in
which classification of accounts must be made. It is
important, for instance, to know the particular kinds of
loans and investments the bank has made. Demand
loans are quick assets as compared with discounted
paper which may not mature before ninety days.
Amounts due from other banks representing reserve, as
for example, funds on deposit with the federal reserve
bank, differ in availability from amounts due from banks
not reserve agents. These latter sums usually represent
checks in process of collection which may or may not be
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paid. The cash on hand must be classified as to kind
and, to some extent, as to the denominations.
On the liability side, the greatest division is in depos
its. It must be set forth whether they are in the form
of demand deposits subject to check, or whether they
are time deposits. National banks must also classify
their deposits with respect to ownership, that is, make
separate returns for individual deposits and deposits of
other banks. This brief explanation of the statement of
condition is necessary because the books and accounting
systems employed by banks are devised to meet the
requirements of official classification of accounts.
Books and Eecokds
The accounts shown on the statement of condition are
known as the "control accounts." As has been said,
every transaction, however minute and unimportant in
itself, affects one or more control accounts. In accord
ance with the fundamental principle of accounting, for
every debit there must be a corresponding credit and
vice versa. It would be manifestly impossible to enter
all transactions directly on the statement of condition.
There might be thousands of daily debits and credits
against the deposits, for instance, which would, in a
large measure, offset each other, so that at the end of
the day the item "individual deposits" would be
increased or decreased by the net result of the checks
drawn and money deposited.
But instead of operating a general ledger upon which
only final results are to be posted, let us imagine an
enormous sheet large enough to accommodate the detail
record of every transaction. On the resource side let us
suppose the loans and discounts, instead of being carried
as one amount, to be listed in detail as to each borrower
and the amount due by him. On the other side, instead
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of capital stock, we would have the name of each stock
holder and the number of his shares. Instead of total
deposits, there would be an alphabetical list of all
depositors, showing the balance due each. On such a
sheet we might imagine officers,, tellers, bookkeepers, and
clerks crawling up and down like so many flies, pens in
hand, making debit and credit entries. This is' not
impossible, absurd as it sounds; but it is entirely
impractical and unnecessary, although it is exactly what
happens in principle. All books and records are a part
of the general ledger in which is kept the daily record
of the final result of each day's transactions and their
effect upon the bank's statement.
Accounting may be done upon slips of paper, loose
leaves, cards, or bound books, but no matter how the
records are made, bank accounting requires the use of
four different kinds of books—using the word in a broad
sense to include loose leaves as well. These are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Journals.
Ledgers.
Ticklers.
Registers.

Bank clerks commonly give these books nicknames, as,
for instance, the "black book," the "long book," the
"yellow sheet," etc., which may be convenient ways
to identify registers or journals used by different
departments.
The journal is the book or sheet of original entry of
a cash transaction. It is the "daybook," the word
being derived from the French "jour," meaning day.
The ledger is a book in which balances are carried,
and it is the totals of the various balances which are
carried to the statement of condition. The sum of all
the balances due depositors, for example, is the amount
of "deposits" shown on the statement of condition.
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Ticklers are also known as " scratchers " or "blotters."
Entries are made in these books in cases where there
may be a transaction involved which does not permit
the bookkeeper to make his journal entry directly from
the check, charge ticket, letter of advice, or other orig
inal evidence of the transaction. For example, in lieu
of a draft a telegram may be sent by Bank A to Bank B
directing Bank B to credit Bank C with a sum of money,
charging the amount to the account of Bank A. A
charge ticket will thereupon be filled out by Bank B
charging the account of Bank A. A teller's assistant
will post the amount with proper explanation on the
tickler, and the bookkeeper will credit the account of
Bank C, the tickler entry being his authority and also
providing a check against the credit in his final settle
ment for the day.
Begisters may be either books or loose slips adapted
to carbon duplication. These books are used, not to
record completed transactions, but to set down descrip
tive records which are referred to later, either for infor
mation or for further disposition. For example, the
bond register will describe in detail the essential facts
in connection with the bonds owned by a bank. Such
information would consist of the price paid for the bond,
from whom purchased, name of the issue, maturity date,
rate of interest, etc. Upon the collection register would
be noted the name of the owner of a bill of exchange
or note deposited for collection, place payable, amount,
whether protestable or not, when due, etc.
Registers often are in loose-leaf form, with duplicate
copies secured through use of carbon paper. This
method permits the use of the original entry as a charge
ticket or credit slip in the final disposition of the item
of which the register is otherwise merely a record.
Begisters and other blank forms are kept in stock by
large stationery and office supply firms.
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Accounting Systems

All accounting records made by banks are interlock
ing. The work of one clerk or department is purposely
so arranged as to serve as a check or verification of the
work of a different clerk or department. Not only is
this a convenience in the matter of locating errors and
differences, but it also serves to prevent fraud and dis
honesty. Bank accounting systems are good or bad as
they accomplish these two ends without at the same time
making duplication of work necessary.
There are two contingencies which constantly threaten
accuracy and honesty and against which no system yet
devised seems to be absolutely proof. They are the
innocent contra-error on the one hand, and the dishonest
collusion between two or more clerks on the other. For
example, accounting must ordinarily be assumed to have
been correctly done, if settlement is made. Let us
suppose, however, that there has been an error in
addition of one thousand dollars in totaling the cash
items held by the teller. On the same day, the book
keeper may have mistaken a figure on a check and
posted an item as three thousand dollars which should
have been two thousand. Both sides of the statement
will be equal because the two errors have equalized each
other, and it may be that several days will pass before
either error, on being discovered, makes it necessary to
find the contra-error.
Well-trained clerks always draw a pencilmark through
a "blind" figure or amount and rewrite the figures
plainly beneath the original. Careless depositors are
responsible for an endless amount of annoying and
unnecessary labor due to poor penmanship in drawing
checks and making deposit tickets. In some instances
a teller could himself make up the deposit for a particu
larly careless or ignorant customer.
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Locating "Diffebences"
The test of accuracy in accounting is the settlement or
proof at the end of the day's work. It is a fair state
ment that all banks, especially the larger ones, could
reduce the number of their employees at least 10 per
cent could errors be entirely eliminated. But so long as
this state of perfection is humanly impossible, it is
necessary to devise systems that will, to a certain extent,
automatically locate differences; or if this first check
fails, then there should be care taken that errors will
be confined within definite limits. Systems that accom
plish this purpose are known as "block" systems.
Experience teaches that the amount of the difference
often serves as a clue which will assist in locating it.
For instance, if the amount be one dollar, ten dollars,
or a hundred dollars, or any other similar amount, the
odds are in favor of an error in addition. If the amount
is divisible by nine, the clerks will look for a transposi
tion, that is, the reversal of two figures—45 for 54, 2,627
for 2,672, etc. A difference of $74.25 will almost invari
ably prove to be an amount of $75 taken as 75 cents, or
vice versa. When all the usual tests fail in the case of
a difference of any proportions, the accounting genius
of the department will make hasty calculations as to
what juggling of figures on a check could result in the
proper combination to produce the amount of the
difference, as for instance, $2,171.16 posted as $217.16.
Adding Machines
Methods of accounting in all lines of business, and
especially banks, have undergone important changes
since the introduction of adding machines. Mechanical
devices have reduced clerical labor to such an extent
that nearly all modern systems are built around the
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machines. While this has a tendency to reduce the
individual proficiency of the clerk as an accountant, it
increases his efficiency tremendously as to output.
Banks, therefore, regulate their internal systems so as
to make as full use as possible of listing, adding, and
bookkeeping machines. The original machines merely
listed and added amounts. The first important improve
ment was the duplex machine, which "carries figures in
its head," so to speak, listing amounts and showing
totals of particular groups, giving a final recapitu
lated total of all the subtotals in one ^operation. The
next step was the bookkeeping machine, which will "pick
up" a balance, add the deposits, subtract the checks,
and "throw out" the new balance. The combination
typewriter and adder is another valuable labor-saver.
Without adding machines, banks to-day would be
virtually helpless.
Books v. Loose-Leaf Systems
Cards and loose-leaf systems are preferred to bound
books and are used by all except the most conservative
and "old-fashioned" institutions. Such records can
readily be separated into sections; this enables two or
more men to work independently at the same desk or
to assist one another without interference. They may
be used more conveniently when it is desirable to
transfer accounts from them to adding machines for
the purpose of proof. Another advantage is that blank
or "dead" sheets can be eliminated from current
transactions.
Loose-leaf systems are more easily manipulated by
the dishonest than books, and usually require greater
checking safeguards. However, it is safe to say that
those with criminal tendencies who occasionally operate
against banks from within would do so whether or not
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there would be the added incentive of such systems.
Properly used and controlled, they are as safe as any
other set of records. There must always be the ele
ment of risk in banking, which even the best accounting
systems cannot eliminate. Certain it is that the many
undeniable advantages of loose-leaf records far out
weigh the minor disadvantages, which at the most are
matters of opinion rather than of fact.
The use of colors plays an important part in bank
accounting. This is true of both ink and stationery. It
is a universal custom to show overdrafts in red ink,
which avoids the necessity of an extra ledger column
for this purpose. In compiling credit department or
analysis records an amount shown in red ink is intended
to reflect an unsafe or unsatisfactory condition. Charge
or credit tickets are pink, white, or blue to denote the
particular teller or department through which they are
to be handled.
Carbon sheets are well adapted to many uses where
duplicate or triplicate records must be made of a single
transaction. This is especially true of collection and
transit work. Rubber stamps for use with an inked pad
can be adapted for various uses when there is not suffi
cient need to require a printed form, but where much
writing may be saved. In summing up, it may be said
that banking offers an unlimited field for ingenuity in
reducing clerical work and other fixed expenses. Banks
interchange ideas, and scarcely a day goes by but that
some improvement is made in one feature or another.
Accounting as Related to Bank Functions
Before examining the technical details of bank
accounting, it might be well to consider briefly the
various functions of banks which give rise to the trans
actions of which records and accounts are made. What
these transactions signify may be defined as "theory";
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how and in what form the records are made may be
denned as "banking practice."
The three principal functions of banks are as follows :
1.
2.
3.

Deposit.
Discount.
Issue.

.Incidental functions are of infinite variety, as, for
example, dealing in bonds; foreign exchange; collection
of negotiable paper, such as checks, drafts, notes, and
bills of exchange; safe-keeping of securities and other
valuables ; acting in a fiduciary capacity and performing
many other financial and commercial services, all of
which have been characterized as the "by-products" of
banking. There is one phase of banking so important
and giving rise to so large a part of bank accounting as
to warrant particular treatment here. This development
is known as the "deposit-and-check" method of making
payment, through which the use of money as a medium
of exchange is to a very large extent obviated.
Methods op Payment
Assuming that the reader is possessed of a working
knowledge of fundamental economics—the processes of
production, distribution, consumption, and exchange—
we may eliminate a general discussion of money—what
it is, how it is used, and the part it plays in exchange-pand proceed with a brief explanation of the most scien
tific and advanced method of making payment made
possible by modern banking facilities. There are four
ways in which exchange or payment for goods and serv
ices may be effected, although we are so accustomed to
speak in term of dollars and cents that the idea prevails
of but one method of settlement, that is, with money.
As a matter of fact and particular interest in a study
of bank accounting, there is a more convenient and satis
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factory process well known to modern economists and in
daily operation, although scarcely appreciated.
In the chronological order of their development, the
four ways of making payment are :
1.
2.

3.

4.

Barter, or the exchange of goods for goods.
The use of a common medium of exchange, money,
into which the value of goods is converted and the
money then exchanged for other goods.
The opening of book accounts between two parties,
the cancellation of one debt against another, and
the settlement of the difference in money.
The accumulation of all credits in one place, the
bank, and the use of credit instruments, usually
checks, to meet all debts to whomsoever they may
be owing.

The development of this plan is reflected in the mon
etary statistics of the United States, where we have
about four billions in all of money, the medium of
exchange, and more than twenty billions of dollars of
bank deposits or credits. To the untrained layman this
is a curious condition which causes him some anxiety,
as he wonders what would happen if all bank depositors
should want their "money," with less than a quarter
enough to go round. He does not reflect that depositors
want money—not that they may consume it, but that
they may use it to purchase goods or make payments.
Through banking facilities they make these payments
by transferring their bank credits or deposits from one
to the other without a dollar of currency changing hands.
It is this function of banking that causes at least 75
per cent of all bank accounting, and while an important
part of the records grow out of the creation of the
credits through loans and other operations, it is with
the exchange or transfer of credits that bank accounting
is chiefly concerned. This fact is well shown in any
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large commercial bank. For instance, in an institution
employing one hundred and fifty clerks, bookkeepers,
and tellers, four or five men can easily handle all the
books and records used in connection with the loans and
discounts.
Accounting Expenses
Another interesting feature in connection with bank
accounting is that the incidental functions of banks give
rise to the greatest amount of labor and expense. Inter
est upon loans and investments is the bank's chief
source of income, although the clerical work involved in
the making of loans and discounts is in very small pro
portion compared with the tremendous outlay of time,
labor, and overhead expense met with in providing serv
ices which will attract depositors. Thus it happens that
the bank, viewed as a workshop or countinghouse, may
present a picture of extreme industry not in any way
related to the earning power of the bank's resources.
Between 75 per cent and 90 per cent of the accounting
work of a commercial bank grows out of the services
which the bank renders its depositors, the bank rarely
receiving any fee by way of payment, but looking to the
income derived from the deposit for reimbursement and
profit.
Closely related to the deposit-and-check service which
the banks render their depositors, is the collection of
notes, drafts, bills of exchange, coupons, etc., which, in
banking parlance, are usually referred to by the generic
term "collections," as distinguished from checks and
bank drafts which are "cash." Collection items consist
of negotiable paper having a fixed date of maturity, as,
for example, promissory notes, or paper payable by
individuals rather than by banks, such as sight and
time drafts. These items are accepted by banks with
the understanding that they will be credited to the
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account of the depositor upon payment. In theory
checks or "cash items" are also subject to the same
conditions in that the bank retains the right to reverse
the original credit should a check be returned unpaid.
By giving the depositor immediate credit, the great
majority of checks being paid on presentation, the bank
is able to handle checks in bulk, that is, by total amounts.
In the case of notes, drafts, etc., each item must be
treated separately, since credit is given only when pro
ceeds have been received.
Furthermore, notes and
drafts are evidences of debt, rather than means of pay
ment, and the maker of the promissory note or the
drawee of a sight draft usually pays or "takes up"
these instruments with his checks. Many large business
houses draw sight drafts at monthly intervals upon their
customers, which drafts are then given to banks to make
collection. Unfortunately, such items are, as a rule,
nothing more than duns, and many banks are beginning
to refuse to handle them unless they are allowed a fee
for each item whether paid or not.
The bank check and the items deposited with a bank
"for collection" constitute two of the most trying prob
lems which modern banks must consider. The bank
derives no direct benefit from either ; it assumes a mate
rial risk; and, as has been stated, there is no relation
whatever between the vast amount of accounting the
bank must do because of their use and the income earned
upon the resources. The problem of the check is of suffi
cient importance to warrant special consideration in a
separate chapter.
The collection item may be used as an illustration of
another interesting feature of bank work, which is that
an increase of work in most departments is by multi.plication rather than by addition. A sight draft left
with a bank for collection is first entered "short" in the
pass book; or, if many of these items are deposited, the
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customer will be furnished with a special pass book in
which the amount and place payable of each item are
listed by the depositor and initialed by the teller as an
acknowledgment of receipt. The draft is first entered
upon the collection register, the record consisting of
date deposited, owner or depositor, drawee, place
payable, when due, to whom forwarded, amount, and
whether or not it is to be protested in the event of non
payment. The item is then indorsed and listed upon a
letter addressed to the bank's correspondent in or near
the town where it is payable. An envelope must be
addressed in which the draft is then inclosed with the
letter and forwarded. If returns are not made promptly,
a tracer is sent out. If, however, the drawee pays the
draft upon presentment, the bank receives notice of pay
ment. The account of the depositor is then credited,
and he is given due notice. If it should be returned
unpaid, it is sent to the depositor and crossed off his
pass book.
In all, there have been at least six separate operations
necessary for the proper disposition of each item. Now
if instead of one item, a hundred are deposited, it can
readily be seen that the accounting work increases, not
by one hundred, but by six hundred.
TEST QUESTIONS
1. What is a statement of condition?
2. "What are the four big divisions of bank accounting?
3. What are some of the methods of locating differences?
4. What can be said in favor of the bound-book system?
Is it preferable to the loose-leaf system?
5. What are the functions of a bank? Has the function of
"issue" been fully developed in this country?
6. When the bank is a collecting agent does it make any
difference in the work entailed whether or not credit has been
at once given to a customer?

CHATTER in
THE RECEIVING TELLER
Commercial banks are institutions whose functions are
deposit, discount, and issue. It is logical, therefore, to
begin the study of departmental accounting with those
transactions which are involved in connection with the
deposit of funds. There are two other reasons why this
plan is best and easiest for the student. In the first
place, the bulk of all the day's work has its inception
at the receiving teller's window. "Putting an item
through the work" is a shop phrase in the ordinary
bank, and this putting-through process usually begins in
the receiving teller's department or cage. It is a curious
anomaly, however, that the paying teller is the "first
teller" and the receiving teller is the "second teller."
They are often so designated on the bank's internal
records.
The second reason for starting bank accounting with
the receiving teller is that this teller begins the day with
a clean sheet. Every day is a new day for him, pre
cisely as if the bank had just opened its doors for the
first time. Indeed, in many banks, especially in the
larger cities, a part of the second teller's accounting
begins outside his window.
Let us step out into the lobby and watch a depositor
as he makes up his deposit ticket. He will find desks
and counters conveniently arranged about the open
space or lobby, and so placed as to permit him to stand
as he arranges his deposit. Preferably these desks or
counters are made of heavy, clear glass, so that if a
25
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check or banknote falls to the floor, it is easily discov
ered. Pens and ink are at hand, and blotters, calendars,
and other necessary stationery are in proper place.
Make-up of the Deposit Ticket
The form of the deposit ticket will bear examination,
for it is here that the well-conducted bank takes the first
step toward facilitating the ready disposition of the
various items that make up the average deposit. This
will consist of gold, silver, small change, paper money
of various denominations, and checks. We need not here
or elsewhere distinguish between checks and bank drafts,
which are merely the checks of one bank drawn upon
another. So far as accounting is concerned, all "bills
of exchange drawn upon a bank and payable on
demand" (Negotiable Instruments Act definition of
check) are "cash items" and are subject to the same
accounting processes.
Checks do differ materially, however, with respect to
the place payable. Generally speaking, they are of four
kinds :
1.
2.
3.
4.

Those drawn on the bank in which they are
deposited, which may be termed " self-checks. "
Those drawn on local banks, members of the clear
ing house, known as "clearing-house checks."
Those drawn on nonclearing local banks, called
"runner's items."
Those payable outside the city, called "transit
checks."

All these various kinds of money and checks must go
through different channels in their accounting journey
within the bank. It follows, then, that a vast amount
of assorting and assembling can be accomplished by the
depositor himself, although he may not be fully aware
of the reasons why he is asked to make up his deposit
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in a certain way. The extent to which he thus cooper
ates unconsciously varies considerably in different parts
of the country. Usually all the banks in one city or
general section follow the same methods ; rarely is there
a variation to be found between two banks in one
community.
All kinds of deposit tickets may be divided roughly
into two groups: (1) those upon which the depositor is
asked to write in the "place payable"; and (2) those
upon which he enters the amounts only with no further
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Fig. 2—Deposit Ticket
Simple form requiring no description of deposits.
description. The latter are in the great majority, but
the former are so well adapted to quick and efficient
systems of handling the checks after they are deposited,
that it is singular more banks do not seek to "educate"
their customers into using this method. How the cu9
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tomers themselves would benefit will be seen later.
Typical varieties of deposit tickets are shown in Figures
2, 3, and 4 with proper explanation of their distinguishing
features.
When the deposit is all entered upon the slip or ticket
with the footing carefully added up, it is presented at
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Fig. 3.—Deposit Ticket
Stating terms upon which the deposit is accepted.
the teller's window. Sometimes a further preliminary
advantage is accomplished by banks having great num
bers of depositors in providing separate windows for
alphabetical groups—A to G, H to N, etc. Since the
ticket is used by the bookkeepers as an original entry
in posting credits on their ledgers, the purpose of this
classification is obvious. The teller first satisfies him
self that the deposit is intended for his bank by a hasty
glance at the pass book. He must also be on guard at
all times against unintentional error or actual fraud in
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making deposits to the wrong account. Agents and
other individuals have been known to make deposits to
their personal accounts which should have been put to
the credit of their employers.
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. Fig. 4.—Deposit Ticket
Requiring a description of checks deposited.
Testing the Deposit
Technically, or perhaps we should say in theory, the
teller then examines the cash as to the kind, amount,
and absence of counterfeits. Next he will check back
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the items on the ticket to see that they are properlylisted and added. He then sees that the checks are
indorsed by the payee, usually the depositor, that
the checks are not postdated, etc.; and if all is
in order, the amount of the deposit is entered in
the pass book with the date and initial of the teller.
As a matter of practice, however, except in small
banks or large banks not receiving very bulky deposits,
the teller merely satisfies himself that the checks are
indorsed by the depositor, after which he enters the
amount in the pass book as a receipt. If he should take
the time to check the accuracy of every entry on the
ticket and count and examine all the currency, etc., it
would result in a long line of impatient customers. It
may be presumed that the depositors are honest and
businesslike; else their accounts would not have been
accepted by the officers of the bank. This 'being true, a
better method of proving the ticket, described in detail
later, is possible, and mistakes, if any, can be rectified
and the depositor notified by telephone. Entries in the
pass book can be changed, if necessary, when the next
deposit is made. If the depositor designates the "place
payable" opposite the amounts of checks deposited, still
further delay at the window is avoided, since otherwise
the teller will need to write in the names or make some
mark of identification.
Relation to Other Departments
To get a proper understanding of the accounting rec
ords of the receiving teller, we must first note the rela
tion this teller bears to the other departments of the
bank. He is the feeder and principal distributing agent
to each of the clerks or groups of clerks who must
examine, assort, and record the various items which
make up the deposit. The deposits, as we have seen,

-
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consist of cash and four kinds of checks, classified as to
place payable.
In receiving these checks on deposit the bank under
takes, as agent, to make collection, that is, to convert
the proceeds of each check into cash as quickly and as
economically as possible. The interests of the bank and
the depositors are mutual in this respect, check deposits
being of no avail to either until they are converted into
funds that may be withdrawn by the depositor or loaned
by the bank. Placed in order as to the time and sim
plicity of accounting in which this process of conversion
may be accomplished, self-checks come first, then clear
ing-house items, various city or runner's items, and
transit checks. These last are expensive to handle in
proportion to the distance of the paying bank from the
bank receiving the deposit.
V
The "Batch System"
It will be seen at once that there must be as little
delay as possible between the moment the deposits are
made and the time they are placed in the hands of the
different departments which make the internal records.
The most efficient accounting system yet devised for the
receiving teller is the so-called "batch" or "block" sys
tem. This system is in use in practically all modern
banks of any importance. It is so elastic, however, that
unless the basic principles are understood, it is easy to
fall into the error of imagining a different system is
being employed in almost every bank. The main advan
tages of the batch system are that none of the time and
calculations necessary to the proof of the deposit ticket
is lost and that there is no delay to the depositor nor
to the clerks who take the items from the teller.
As soon as the deposit is receipted for in the pass
book, the currency and notes are separated from the
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checks. The amount of the money is listed on two small
slips, one of which is handed with the currency to an
assistant, who verifies it, at the same time placing all
of one kind together and keeping a sharp watch against
counterfeits. Should there be an error, a number placed
on the slip corresponding to a similar number on the
deposit ticket enables the clerk to identify the depositor
who made the mistake in his count. He is then notified
by telephone that the total of his deposit has been cor
rected and that the proper entry will be made in his
pass book the following day or when the next deposit is
made. Meanwhile, another clerk has assorted the checks
contained in the deposit into the four divisions as to
the place of payment.
A sheet is provided with columns ruled for each group
of items. The sheet is then placed in an adding machine
which is automatically "spaced" to accommodate the
different columns. The items are "run up" on the
machine, a separate total being struck for each batch
of checks. The totals are then recapitulated, including
the amount of the currency, which is copied from the
ticket. The grand total must agree with the total of
the deposit ticket. When the proof is thus accomplished,
the name of the depositor is written opposite the amount.
Several deposits containing a few items each may be
grouped together on one sheet to save time and sta
tionery. Thus the proof sheets take the place of a
deposit tickler.
Thus far the process has been described as one devised
to prove the correctness of the depositor's figures as to
both listing and addition. In accomplishing this, the use
of the batch system provides a method of checking up
the work of the departments, which then receive the
checks for further accounting. The self-checks go to the
bookkeepers to be "posted" against the accounts of the
drawers; the various city items go to the messengers or
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runners to be presented at the counters of the nonclearing banks; the clearing-house checks go to the "rack"
or clearing-house clerks who assort them in the envel
opes of the clearing-house member banks; the transit
items go to the transit department to be assorted geo
graphically and prepared for transmission to corres
pondent banks. At the end of the day each of these
departments will receive a total amount from the teller,
consisting of the accumulated totals of all the deposit
proof-sheet columns which have been recapitulated on a
single sheet. Thus it will be seen that none of the time
or figures used in proving the accuracy of the deposit
tickets has been wasted, since these figures enable the
other departments of the bank to check the accuracy of
their own work. See Figure 5 for a description of the
distribution sheet.
There are further advantages in the batch system. In
nearly all banks except the smallest, the ledgers are
divided alphabetically into two or more books or groups
of accounts. By making the same classification of the
deposit tickets on the proof sheets, the teller is able to
give each bookkeeper the correct total of all his own
deposit tickets, the purpose of which plan will be better
understood when we come to the study of the book
keeper's duties.
Furthermore, by increasing the number of columns on
the proof sheets, extensive division can be made of the
checks when necessary. The larger the volume of checks
handled by any one group of clerks, the greater are the
chances of error, which means that if an error is made
by a section consisting of ten men, all of them are losing
time looking for an error that may be anywhere in a
thousand or more entries, whereas if a division is made
on the proving sheets, the error is restricted to five hun
dred entries, which may hold only five men at the end
of the day. The batch system is, therefore, an ideal one
4
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to secure elasticity in dividing the work properly among
a number of clerks who are thus able to enjoy the benefit
of their own speed and accuracy, or, on the other hand,
suffer the penalty of carelessness without inflicting an
injustice on their more accurate fellows.
An important part of the batch system is the trans
fer or "off-and-on" sheet. If missorts are made, that
is, if a clearing-house item is inadvertently charged to
the transit department, the original entry is not altered,
but instead the amount of the check is listed on the
"off" side of the sheet under the heading "transit
checks" and is added on the "on" side under "clearing
house." These transferred amounts are then added and
subtracted at the end of the day. (See Figure 6.)
Keceiving Teller's Settlement
In a small bank employing up to ten men, no particu
lar advantage is to be derived in making accounting
divisions of the receiving teller's items. The entire
"bank" makes one settlement at the end of the day,
which includes the teller's items and general transac
tions. The principles involved are the same, however,
in each case. The teller is charged with all the items
he has received during the day, and his settlement con
sists in accounting for every penny at the close of the
day's work. If this teller acts as the "clearing house"
of the bank, in addition to receiving checks and cash
from the depositors, he will also receive the receipts for
notes paid to the note teller, or cash paid to the draft
teller for bank drafts sold to customers, or checks on
other banks cashed by the paying teller, etc. He will
add all his receipts together each properly classified as
to the source, and against this total he must have an
amount made up by cash on hand, plus the checks he has
charged to the bookkeepers and other departments. Not
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all credits to depositors' accounts are deposits such as
have been described. When loans are made to customers
either upon their own notes or through discounted bills,
the credit memoranda may be made directly from the
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Pio. 7.—Teller's Settlement Form
loan clerk to the bookkeepers, but as an added check
against the loan department, such credits are often
recorded through the receiving teller to the bookkeepers.
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TEST QUESTIONS
1. Describe briefly the duties of the receiving teller.
2. Why does a deposit ticket properly made up expedite the
teller's work?
3. What is meant by the batch system?
4. Is an original entry altered if a missort is made in the
use of the batch system?
5. Describe briefly the receiving teller's settlement.

CHAPTER IV
THE PAYING TELLER
It is a common habit among those who associate the
term with the employee who handles the "cash" in a
theater, restaurant, or other public place, to speak of
the paying teller of a bank as the "cashier." In view
of this careless use of the word, it is well to call atten
tion here to the fact that the cashier is the executive
officer, although in very small institutions he may also
act occasionally as paying teller.
The duties of the paying teller are exactly the reverse
cf those of the receiving teller. Though his accounting
is less complicated and more easily understood by the
layman, the responsibilities resting upon the paying
teller are by far the greater. The receiving teller may
accept counterfeit money or worthless checks or he may
make other errors, but at least he is in possession of
evidence that enables the bank to recover from the
depositor. The paying teller, on the other hand, pays
out, and it is extremely difficult to establish the fact that
he has overpaid a particular person or to apprehend
anyone who may have received payment of a check of
which—it may afterward be disclosed—he was not the
bona fide holder. In other words, the receiving teller's
transactions are limited almost entirely to customers of
the bank as they make deposits, whereas the paying
teller cashes or pays checks to thousands of people who
have been given checks on his bank, but with whom the
bank may have no other business relations.
40
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Genekal Duties
The general duties of the paying teller are:
1.

The payment of money to the depositors for their
personal use or for pay-roll purposes.
2. The cashing of checks which have been given by
depositors to their creditors, who, having no bank
accounts wherein they may deposit for their own
credit, present them for payment.
3. The shipment of currency to out-of-town depositors
or bank correspondents.
4. The certification of checks.
Experience determines what proportion of its deposits
a bank may expect will be withdrawn across the
paying teller's window. This is the principle under
lying reserve provisions in banking legislation. A bank
is theoretically solvent only so long as it is able to pay
out cash to those who are entitled to demand it.
Obviously, if the institution should invest or loan all the
funds of its depositors, it would be unable to do this,
and although the trained banker may be depended upon
to have a sufficient margin of cash in his vaults to meet
ordinary demands, the law does not leave the matter
entirely to his judgment. A certain percentage of the
deposits, varying with the class of bank, must be kept
constantly in hand in the form of lawful money. In
passing, it may be noted that bank reserve is concerned
with another important economic consideration which
will be referred to in a later chapter.
The paying teller must further see to it that the
money over which he has custody is in proper propor
tions as to denominations so that he can meet any rea
sonable demand for fives, tens, twenties, or silver and
gold, as the case may be. There will be special demands
on pay days, etc. A pay-roll requisition indicating the
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amount of each denomination is used by the customer
in withdrawing the necessary sum of money. (See
Figure 8.)
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Fig. 8.—Pay-Roll Request Form
Responsibilities
The paying teller is charged with the responsibility,
resting upon the bank, of knowing the signature of the
depositor and of being certain that the money is paid
to the proper payee. He must further know whether
the check is "good," that is, whether or not the depositor
has sufficient balance to meet the amount called for. He
must also be sure that there is no "stop payment" order
on file applying to the check presented for payment. An
efficient teller must keep all these matters in his mind
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constantly. He cannot stop to examine the signature
file and the ledger before paying each check. On a busy
Saturday morning a constant stream of customers passes
before his window. Not only must the teller be on his
guard against the contingencies suggested above, but he
must also be able to count large sums of money rapidly
without mistake.
Nor is the strain thus put upon him merely mental and
physical. Having in his possession and under his con
trol thousands and even millions of dollars of actual
money, his moral fiber must be unquestioned. An inci
dent will illustrate how scrupulous the paying teller
must be even in small things. As a young man, the
author was employed for a time in the paying teller's
cage. A friend presented himself at the window to col
lect a small debt, payment of which would have required
a trip to a distant part of the bank. In order to avoid
delay, permission was asked of the teller to take the
amount from the drawer and restore it immediately
after the money had been secured from the private
locker in which it had been placed. The answer of the
veteran teller was simply to take out his own pocketbook and hand it without a word to the thoughtless
clerk—a rebuke which had the proper effect.
Detail Wokk
After some years' experience, perhaps as a book
keeper and receiving teller, the paying teller will have
become so familiar with the signatures of depositors as
to be able to identify them at a glance. So far as the
goodness of the check is concerned, the great majority
of depositors can be trusted not to overdraw. Those
who draw too closely or in unusual amounts are the
exception, and these can be memorized. In case of doubt
the bookkeeper may be consulted by an assistant while
the teller engages the customer in tactful conversation
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to avoid any resentment. Tact is one of the teller's
most needed qualifications. No one cares to be put in
the position of having his credit questioned, least of all
the man who is careless as to the relations between the
checks he draws and the balance he carries with the
bank. The matter of identification is nearly always
exasperating to the payee, who is so well-known to him
self as to find it impossible to understand why a check
drawn to the order of John Smith, in his possession,
does not prove conclusively that he is John Smith.
CREDIT
CERTIFIED CHECK!
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Fig. 9.—Certified Check Debit and Credit Forms
The certification of checks usually falls to the lot of
the paying teller, although sometimes an officer looks
after this work on account of its relative importance.
Banks are forbidden by law to certify a check which
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overdraws an account. Certification is equivalent to
acceptance by the bank of the check of its depositor.
When a check is certified, the account of the drawer is
charged as if it were paid in money, and the bank,
instead of the drawer of the check, becomes liable for
the amount. If the payee has the check certified instead
of accepting the cash, he is the loser in case the bank
should fail before the check is presented for payment.
If, however, the drawer should hand his certified check
to the payee and the bank should fail before the payee
has had time to present it, then he can sue the drawer
for the amount. The depositor has the legal right to
assume that the bank will not cash a check after the
official closing hour (usually 3 p. m.), and the bank that
pays out money or certifies a check after this hour does
so at its peril. If a depositor issues an order to stop
payment on a check he has drawn, he can recover from
the bank if the check was presented and paid the day
previous after closing hours.
In order to avoid error in his count while paying
checks, the teller arranges his money in convenient
amounts. Bills may be banded in $100, $500, or $1,000
packages. Notes of smaller denominations are ' ' crossed ' '
in $25 or $50 lots. Coin is stacked and placed in paper
rolls or envelopes properly marked as to contents.
Sometimes automatic "cashiers" are used. These
machines have a keyboard, and by pressing the keys
representing the amount of change wanted, the money
falls into the hand or a receptacle placed to receive it.
Paying Tellee 's Settlement
The accounting details incidental to the paying teller's
department are very simple. This teller deals with
fewer books and records than other departments because
he handles actual cash rather than debits and credits.
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He begins the day's work with a given amount of cash,
which is listed on his records as to kind and denomina
tion. Inasmuch as he will not pay out the entire amount
of money he has during the day, he finds it convenient
to keep a double record divided as to the money in the

PAYING TELLER'S SETTLEMENT SHEET
Cash on Head (L»t Settlement)
Clewing House (First laafl)
■ * (Citizens Checks)
" " (Oeceiving Teller)
■ " (Oeceiving Teller's Mail)
General Ledger (Cashier'a Checks)
- (U. S. 1
Recalling Teller

Draft Clerk
Cash lianas. (Last

CASH ON HAND
Gold Certificates
n Coin
Legal Tender Certificates
NotM
Silver Cola
Subsidiary Coin
National BanV Notes
(Over;
(Short)
Total Actual Cash on Hand
Oeceiving Teller
Note Teller
To next Settlement
Fig. 11.—Paying Teller's Statement
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vault and the money in his cage. If he must replenish
his "till money" during the course of the day, he will
go to the vault, take what he needs, and reduce his vault
cash by that amount.
By referring to the form, Figure 11, the nature of the
teller's statement will be readily understood. Begin
ning the day with a known amount of cash, he must settle
at night by showing an equal amount consisting of cash
on hand and checks which he charges to the bookkeeper.
His receipts consist of cash which the receiving teller
has handed him either during or at the end of the day.
If the receiving teller uses the block system of settle
ment, he is able to hand over his cash at intervals.
Similarly, the paying teller gives to the bookkeepers the
checks he has cashed in several lots or "courses," as
they are called. If the teller "cashes" checks for cus
tomers of the bank, which are payable at other insti
tutions, he charges such items to the receiving teller,
who handles them in his settlement as if they had been
deposited.
Single-Teller Systems
In small banks there will be a single teller, who both
pays and receives. So far as accounting is concerned,
the records are practically a consolidation of the pay
ing and the receiving teller's settlements. As cash is
deposited by some of the customers, it is counted,
assorted, and banded together and is then paid out to
others. The cash on hand in the morning, plus the
receipts during the day, must be accounted for finally
by an equal amount of cash, checks deposited, and checks
cashed.
The single-teller system is also used in very large
banks as a matter of convenience in serving a large
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number of depositors. The tellers are allotted to alpha
betical groups of customers, each window being labeled
as to the division: A to G, H to M, etc. Behind each
teller's cage is the individual ledger bookkeeper, who has
the same accounts which are cared for by his particular
teller. Thus it will be seen that the result is as if there
were eight or ten small country banks operating under
one roof, each doing business with its own group of
customers. The advantages to the bank are that the
tellers, becoming more easily familiar with the faces,
signatures, and business habits of a limited number of
depositors, are able to render better service and are less
liable to make mistakes. Furthermore, since the tellers
settle independently of each other, errors are more
easily found. The depositors benefit by not having to
stand in a single long line awaiting their turn at the
window, and they are also able to transact most of their
business at one time instead of going first to one teller
and then another.
The Check Teller
Still another combination system is that in which a
sort of intermediate teller is employed, known as the
"check teller." While the duties of this clerk vary with
each institution, in general he is charged with the work
of examining and accounting for all "self-checks"
deposited or paid. It may be noted here that when a
bank receives a check on itself on deposit, it technically
has paid the check and it is bound by the same rules of
law as if the item had been actually cashed at the pay
ing teller's window and the cash then deposited with the
receiving teller. The check teller is to be found only in
the larger city banks which receive the greater amount
of their own checks through the mail and in clearing-
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house exchanges. The check teller examines signatures
and indorsements and then charges the items to the
bookkeepers. The check teller does not come into direct
contact with the public.

TEST QUESTIONS
1. What are the general duties of the paying teller?
2. What is understood by the certification of a check? Does
the responsibility for this action rest with the paying teller ?
3. What are the general responsibilities of the paying teller ?
4. Describe briefly the paying teller's settlement.
5. What is the single-teller system ?
6. In what bank is the check teller found?

CHAPTER V
THE NOTE TELLER
The note teller, as distinguished from the other tellers,
handles collection items only such as checks, notes,
drafts, bonds, coupons, etc., which are deposited with
the bank for collection and credit only after payment
has been received. The greater part of this teller's
transactions have to do with notes and drafts, but occa
sionally he will receive checks or other items which, for
one reason or another, the bank will not accept as cash.
For example, a transient customer may present a
check, payable in a distant town, which he wants col
lected. Having no regular account with the bank, he is
not able to deposit the item ; so he leaves it for collection,
and the bank will pay him the money after returns have
been received.
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Fig. 12.—Promissory Note
As the term implies, the most important part of the
note teller's work is the collection, presentation, and
payment of notes. Not only do these items require
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greater care and exactness in handling, but they must
also be treated as individual items and not in totals, as
checks are. The reasons are that they are payable by
individuals and not by banks ; they have a fixed time of
maturity, and often they bear interest which is com
puted and added to the principal at the time of payment.
Another important consideration is that notes, drafts,
acceptances, and the like are bought and sold as invest
ments, whereas checks are almost invariably received on
deposit and handled by banks as agents.
Payment of Notes
In small banks a sign or placard is displayed at the
receiving teller's window reading: "Pay Notes Here."
Larger institutions assign a separate teller to this work.
The note teller, as he is called, looks after the notes and
time drafts which come into the possession of the bank
for collection. They are of two varieties as to owner
ship: (1) those which have been left with the bank by
city customers and out-of-town bank correspondents;
and (2) those which the bank has bought or discounted.
Montana.
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Fig. 13.—Promissory Note with Special Attorney's Fee and Waiver Clauses
The items owned by depositors are given to the note
teller as soon as they are received by the bank, usually
several days before the date of maturity. As they are
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received, the teller enters them in his register, with a
complete description, after which he files them in the
order of their maturity. The bank's own items, which

I

Fig. 14.—Note Teller's Collection Eegister
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NOTES MUST BE PAID IN MONEY OR BANK DUE BILL
Fig. 15.—Maturity Notice
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have been discounted or bought, are generally held by
the loan department in the bank's "portfolio" until the
date of maturity, when they are placed in the hands of
the note teller. In either event, a notice is mailed to
the maker or acceptor some days prior to maturity,
advising him that his note or acceptance of a certain
amount is due on such a date and is payable at the office
of the bank. The time of the banking hours, the address
of the bank, and the kind of funds which will be accepted
in payment are also noted. The law does not require
this notice to be sent out, but this is invariably done and
is a further illustration of the services a bank renders
gratis to its depositors and customers. If the note is
payable at a bank, it is treated as if it were a check
and is presented at the counter of the bank named in
the instrument, or it may be sent through the- clearing
house.
The teller lists the items payable each day on a sheet,
which is ruled to accommodate the "satisfaction" or a
description of the funds in which the maker makes
payment. Only cash or certified checks are acceptable
in payment of a note, although if the maker is well
known to the bank and his credit is unquestioned, his
check may be accepted. The reason is obvious. If a
bank should accept a check in payment, delivering the
note over to the maker, and it should later develop that
the check was not good, the bank would be liable for the
amount to the depositor or owner of the note and could
only recover by suing the maker on the check.
At the end of the day, any items remaining unpaid
are handed to a notary, who then makes presentation
at the place of business of the maker, and if he refuses
payment in cash, the item is then "protested," a legal
process which binds all the indorsers and the maker by
serving notice on them that the law has been complied
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after date

and endorsed by you, was this day, presented and
payment thereof demanded, but which being refused
and the.
remaining unpaid, it was this
evening PROTESTEDfor non-payment, and the holders
thereof look to you for payment of the same, together
with interest, damages, costs, etc.
Respectfully yours,

Notary Public.

Forward enclosed1 notices.
Fig. 17.—Notice of Protest
with in the matter of presentation and demand for
payment. A form for protest is shown in Figure 17.
City Collections
In addition to notes, the bank will receive many
demand, sight, and time drafts, usually drawn upon mer
chants and tradesmen by their creditors. If the drawee
is situated at a considerable distance from the bank, he
will be written or telephoned that the bank holds a draft
on him which he will please call and pay. The majority
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of these items, however, are presented in person by the
bank's representative, who is called a "runner" or mes
senger. If the drafts are time, that is, drawn "at three

Fig. 18.—Form of Customer's Draft
days' sight" or "ten days after date," etc., they are
presented for acceptance, and if acceptance is secured,
they are returned to the note teller, who places them
among his notes according to due dates. Figure 19 shows
a form of a collection clerk's register.
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Record of Drafts Received for Collection.
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Fig. 19.—City Collection Clerk's Register
Drafts may be protested for nonacceptance. Many
drafts have documents attached which are to be deliv
ered to the drawees only upon payment, as, for instance,
bills of lading. Here again the bank assumes the risk
(and usually without a fee, it may be mentioned) if
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the messenger accepts a check instead of actual cash,
delivering up the draft and accompanying documents
(usually negotiable) to the drawee. A common form of
draft is the "arrival draft," so called because it is
payable on the arrival of goods for which the draft rep
resents payment. In such cases the bank may depend
upon information received from the drawee, who usually
will notify the bank promptly, since he cannot get his
goods from the railroad without the bill of lading
attached to the draft which he first must pay. At times
the bank will communicate with the railroad offices as
to the arrival of shipments.
The runners or messenger's department is usually
consolidated with the note teller's department, or it may
be conducted separately, although many of the items
handled by the runners go through the note teller's
work. In a large city bank the head runner is a trusted
and valuable employee. His duties are by no means to
be confused with those of an ordinary messenger in
other lines of business. He must know in a general way
the credit standing of the "street," a word used to
define the business personnel of a large city. In other
words, he must be able to use good judgment in direct
ing his assistants where they may leave a draft, which
after inspection will be accounted for later in the day
by the drawee; where they must not leave a document;
where a check may be accepted; where cash must be
secured, etc. Since the majority of the people with
whom the runners come in contact are not customers
of the bank, the risk involved is apparent. Further
more, the runner must have a working knowledge, at
least, of the Negotiable Instruments Act.
Note Teller's Settlement
The settlement of the note teller is simple. At the
end of the day he will cross from his list all the notes
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which remain unpaid. He, then strikes a total of the
items paid, and he must be able to show an equal
amount of cash and checks. He may then turn over his
entire receipts to the receiving teller, who adds them
to his settlement; or he may distribute his returns him
self, the cash to the paying teller, self-checks to the
bookkeepers, and other items to the departments which
handle them. Each individual runner makes a daily
statement and settlement on a slip exactly in the same
manner as the note teller; that is, he lists the items he
takes upon the street for collection and accounts for his
returns by designating the "satisfaction" opposite each
item as he receives payment. All items paid are, at the
end of the day, credited to the accounts of the depositors
or correspondents who have sent them in for collection,
and a credit advice slip is sent out. Unpaid items are
First National Bank.

You have credit for collection* below «t»te i.
NAME.
AMOUNT

Fig. 20.—Collection Credit Advice
returned, with or without protest, according to previous
instructions.
Out-of-Town Collections
Collection items payable out of town are not, as a
rule, handled by the note teller, but since they consist
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK,
|2 To_
o
PayerWhere payable
Date

I—
Time.

:o

Respectfully.

N?" 25397

SUBJCCT TO POOTEST
RRST NATIONAL BANK,

IS)
To..
Vour ifS

Dale-

ChargePayer
Where payable
Date
TimeNO PKOTttT
■uwict to pkoimt

-Due—
N? 25397

FIRST NATIONAL BANK,
Credit.
Payer
theirs;:
.et/wcm rruoiv
Date.

ChargePayer
Where payable.
_Time_

_Due_
N? 25397

FIRST NATIONAL BANK,
Credit__
Payer
their as.

Fig. 21.—Loose-Leaf Carbon Collection Register
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of the same class of transactions, a description of the
methods used may be discussed here. The "collection
teller" who handles out-of-town business which is cred
ited only after payment, may have an independent
department, or he may be a part of the transit depart
ment, which is described in the next chapter.
The principal record of the collection teller's depart
ment is the register. This record is not in book form
as a rule, but consists of loose slips, one of which is
used to describe each item. Generally a carbon record
in duplicate, triplicate, or even quadruplicate is made.
Forms for this purpose are shown in Figure 21.
After the items have been "written up," they are sent
out to the bank's correspondents for collection, a process
which we have just previously discussed in connection
with the note teller.
If prompt returns are not made, a "tracer" is sent
out. (See Figure 22.) If the item is paid, the proper

Please Report immediately sv mail on the Following Items.
AM. Ml' NtM
MM
mm mm

Fig. 22.—Collection Tracer
slip is taken from the compartment in which it has been
filed, together with the carbon duplicates. One of these
is used as the charge ticket, charging the bank to whom
the item was sent; another becomes the credit memo.,
from which the bookkeeper will make the credit entry
to the owner or depositor's account. If a third slip
has been made, it is properly stamped with the word
"paid" and the date, and becomes the advice of pay
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ment sent to the owner. The charge and credit slips
are later filed away as a permanent record of the trans
action. In banking parlance, the word "fate" is used
to designate the final disposition of the item.
Due Diligence
As has been pointed out, collection items require
extreme care in the process of presentation and pay
ment. The expression "due diligence" is a technical
term defining what may legally be considered to be
proper and due care on the part of the bank in handling
collections for its customers and fulfilling its selfimposed obligations in connection therewith. Although
these considerations have all been referred to, it may
be well to summarize them briefly.
The following
requirements constitute "due diligence":
Drafts must be presented at the place of business of
the drawee during reasonable business hours, also notes,
although if no business address is given, they may be
presented at the residence of the maker up to the
average time of retiring for the night.
Cash only may be accepted in payment, and docu
ments are to be delivered only on payment.
If payment is refused, the item is to be protested,
or immediate notice is to be given of such nonpayment.
Any of the above mentioned may be modified by
instructions applying to the item in question, but instruc
tions on the item itself are not to govern unless they
are confirmed in writing in the letter or on the deposit
ticket with which the item has been inclosed to the bank.
"Due diligence," in a word, consists in obeying either
specific or implied instructions implicitly. The amount
of due diligence required varies in proportion to the duty
imposed specifically or impliedly by the circumstances.
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TEST QUESTIONS
1. Describe briefly the duties of a note teller.
2. If an item is unpaid at the end of the day, what steps
must the note teller take to protect the bank?
3. What is the relationship that exists between the note
teller and the messenger department?
4. Describe briefly the note teller's settlement.
5. Does the note teller handle out-of-town collections as well
as the city collection items?

CHAPTER VI
THE TRANSIT DEPARTMENT
In departmental classifications the transit department
is a part of the receiving teller's organization, although
in a sense it is an accounting medium between the teller
and the bookkeeper. As has been stated in an earlier
chapter, the check payable out of town is the most
expensive to collect. This is true both of the accounting
records required and of the external expense or cost
incidental to the process of converting funds payable
in another city into available cash in hand.
The transit department, as such, does not exist in
small banks or even in large city banks that deposit
their out-of-town checks with other institutions which
specialize in this class of banking service. The theory
involved in the transfer of money and credit through
the use of bank checks is of sufficient importance in the
category of modern banking problems to warrant a
separate treatment elsewhere. For the present we shall
discuss the practical features of this, the largest and
most highly organized department of the average large
commercial bank.
Development of Transit Departments
Until the establishment of the national banking sys
tem, and for a time thereafter, checks were accepted by
banks for deposit, subject to credit only after returns
had been received, just as notes and collection items
are handled to-day. The use of the personal check
64
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developed very rapidly after the great flood of state
bank notes had been taxed out of existence by the
National Bank Act, and it was no longer possible to
handle checks as separate, individual items except at
prohibitive accounting costs. Clearing houses began
to be organized to facilitate the presentation and col
lection of local checks, which thereafter were credited
to the accounts of depositors on receipt.
For mutual convenience it became necessary to grant
like privileges to depositors who wished to deposit outof-town items. There was no change in the principle
involved, since the depositor was not given the right to
draw against these items until returns had been received
and the bank retained the right to charge back or reverse
the credit for any check returned unpaid. The advan
tage in the change lay in the fact that a deposit of
checks could be handled on the accounting records in
totals and not as individual items requiring separate
advice and credit in each case. It is unfortunate that
most banks, especially in the country districts, have
carelessly allowed depositors to fall into the easy habit
of regarding a receipt in a pass book for checks payable
hundreds of miles away, as a cash credit subject to their
immediate draft. Some of our most difficult transit
problems are due to this unsound practice.
Competition between banks as they strove to render
gratuitous service to their customers forced them to
discover ways in which the constantly growing volume
of outside checks could be handled at a minimum of
cost, and to-day the nearest approach to "scientific
management," as it is called in the industrial world, to
be found in banking, is the highly organized and special
ized transit department.
The expression "transit check" is a comparatively
new term which originated in a large Chicago bank.
A variety of terms has been used in the past, such as
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"country check," "miscellaneous," "out-of-town," and
"foreign check." (In the Negotiable Instruments Act, a
"foreign bill" is a bill of exchange payable outside the
state in which it is first negotiated.)
The "word
"transit" conveys an exact meaning in this case.
Checks are classified, not as to any inherent differences,
but as to their place of payment as compared with the
bank holding them. Every check during its accounting
journey between the deposit ticket and the individual
ledger balance it is drawn against may be rated as a
transit check, a clearing-house item, or a self-check. The
transit check is the check on the move toward its place
of redemption.
O-BGANTZATION OF TRANSIT DEPARTMENT
The chief or head of the transit department is called
the "transit manager." He may be in charge of a
small force of men, or, as is the case in Chicago, which
on account of its geographical location is a great check
collection center, he may be rated as an officer of his
bank, with more than a hundred men under him. But
no matter what may be the size of the bank, the work
of all transit departments is identical. All out-of-town
checks are charged to this department by the receiving
teller either in bulk or in certain divisions, based on the
outgoing letters which carry the checks to the bank's
correspondents.*. It is the duty of the transit clerks to
assort the checks according to the place payable; to
indorse them with the stamp of the bank; to list them
in letters addressed to the banks to which they are sent ;
and to mail the letters containing the items at the end
of the day. Forms of transit letters are shown in Fig
ures 23 and 24.
The total sent to each correspondent is given to the
bookkeepers, and a register record is made each day.
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S3 653
1 9 0O0TJW.
8.7 9
S0
15OO0 NO-PRO.
1,8 3 5.7 5 B/L«TT
2,5 56.70* •

rem usee for Tranett letters written on
Mabt IkcUnu
BaM with blank carton copy, per
foration kt top.

This record is checked up as the correspondents acknowl
edge receipt of the letters and make remittances. When
the remittances are received, they are also handled by
the transit department and prepared for final disposition.
Although in theory all items deposited in the bank go
through the receiving teller's department, out-of-town
checks that come through the mail never leave the transit
department. The operation resembles the collection and
distribution of mail matter by the railway post office.
6
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Fig. 24.—Transit Item Letter and Carbon
Duplicate retained by sending bank.
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Perhaps everyone has seen the interior of a mail car
and has watched the clerks as they open the sacks of
mail collected en route distributing the letters in bins
and pigeon-holes which are then emptied and the mail
placed in sacks to be thrown off the train at each town.
This is exactly the process used by the transit department in the receipt and distribution of checks, except
that an accounting record is made of each "letter" and
its contents.
The First National Bank
tan
AT
~ ..

Ymrfimrn/

rtctived Ml dmlti.

Fig. 25.—Acknowledgment of Cash Letter and Report of Disposition
of Items
Efficient Methods
Experience in handling large volumes of transit
checks has demonstrated that there are certain funda
mental principles which must be observed in the opera
tion of an efficient system. Among these may be noted
the following: (1) The division or assortment of the
items should be on a geographic rather than on an V
alphabetical basis as to place of payment and as to the
correspondents to which they are sent; (2) the number y
of times each item is handled within the bank must be
reduced to an absolute minimum; and (3) items payable/
in the smaller towns may be sent direct if within a
reasonable distance from the bank, but items payable
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in the smaller towns in far distant sections of the
country are sent to the banks in the larger cities of such
districts. Other requirements might be mentioned, but

Am(EfciCAN National Bank

ENCLOSED PLEA
Dt PAYMEIfT OF rnOfS AM STATED BELOW
YO(JHB THITI

•
CASHtEn.

<

!

■ .- ■
Fig. 26.—Remittance Letter
these three are the most important. Convenient form
memorandums, such as those represented in Figures 27
to 33 inclusive, are great timesavers in transit work.
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The only argument in favor of an alphabetical
arrangement of country correspondents is that most
clerks know that B follows A. The advantages in favor

STATE NATIONAL BANK

.'91

Dear Sirs:
ment t*n.
your teller

Wi beg to advise that tut have supplied your endorse
item,
...jfitlised in
find deposited'with yon by

Please confirm our action oh form below, and oblige.
Respectfully yours.
Cashier,

STATE NATIONAL BANK
We hereby confirm your action as noted above.

Fig. 27.—Bank Advice Memorandum
of the geographical system are many. It is easier for
new clerks to assort the transit checks, because all they *
need to remember is the location of each state. Under
the alphabetical system it would be necessary, for in
stance, to know whether a small town in Ohio is sent
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to Cincinnati for collection and is thus assorted among
the C's, or whether it is farther down the river and
is to be sent to Louisville, among the L's. Of course,
accounts within each state are kept in alphabetical order.

MEMORANDUM.
To
"AMERICAN NATIONAL BANK.

Fhwf m» tk«! w* art tlili Miha wtetprtd ymr
1
Itmm
FU*m ntfirm Hr «cliM mmi fyptr m -with fyrtfur At.
ffmrWm

Fig. 28.—Bank Advice Memorandum
V Another advantage is that letters to some sections of the
country can be mailed at an earlier hour and thus make
good train connections; this insures quicker returns.
Attention can be concentrated at different sections of the
transit department, which is mechanically far easier than
if letters should need to be taken out here and there,
as would be the case under the alphabetical system.
A final advantage lies in the direction of records and
statistics. Rates of exchange, methods of remittance,
and general conditions vary with respect to different
sections of the country. The best men, therefore, can
be assigned by the transit manager to those sections
requiring the greatest care and judgment in routing
checks. It is also possible to keep an accurate record
easily of the volume of items handled in each state.
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The need for concentration increases inversely accord
ing to the size of the bank receiving transit checks on
deposit. At the end of a day's work the bank will find
itself in possession of items payable at perhaps a thou-

1I3S ION 00 3SJ3U
rOOM
Corn Exchange National Bank
KmIou Mir ONE Umi M COUPONS, mi Iww ** Eavdapt UNSEALED
Nunc of Cot

PtfMc «l .
Due
ft|UIWH My of wfthfcj C«iif«ia* m k1wm4 nhn la ftfc lawhw wtt F
Fig. 29.—Coupon Envelope
Some envelopes are numbered and have attached thereto a stub which
has the corresponding number. This stub is detached and identifies the owner.
This is done so as not to disclose ownership.
sand different places. If the bank is not large, it is
both impractical and unnecessary to send every check
direct to the town where it is payable. The cost of
accounting, bookkeeping, and stationery, not to mention
the postage, would be prohibitive. The items are, there
fore, concentrated according to the sections in which
they are payable and sent to correspondents or reserve
agents in those sections. Even very large banks con
centrate items payable within limited districts, such as
counties, sending all to one correspondent located in the
county seat. This mechanical need for concentration is
the germ of many clearing plans, including that of the
federal reserve system.
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Each check received on deposit must undergo a process
of accounting, which requires that it be handled a certain
number of times. The transit check is subject to the
greatest attention in this direction. It is handled:
1.

By the receiving teller's assistant, who assorts it
in its proper division under the "batch system"
previously described.

American National Bank

roun» TRin.r.

1
1

Fig. 30.—Returned Item Letter
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By the adding-machine operator, who lists it in
proving the deposit ticket.
By the transit clerk, who (1) assorts it as to point
of collection; (2) indorses it with the bank stamp;
and (3) lists it in the outgoing letter.

CASH RETURNED ITEM
Returned to

$ . ,. .
ftlff

MNVNT
UM*n*wrMMFriClCNT
FVNM
•Ml
CREDIT

Thc

National Ban«
**HILAOCLPHIA
DEBIT

?wo!iwT,<t
r*TN*NT
«T»#««
Mmam
Ml
mmmm

Wl MBIT VOUR ACCOUNT AND MTUflM HEREIN,
KINDLY ACKNOWLEDGE RECEIPT

Fig. 31.—Returned Item Forms
Nor is this all. The total amount of which the check
is a part is charged by the bookkeeper to the correspond
ent to which the letter is sent; the amount is listed on
the transit register to be checked when remittance or
acknowledgment of receipt is received; and when the
remittance draft is received it, in turn, must be
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Bank of Commerce

Gentlemen:
mis is only to notify you that we are without returns
on the following Items:
Date Received
there Payable
Amount

this notice does not necessarily imply non-payment, as
the advice of remlttanoe may have gone astray in the malls. le
are doing all we can to hasten returns, hut you may oonslder the
same utiPAXD until you receive further advice from us.
Tours very truly.
Cashier.
Auditor.

Bank of Commerce

Gentlemen:
Referring to our advise of HOU-PAYItlHT, sent you on date
indicated below, regarding tne following ltenjB:
Date Received
fnere Payable
amount

We beg to advlee that we have reoelved a remlttanoe for
today.
Yours very truly.
Date of Previous advise.

Pig. 32.—Collection Memorandum
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The National City Bank
0

We debit your account and enter tor collection the following Item:
CIUBITEO
VI*
OMWNON

urn* No. MNT

o
.OP!C NAL

DEBIT

Ween er for collection item as described below:
CMOI'IC
BMWN ON

irrrt" Na

ANOUNT

CAOl C PV
Fig. 33.—Charge Ticket and Advice
accounted for on the books and collected. When we
consider that a large bank will handle from twenty-five
thousand to one hundred thousand separate transit items
daily, we can readily understand the necessity for a wellorganized and efficient accounting system in the transit
department.
Accounting Methods
Transit departments are sometimes organized with an
efficiency that would do credit to a German army corps.
Although the incoming items cannot be controlled alto
gether as to the time of deposit, the clerks are so
assigned as to be immediately available to meet any
point of attack, so to speak. If a large part of the
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transit checks are received through the mails from
other banks, as is usually the case, men may be drawn
temporarily from other departments to help the transit
or "in-mail" men. As soon as a good start has been
made, the clerks return to their own subdivisions, and
they are able to have their desks well cleared and ready
by the time the first deposits begin coming in across
the counter.
The main object is to prove the incoming deposits
as quickly as possible and thus prevent a congestion at
the source of supply. It is this part of internal bank
work which seems the most complicated and chaotic to
the layman. If we keep in mind constantly the general
idoa of bank accounting and think in terms of the small
countiy bank, what appears to be a hopeless jumble
of clerks, checks, sheets, and adding machines in the
large bank is more easily comprehended.
In making up the outgoing transit check letter, banks
have adopted many labor-saving methods. The first is
the form of indorsement used. At one time, all banks
Pay to the order of
ANT BANK, BANKER OB TRUST COMPANY.
All Prior Indorsements Guaranteed.
MAY 8, 1913.
FIRST NATIONAL BANK,
STATETOWH.
59-16 WABBEN DAY, Cashier. 59-16
Fig. 34.—Bank Indorsement Stamp
used the straight indorsement stamp, that is, the stamp
which indorsed the items over to the bank to which they
were sent for collection. This required a different
stamp for each correspondent, and the checks could only
be indorsed after they had been finally assorted. To-day
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nearly all banks use what may be called the general
indorsement stamp, which reads: "Pay to the order of
any bank or banker." Figure 34 shows the complete form
of an indorsement stamp. With this stamp the checks
may be stamped in bulk either by machine or by hand, the
work being assigned to the clerks who are the most
dexterous in handling the checks rapidly.
Adding
machines have already been referred to. Electrically
driven machines which both list the items and permit
of description as to place payable are now in general use.
Transit Numbers
A system has been devised by the clearing-house
section of the American Bankers' Association which
provides for the use of numbers in describing place
payable. This is called the "universal numerical sys
tem"; it assigns a distinctive number to every bank in
the United States, known as the "transit number."
These numbers are hyphenated and consist of a prefix,
which, designates the state or city in which the bank is
located, and a suffix number, which designates the bank.
For instance, 1-13 is a bank in New York City; 3-1, a
bank in Philadelphia; 50-36, a bank in New York state;
90-42, a bank in California. These numbers are printed
on the checks and are used in making up transit letters.
Should it become necessary to refer to a number to
identify a lost item, for example, a key is published
which contains all the numbers in both numerical and
geographical order.
No Protest Instructions
Another labor-saver is the system of designating "no
protest" instructions devised by Thomas A. Scott, of
Lynchburg, Virginia. "Instructions" applying to cash
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or collection items consist principally of "wire if
unpaid" and "do not protest if unpaid," the latter
sentence being shortened in actual practice to "no pro
test." The legal ruling in force is that instructions
on the letter, rather than on the item, are to govern
the disposition of the item. In other words, if a check
should have attached to it a slip reading "no protest,"
without any confirmation being written opposite the
amount in the letter inclosing it, the check might be
protested in case of nonpayment. This meant that
clerks were compelled to search incoming letters for
these instructions and then to note the same instructions
on their own outgoing letters inclosing the items. Here
was an extra detail of work which the new system makes
unnecessary without doing any violence to the rule of
law above referred to. Banks now stamp "no protest"
items on the face with a small stamp reading "N-P
16-51." The number used is the transit number of the
bank in which the item is originally deposited. The
letterhead then bears the printed instructions: "Do not
protest any item stamped 'N-P 16-51' or bearing a
similar stamp." In this way the item itself carries the
instructions through to the bank finally presenting it
for payment, and it is no longer necessary for each bank
to relay the instructions to its correspondents.
Settlement
Each division of the transit department is charged
by the receiving teller with the amount of checks handed
to it during the day. These totals consist of the reca
pitulated totals of the batch sheets described earlier. As
soon as all checks are in, the transit clerks add up their
outgoing letters, and the total amount must agree with
the amount charged by the teller. If a difference is
disclosed, the items are "looked back" to see that they
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are properly listed. As soon as settlement is effected,
the letters are sealed and weighed and the proper post
age affixed. During the day, collection items, advices of
credits, returned items, and other memoranda are
inclosed in the envelopes. A carbon duplicate of the
outgoing transit letter is retained, and the bookkeepers
make their charge entries either from these carbons or
from the transit register. The total amount finally
appears in the general ledger item "due from banks."
This item will be further explained when we take up
the accounting of the general ledger bookkeeper.
Systems of Collection .
The history of the development in the use of checks
and the evolution of systems used by banks to effect
collection of checks drawn upon other institutions is an
interesting phase of practical banking and will be more
fully discussed in a later chapter. A brief description
of the several methods now employed is necessary, how
ever, to arrive at a clear understanding of the transit
department.
There are, at the present time, three general collec
tion systems which may be defined in the order of their
adoption by banks as follows:
1.
2.
3.

The independent system.
The country clearing-house system.
The federal reserve system.
THE INDEPENDENT COLLECTION SYSTEM

The first of these is the natural result of our inde
pendent banking system and the method of carrying
reserves prior to the Federal Reserve Act. The
National Bank Act classified all national banks, regard
less of size or importance, in three groups—country
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banks, reserve city banks, and central reserve city banks.
Country banks were permitted to carry 9 per cent of
their reserve as balances with reserve or central reserve
city banks; reserve city banks could keep 12^ per cent
of their required reserve with central reserve city insti
tutions, while the latter were compelled to maintain a
25 per cent reserve entirely in their own vaults.
The reserve and central reserve city banks found it
profitable to compete for country bank accounts and
offered the same inducements which the average bank
presents to its depositors, that is, the collection of checks
and drafts. Through an unfortunate ruling of the
Comptroller of the Currency, continued through suc
cessive administrations, country banks were permitted
to count as reserve all debits against their accounts
with reserve agents, which, in addition to collected bal
ances, also consisted largely of checks which at the time
the debit entry was made on the books of the country
bank, might not have left the custody of the local post
office. This relation between the country bank and its
reserve city agent was repeated in a lesser degree
between the reserve city bank and the central reserve
city institution. The result was a system of pyramided
and often entirely fictitious reserve which invariably
broke down in the event of a monetary stringency, when
every bank tried to convert this inflated book reserve,
consisting of uncollected checks, into medium-ofexchange currency. This recurrent danger and incon
venience, which invariably crippled the flow of domestic
exchange, had an important part in hastening the adop
tion of remedial legislation in the Federal Keserve Act.
A further weakness in the independent system was to
be found in the encouragement it gave to country banks
to impose arbitrary and often exorbitant exchange
charges for remitting for checks drawn upon themselves.
Knowing that his reserve balance was of considerable
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value to a city bank, the country banker would either
place it where he could get the greatest amount of
checks in his own town for remittance—less the
exchange charge—regardless of more legitimate reserve
requirements, or else scatter it about among the fifty
reserve cities in parcels, levying exchange tribute upon
all of them. Meanwhile, he insisted that the city bank
permit him to concentrate the checks he had received
from his own depositors with them for collection at par.
The result of this system, still in wide operation, was
to draw checks far out of their proper channels of col
lection, the country banker seeking an outlet at par at
a point where he could secure the highest rate of
exchange and interest upon his balances in return, and
the city banker attempting to avoid excessive exchange
charges by permitting delayed remittances, or else
placing the burden on its own correspondents by routing
the checks in a roundabout or circuitous manner. The
fundamental weakness in the independent system lies in
the fact that it gives too much power to the thousands of
isolated country banks to impose their will upon all
other banks as to exchange rates.
If the city banks form defensive alliances to protect
themselves and their customers, they are in danger of
legal prosecution for adopting measures "in restraint
of trade." The burden of this indirect, expensive, and
altogether unsatisfactory system of independent arrange
ments is ultimately borne by the public, either in the
shape of high rates of exchange charged them as indorsers on checks they deposit, or else in the excess balances
which they are forced to carry to entitle them to have
their collections made at par. This statement should
not be construed to mean that the depositor should
escape a proper charge for service rendered. As we
have pointed out, the average bank customer already
secures more free services than the profits from his
7
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account entitle him to. It does mean, however, that the
customer should be assured that he is paying only for
efficient and scientifically performed service and not for
taxes to perpetuate an antiquated and totally inadequate
system of check collection.
THE COUNTBY CLEABING-HOUSE SYSTEM
About the year 1899 efforts began to be made to cor
rect the abuses incidental to the independent systems
just described. The most notable movement in this
direction was the so-called "country clearing house,"
installed by the Boston Clearing House for the collection
of checks payable in New England. Other associations
followed suit at intervals, and to-day the number of
clearing houses which have adopted this solution of the
transit problem is increasing rapidly. A description of
the details of this system is given in the chapter on
"Clearing Houses." Briefly, the country clearing house
may be described as an agency which acts jointly for
all the members of a clearing house. In the collection
of their transit checks it bears the same relation to city
banks as the banks bear toward their own depositors.
Strictly speaking, the checks are not "cleared," but they
are collected by the clearing house as one "bank" acting
for all. The advantages of this system are that the
mechanical details of accounting are much simplified;
this results in a saving of stationery, postage, and clerk
hire, since each bank at the end of the day, instead of
making debit entries against a hundred or more country
banks, has a single total representing the amount due
from the clearing house. The banks are also in position
to secure more favorable rates from the country bank
ers, since the latter receive their checks in one letter
instead of from each city bank individually.
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THE FEDERAL RESERVE CLEARING SYSTEM
The Federal Reserve Act, which has introduced the
latest development in check collection, provides that the
reserve banks may receive on deposit from their mem
bers, checks and drafts drawn- upon other members, i. e.,
transit checks. No restriction is placed upon their
receiving checks drawn upon nonmembers as well, and
in the event of all banks not. entering the system, it is
the expectation that ultimately the reserve banks, organ
ized for the primary purpose of serving their members,
will receive all checks, regardless of place of payment,
if the member banks find it profitable and convenient to
collect their transit checks through this agency.
The act goes further, however, and states that the
Federal Reserve Board may require the reserve banks
to act as clearing houses for their members. Immedi
ately this function is undertaken by the reserve banks,
the relation between member banks becomes that of
members of a joint clearing house. That is, what were
formerly "transit checks" can be sent to the reserve
bank as to a clearing house and thus establish a credit
against which may be applied as an offset the checks
against each member received by the reserve bank. The
resultant debit or credit balance is then settled for by
each member with its reserve bank. This development
is as yet scarcely far enough advanced to enable us to
draw any conclusions, but it seems to be the logical and
ultimate solution of the transit problem. It is a step
in advance of the country clearing-house method, just as
the latter was a tremendous improvement over the inde
pendent system.
We can illustrate the evolution of the three systems
and compare them with each other by assuming that
there are a thousand business men in a city, each having
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bank accounts with one or another of five local banks.
If we let these one thousand depositors represent our
country banks, under the independent system each indi
vidual upon receiving say one hundred checks a day,
would present each item at the counter of the paying
bank and upon receiving cash would then deposit it in
his own bank. Under the country clearing-house system
each man would deposit all his checks in his own bank,
and the banks would then each send a messenger to the
others, receiving in a lump sum payment for all checks
deposited by their customers. Under the federal reserve
plan, the five banks would form a clearing house, meet
ing together at one place where debits and credits would
be offset and the balances only paid in cash.
Evolutions in banking practice are slow in develop
ing, and it may be several years before the ideal system
of collecting transit checks is attained. It is safe to say,
however, that the American banker will finally solve this
problem, ^since it is becoming more certain that clearing
is the perfect banking principle.
Analysis of Accounts
The cost incidental to handling transit checks and
converting the proceeds into available cash makes it
necessary that banks, more particularly those in the
natural collection centers, shall have at hand precise
records showing the status of each account on their
books. "When a depositor gives to his bank a hundred
checks payable in as many different cities, it is necessary
that both he and his bank shall know when the proceeds
become available for use. Since it is no longer prac
ticable to defer book credit until each individual item is
paid and accounted for, a system had to be devised to
prevent the depositor from drawing against funds not
yet in the possession of his bank. This is accomplished
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by a process of accounting known as "analysis" or
"cost accounting."
The item in the statement of the resources of a bank
classified as "due from banks not reserve agents,"
represents checks in process of collection or that part
of the deposits which are not yet available for loaning
purposes. Technically, outstanding checks (deposited)
are known as "float." In analyzing an account, the pur
pose is to determine how much of each book balance
as shown by the individual ledger consists of float. The
analysis department goes over the deposit tickets or
incoming letters inclosing transit items and sets down
in parallel columns the amounts which will be outstand
ing three, five, seven, or a greater number of days,
depending upon the distance at which the items are
payable. These are facts which must be ascertained
from actual conditions in each instance.
Convenient forms for recording these items are shown
in Figures 35 and 36. Figure 35 illustrates a system for
making an exact or minute analysis. Since analysis need
not be too laboriously exact, which involves unnecessary
expense, a more general or average method of reckoning
may be recommended, as indicated in Figure 36. The
same results are achieved with a less cumbersome sheet.
In making up time and rate columns the location of the
bank and the nature of its business must, of course, be
taken into consideration. Generally a few columns will
suffice. For example, $1,000 outstanding two days is the
same as $500 outstanding four days. The same rule may
be applied to exchange rates, a wide scale being covered
by a few columns.
This record is kept for the period of a month,
at the end of which time the columns are footed to
show the total amount outstanding and the length of
time. By multiplying each column by the figure repre
senting the number of days, adding the products
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ACCOUNT ANALYSIS
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Fig. 35.—Detailed Account Analysis
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together, and dividing by thirty (or thirty-one), the
average daily amount outstanding is arrived at. By
subtracting this amount from the average daily balance
"as shown by the ledger, it is ascertained what the actual
balance of the depositor has been. The law requires
a certain reserve to be held against deposits, and after
this percentage is deducted, the bank is able to estimate
the average loanable balance of the depositor. By apply
ing the current loaning rate for money to this net*
balance, the bank can then figure its gross profit on the
account. .
This profit, however, is affected by certain fixed costs
which must be applied to it. The largest item is that of
exchange charges which the bank has paid to its corre
spondents for remittances. Rates vary from 25 cents
to $2.50 per thousand dollars. The analysis department
in addition to "timing" each item to arrive at the float,
also lists the amount under the proper heading, showing
the rate of exchange cost. These amounts are added
together to arrive at the total cost of exchange. The
next item of expense will be the interest allowed the
depositor. Active accounts may receive interest at from
2 to 4 per cent. Finally the "overhead" cost inci
dental to the work involved may be applied. As a
general rule this will be found to average from one to
3 cents per item, or, based upon amounts, from 7 to 10
cents per thousand dollars collected.
The total costs are then applied to the theoretical
income, and the result is the net profit or loss on the
account during the month. This is shown on the analysis
record card, Figure 37. If the account shows a loss,
the depositor is asked to readjust either by paying the
cost of operation or by paying a fixed rate of exchange
on checks deposited. Or he may increase his balance
by allowing the bank more time before drawing against
his deposits; or, again, no interest will be paid him.
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SUMMARY OF ACCOUNT
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Fig. 38.—Summary of Account
The results of each month's calculations are posted on
cards for each account which are carried as a permanent
record. Figure 38 shows a form of summary usually sent
to depositors or correspondents when the account is
unsatisfactory.
TEST QUESTIONS
1. What is the primary reason for the great development of
the modern transit department of a bank?
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2. Where did the term "transit check" originate?
3. Wherein is the geographical system of sorting superior to
the alphabetical system of sorting?
4. Outline briefly the steps a transit check takes before it
reaches the place of payment.
5. What are the two outstanding labor-saving devices to
facilitate the handling of the transit check?
6. What was the outstanding weakness of the independent
collection system?
7. Why is the federal reserve clearing system sound in prin
ciple? Is the idea a new one?
8. Describe briefly the process of analyzing an account.
9. Can "floats" be ignored in an analysis?
V

CHAPTER VII
LOANS AND DISCOUNTS
We may now turn for the moment from a further
consideration of the departments organized for the serv
ice of the bank's customers and discuss the most impor
tant department concerned with self-interest, so to
speak. In a broad sense, the entire institution is given
over to public service, but the loan and discount depart
ment's immediate function is to look after that phase
of banking which represents income, rather than outgo.
The customers of a bank are, in the greater part, of
two varieties—depositors and borrowers. In an eco
nomic sense the bank acts as the medium between the
two, receiving from the one surplus funds which are
accumulated into liquid capital and then distributed in
the shape of loans to the other, thus creating new
deposits.
In making loans, the bank does not act as the agent
of the depositor but assumes the part of principal and
owner of the money, for the safe return of which it is,
however, responsible to the depositor. It is chiefly
for this reason that greater care must be used in han
dling notes, representing loans, than is required of
checks received on deposit in the collection of which the
bank acts as agent. That is to say, if a check is returned
unpaid, the bank has the right of charging the amount
to the depositor and returning it to him, whereas if a
loan is unpaid, the bank must suffer the loss, since it
94
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would be impossible to loan each depositor's balance
separately and at his risk. The security of the loan,
therefore, is of greater importance than the rate of
interest earned upon it.
Much may be written upon the elements of security
affecting bank investments and the conditions which
govern the rate of interest, but these abstract matters
may be put into the background while we take up the
concrete detail and routine of the loan department.
Duties Of Loan Department
This department, it may be recalled, belongs to the
executive group. Its duties, however, are clerical rather
than administrative; in fact, much more so than those
of the credit department. The latter department is
employed chiefly with loans before they are made,
whereas the loan department's work begins after the
loan is effected. In their chronological order these
duties consist of figuring the interest or discount, record
ing the loans permanently upon the bank's records, filing
the notes or evidence of the loan in the portfolios for
safe-keeping, seeing to it that they are presented for
payment at maturity, and canceling the obligation after
payment has been made.
Many loans are made upon collateral security consist
ing principally of stocks and bonds, and the work of
accounting and caring for such security is in itself no
small task. National banks are prohibited by law from
loaning on real estate except within certain limitations,
but such loans often constitute the major portion of the
loans of state banks and trust companies. We will con
fine the present discussion to the loans and discounts of
the more strictly commercial institutions, although the
same accounting principles apply in all cases.
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Kinds of Loans

Loans may be classified in several ways, as here
shown :
{Time
Demand
Call
("Stock exchange collateral
As to security . . J Warehouse receipts
I Mortgage loans, etc.
Classification
of
loans

(Single name
Joint or syndicate
Indorsed or two-name paper
Broker's loans
Dealer's
loans
As to borrowers.
Own paper
Bought or "commercial" paper, etc.

On the bank's balance sheet or general ledger the
ordinary classification of loans consists of demand loans
and time loans so divided on account of the difference
between their liquidity as assets. It may be noted here
that the Federal Reserve Board requires the reserve
banks, for statistical purposes, to report their loans as
to the nature of the commodity which they are issued to
"carry." For example, the banks of the South "carry"
cotton; that is, they finance the growing, warehousing,
and sale of that staple. The banks of the west "carry"
corn, wheat, and other grains.
It will serve no useful purpose to attempt to describe
in detail the variations in the loaning habits of different
sections of the country as indicated by the methods
employed in the banks of each district. Naturally, the
kind of loan most used and the average tenor of the
notes will bear some relation to the needs of agriculture
or industry. A crop that has a long season will give
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rise to "paper" (the general term applied to nego
tiable instruments used in borrowing money) of long
maturity, and similarly a business or industry that per
mits of a quick "turnover" between the purchase of raw
material and the sale of the finished product will pro
duce thirty or sixty-day paper. Strictly commercial
paper consists of loans that are "self-liquidating"; that
is, they are paid out of the proceeds of the sale of the
commodity which they are issued to finance. It is this
class of loans which may be rediscouhted at the federal
reserve banks and become the security for bank-note
issue.
Before going further into loan classifications and the
distinguishing features of each kind of loan, we may
explain the significance of the term which is used to
describe all loans, that is, "loans and discounts." The
words as used by banks are not synonymous, although
the distinction is based on mere technicalities.
A discount is a loan upon which the interest is col
lected or deducted at the time the loan is made. Dis
counts are time loans having a fixed date of maturity
and may or may not be secured by collateral.
A loan, on the other hand, is usually payable on
demand, which is definite enough to conform to the
requirements of the Negotiable Instruments Act but not
sufficiently definite to permit of interest being charged
in advance.
Such loans are generally secured by collateral, and
the interest is added when the loan is paid; or, if the
loan is allowed to run for a relatively long period, the
interest may be paid quarterly. On "discounts" the
rate is fixed, but on loans the interest may fluctuate.
For this reason, and also because the date of payment
is optional with the bank or the borrower, interest can
not be figured in advance on "loans"; hence the shade
of meaning between "discount" and "interest."
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We may now describe the various classes of loans in
more detail, keeping in mind the fact that although
small banks do not handle all kinds of loans common
to the larger institutions, the accounting necessary for
each particular kind of loan is practically identical,
regardless of the size or kind of bank.
Single-name paper represents loans to an individual
firm or corporation on their own note of hand without
any other responsibility than that of the general credit
of the maker. Although two or more names may appear
on a note either as makers or indorsers, it is still singlename paper if the names represent identical interests.
Sometimes the members of a firm will indorse their firm
notes personally, but unless they are possessed of con
siderable outside means entirely apart from their busi
ness, such indorsements merely strengthen the moral
risk, and the instrument is still single-name paper.
Again, a firm may have a subsidiary organization trad
ing under a separate name but with identical interests,
so that although both names appear on the note—one as
maker and the other as indorser—the obligation is still
essentially single-name paper. Failure to guard against
this contingency has caused many bank losses, since a
single failure may affect several allied companies.
Bills receivable or trade paper are notes having two
or more names given in settlement of business transac
tions. So far as security goes, we may also include in
this class of loans, notes having " accommodation"
indorsements, that is, what would otherwise be singlename paper, indorsed by one or more disinterested
parties who thus lend their credit to the maker. In
passing, it may be mentioned that with the exception of
bank acceptances which will be treated in a separate
chapter, practically all loans which member banks may
rediscount with the federal reserve banks are limited
to the two classifications thus far described.
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A well-known banker during the formative period of
the federal reserve system gave the following definition
of "commercial paper" (that is, paper eligible for
rediscount) :
Commercial paper consists of promissory notes, bills of ex
change, or acceptances in negotiable form representing advances
to be used in the production, manufacture, distribution, or stor
age of commodities for which there is a constant, periodic, or sea
sonable demand by consumers, merchants, or manufacturers, so
that in the natural course of events the satisfying of this demand
within a reasonable lapse of time from date of issuance of the
paper will result in the payment of the notes, bills of exchange,
or acceptances thus created. For illustration, under this defini
tion, the financing of bricks in the process of manufacture would
be proper, but the financing of a building in which these bricks
are used as construction would not.
Collateral loans, as the term implies, are loans secured
by some form of negotiable collateral, such as stocks,
bonds, bills receivable, bills of lading, warehouse receipts,
etc. The bank usually requires that the collateral shall
have a current or market value at least 20 per cent in
excess of the loan. This margin is fixed to guard against
depreciation in the value of the security offered. Loans
on collateral security are analogous to pawnbrokers'
loans; in fact, it is not uncommon to find a pawnshop
seeking to dignifiy its existence by advertising itself as a
"collateral loan bank." The distinction is in the col
lateral offered rather than in the principle involved.
Notes secured by collateral carry a clause which assigns
the collateral, whatever it may be, to the bank in case
the loan is not paid when due. Mortgage loans are col
lateral loans secured by real estate, this being a type of
loan which national banks are permitted to make within
certain limitations, although state banks, trust com
panies, and savings banks are not so restricted. Loans
8
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secured by chattel mortgages against crops or live stock
are common in the agricultural sections and are made
by all classes of banks in such districts. "Cattle paper"
is extensively dealt in, in the Southwest and Middle
West. Specimen forms for collateral loan notes are
found in Figures 39 and 40.
$

19
after date
promise to pay to

or order at the
Dollars,
for value received, having deposited as collateral security for the payment
of this and any other liability of the undersigned to the holder hereof, due
or to become due or that may be hereafter contracted, the following prop
erty, to wit:

the market value of which is now $
with authority to sell,
transfer or re-hypothecate said collateral, it being understood that on pay
ment or tender of the amount so due, the holder hereof may return to the
undersigned an equal quantity of said securities instead of the securities
deposited ; with the further right to the holder to call for additional
security in case there should be a decline in the market value of the
securities deposited herewith, and upon the failure of the undersigned to
comply with said demand and to deposit with the holder hereof additional
security to be approved by said holder sufficient to cover said decline, this
note shall become instantly due and payable as though it had actually
matured, and all the rights hereby conferred to dispose of said collateral
shall at once be exercisable at the risk of the undersigned in case of any
deficiency in realizing proceeds.
Full power and authority are hereby given the holder hereof to sell,
assign and deliver the whole of the above-mentioned securities or any part
thereof or any substitutes therefor or any additions thereto at the Broker's
Board or at public or private sale, at the option of said holder or his
assigns, on the non-performance of this promise or the non-payment of
any of the liabilities above-mentioned or at any time or times thereafter,
without demand, advertisement or notice, and after deducting all legal
or other costs and expenses of collection, sale and delivery, to apply the
residue of the proceeds of such sale or sales so made to the payment of
any or all of the liabilities above-mentioned, as said holder or his assigns
shall deem proper, returning the overplus to the undersigned. It is also
understood that upon any sales of any of said collateral securities, said
holder may become the purchaser thereof absolutely free from any claim
of the undersigned. The makers and indorsers hereof hereby waive
THE BENEFIT OP THEIR HOMESTEAD EXEMPTION AS TO THIS DEBT AND DO
FURTHER WAIVE DEMAND, PRESENTMENT, PROTEST AND NOTICE OF DISHONOR.
Fig. 39.—Collateral Note
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19....

AFTEB DATE, FOE VALUE RECEIVED, THE UNDERSIGNED
PROMISE TO PAY TO THE ORDER OF
THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OP
AT ITS OFFICE,
DOLLARS,
WITH INTEREST AT THE BATE OF
FEB CENT, PEE ANNUM.
THE UNDEBSIGNED HA
DEPOSITED WITH SAID BANK AS COLLATERAL
SECUBITY FOB THE PAYMENT OF THIS AND ANT AND EVKBY LIABILITY OB
LIABILITIES OF THE UNDEBSIGNED TO THE SAID BANK DIRECT OB CONTIN
GENT, DUE OB TO BECOME DUE, OB WHICH MAY HEREAFTER BE CONTRACTED
OB EXISTING, THE FOLLOWING PBOPEBTY, VIZ.:

together with all other securities In the possession of said bank belonging- to
the undersigned or in which the undersigned has an interest; hereby agreeing
to deliver to said bank additional securities to its satisfaction upon demand
of said bank, also hereby giving to said bank a lien for the amount of all
said liabilities of the undersigned to said bank upon all property or securities
which now are or may hereafter be pledged as collateral with said bank by
the undersigned, or In the possession of said bank in which the undersigned
has any interest, and, also upon any balance of the deposit account of the
undersigned with said bank. On the non-performance of this promise, or upon
the non-payment of any liabilities above mentioned, or upon the failure of the
undersigned forthwith to furnish satisfactory additional securities on demand,
at the option of said bank, this obligation shall become immediately due and
payable, and then and in every such case full power and authority are hereby
given to said bank to sell, assign and deliver the whole of said securities or
any part thereof or any substitutes therefor or any additions thereto through
any stock exchange or broker or at private sale, without either advertisement
or notice, the same being hereby expressly waived; or said bank, at its option,
may sell the whole or any part of said securities or property at public sale
upon five days' notice published in any newspaper printed in the city of
Cleveland, at which public sale said bank itself may purchase the same or any
part thereof free from any right of redemption on the part of the under
signed, which is hereby expressly waived and released. In case of sale for any
cause, after deducting all costs and expenses of every kind, said bank may
apply the residue of the proceeds of such sale, as it shall deem proper, toward
the payment of any one or more or all of the liabilities of the undersigned to
said bank, whether due or not due, returning the overplus, if any, to the
undersigned, who agree to be and remain liable to said bank for any and every
deficiency after application as aforesaid, upon this and all other of said lia
bilities; the undersigned hereby authorizing the transfer or assignment of said
securities and property to the purchaser thereof.
And
hereby authorize any attorney-at-law to appear in any
court of record In the United States, after the above obligation becomes due
and waive the issuing and service of process and confess a judgment against
in favor of THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF
or any holder of this note, for the amount then appearing due together with
the costs of suit, and thereupon to release all errors and waive all right of
appeal and stay of execution.

Fig. 40.—Collateral Note
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Syndicate loans are loans extended to a group of men
who pool their credit resources, so to speak, in order
to secure funds for the financing of some special project
in which all are interested.
Participation loans are the reverse of the syndicate
loans. They consist of loans made jointly by several
banks through the agency of one of them, to one interest.
Both law and business prudence provide that no one
institution shall loan more than a certain proportion of
its capital and surplus to one interest. Excess loans
are avoided by this plan which enables banks to finance
increases in capital stock or to make other similar loans
where large amounts of money are required for short
intervals.
Call, demand, temporary, and overnight loans are
loans which differ from other classes of loans chiefly
in the matter of maturity. They are most common to
banks in the larger cities, especially those having mar
kets where stocks and bonds are dealt in. They are
almost invariably secured by collateral enjoying a ready
market, and they constitute the most liquid of bank
loans. The time of their payment is optional, both
with the bank and the borrower, although ample warning
is usually given by either party wishing to terminate the
obligation.
Books and Recoeds
The accounting of the loan department is accom
plished principally on three books:
1.
2.
3.

The discount register.
The liability ledger.
The maturity tickler.

These books may be known by other names, and their
number may be added to in large banks which handle
every variety of loan. It will be easier to understand
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the accounting methods of all banks if we confine our
selves first to the three books above mentioned, elabo
rating in more detail as we proceed.
When a loan is made, assuming that it is a discounted
bill on which the interest is figured in advance, the
first operation is the calculation of the discount. This
3
t
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COLLATERALS
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Received191the Collateral as listed hereon.

Fig. 43.—Collateral Record
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may be done by the use of a formula, as we are taught
in grammar school, or printed interest tables may be
referred to. The day the loan is made is included in
the time the note has to run. In some cities, happily
from the viewpoint of the borrower, in the minority,
the day of maturity is also included, the theory being
that the proceeds of the loan are available on the day
the loan is made, whereas the borrower is not required
to pay until three o'clock on the day it matures.
The note is first entered upon the discount register,
the record of each item extending on a single line across
both pages of the book under the headings: discounted
for, rate, maker, where payable, collateral or indorser,
dated, time, due, discount, and proceeds. This record
COLLATERAL SUBSTITUTION RECEIPT
Ohio
19 _
To THE OHIO NATIONAL BANK
Gentlemen:
Please, deliver to the beater the following securities, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged,
,
. due_
pledged as collateral for the payment of ^ loan, dated
amount $_ .
(POESENT MARKET VALUE)
at
I
$
at
$
%.
i
Total $.
and accept in lieu thereof, subject to all of the terms and conditions of said loan, the following
_
at
$.
al
$.
at
i
at
*.
,

. at
at

Total
SKWATUOX MUST BE OFFICIAL
Fig. 44.—Collateral Substitution Receipt
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may vary in a dozen ways; as, for example, three or
more columns may be provided for classification pur
poses as to demand, time, single name, nature of col
lateral, etc. (See Figures 41 and 42.)
The record for collateral is conveniently kept on a
card as shown in Figure 43, which is used with the
envelope in which the collateral is filed. A change in
color will serve to distinguish between time and demand
records. Collateral substitutions are noted on the card
and not the envelope. Figure 44 illustrates a collateral
substitution receipt.
The loan is next entered on the liability ledger. As
with the individual ledger, each borrower or indorser is
given a separate page headed with his name. The
record consists of separate columns which are headed:
maker, indorser, rate, due rate, liability as borrower on
own paper, other paper, liability on paper discounted
for others as maker, as indorser. Additional columns
may be added for calculating total liability and for
debit or credit entries as the liability increases or
decreases. Similar to the discount register, the record
placed upon the liability ledger varies considerably with
out any difference in the general style. As loans are
paid, they may either be crossed off the liability ledger
or be accounted for by debit and credit postings.
The third entry is made on the maturity tickler, a
book which is practically a diary of loans listed as to
date of maturity. This book may have two or more
pages for each day to enable classification of loans as
to place payable. After they have been entered upon
the tickler, the notes are filed away in "portfolios,"
each day's maturities in a separate compartment. In
order to avoid too cumbersome a division, those falling
due at a considerable time after discount may be placed
in a single compartment in . chronological order to be
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assorted into their proper places at a reasonable time
before maturity.
Accounting Methods
When a customer secures a loan, the money is made
available to him by one of three methods: (1) His
account may be credited subject to his check; (2) he
may be given a draft or cashier's check; or (3) he may
be given the actual currency. If his account is credited,
the credit may be passed directly from the loan depart
ment to the bookkeeper; or a safer way is to make a
charge ticket charging "loans and discounts," which is
signed by the officer who authorized the loan, and this
ticket is then deposited by the borrower at the receiv
ing teller's window.
The charge ticket makes the
accounting journey through the receiving teller's records
to the general ledger bookkeeper, and the credit is
passed similarly to the individual ledger bookkeeper by
way of a deposit ticket. If the loan is extended to the
borrower in the form of a cashier's check, the item
"cashier's checks" is credited and the check is issued.
When loans mature, the city notes are given to the
note teller, and those payable in other cities are sent to
correspondents a sufficient time in advance to secure
proper presentation. The item "loans and discounts"
is credited on the general ledger, and corresponding
charges are made against whatever accounts the pay
ments appear in. These debits and credits, whether
applying to loans made or loans paid, will be more
clearly understood when we take up the study of the
general ledger.
In addition to the books and records we have men
tioned as being common to all banks, there are several
other forms used in more or less complication of detail,
as, for example, the book in which are entered all notes
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Fig. 47.—Loans and Discounts Book
Statement of all loans made in a single day to be passed on and approved
in writing by a loan committee. A rubber stamp imprint may be placed
upon the form providing for the signatures of the committee and also of
a clerk, teller, or junior officer who certifies that the above is a complete
record of all notes presented and approved for discount on that date.
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presented for discount. This book is more commonly
used by small banks which make a practice of discount
ing paper once a week on "board day," at which time
the board of directors passes upon all loans. The daily
statement of loans made is a sort of journal record
from which the bookkeeper makes his entries to the
general ledger. This book often provides a column
for the initials or signature of the officer or officers
authorizing the loan. The daily record of loans paid is
a book similar to the maturity tickler. Other records
are provided for entering interest as it is paid upon
demand or call loans.
Many banks employ carbon records for loans and
discounts by which all records are made in one opera
tion. The advantages of such systems, however, are
limited. The proper handling of loans and discounts
is concerned more with official supervision and keen
ness of judgment than with the amount of clerical work
involved ; hence the use of carbon can scarcely be recom
mended, except where notes are discounted in unusual
quantities. The forms employed should be such as
admit of a ready and comprehensive inspection on the
part of either directors or bank examiners, and this
purpose is best served by the use of pen-and-ink book
or card records.
Collateral Loans
A considerable amount of incidental accounting is
required in connection with loans secured by collateral.
Stock market collateral is, generally speaking, the most
desirable class of security, since it commands a ready
market and the price for which it may be disposed of
can be readily determined. Collateral of this class is
filed away in envelopes to which is attached a card
showing the kind and the amount of the contents. Some
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times this record is entered directly upon the envelope,
but the card system is preferable, since new cards may
be filled out more easily and economically as changes
or substitutions are made in the securities. (Compare
Figures 43 and 48.)
COLLATERAL

The Central National Bank

Fig. 48.—Collateral Envelope
The collateral clerk keeps in close touch with stock
and' bond quotations, and if the market "goes off," he
immediately calls for substitutions for the affected
securities, or else the bank asks for more collateral.
If the bank is not satisfied with the collateral it holds
or demands payment of a loan and the borrower is
unable either to substitute acceptable security or to make
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payment, the bank may "sell him out" by disposing of
the collateral at whatever price it will bring, applying
the proceeds to the payment of the note. Power of
attorney permitting the bank to transfer stock standing
in the name of the borrower is always given at the time

tynow all

bjj fhese pttntntn, that

for value received, have bargained, sold, 'assigned, and transferred, and by these presents do
bargain, sell, assign and transfer unto
..
shares of the

Stock of the

standing in .____^„name on the boohs of the.

,
,

and do hereby constitute and appoint
tbue and lawful Attorney, irrevocable,for
and in .
name and stead, but to
_
Mse, to sell, assign, transfer and set over all or any part of the saui Stock, andfor that
purpose to make and execute all necessary acts of assignment and transfer, and'one or more
.
persons to substitute with like full power, hereby ratifying' and confirming all that
said^Attorney, or
substitute or substitutes shall lawfully do by virtue Itereof,
Jfn %SItfntss ®lberlof,
have hereunto set
hand and seal the
day of
/?/_
SEALED AND DELIVEOEB IN TUB rOESSNCE OP
Fig. 49.—Irrevocable Stock Power
the loan is made. Figure 49 illustrates an irrevocable
stock power and Figure 50 a power of attorney for the
transfer of registered bonds.
The Cbedit Depaetment
Banking, more than any other business, is a vocation
beset with risks. Unfortunately for the banker, there
is no exact method he may follow whereby he can deter
mine in advance which loans are certain to be paid,
which may require an extension of time, and which may
be absolute losses. There was a time when there might
have been some truth in the saying, "The best banker
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is lie who is the best guesser." But the guessing is
reduced to a minimum in the modern bank, hard expe
rience and scientific research having proved that there
are characteristics which distinguish the safe from the
unsafe risks in loaning money.

Knoro nil Jfltn bjj tljtse Prestnte, that
for value received, have bargained, sold, assigned and transferred, and by these presents do bargain, sell,
assign and transfer unto , „.
.„ ,
..
,,„
-Registered Bonds of "the
„-■ -,
-~.
■ , Mortgage
,
, i
, ,
Company,
Number ..
—
for
s each, standing in the name of
„
...on the books of the said Company, and do hereby constitute
and appoint
; ,
, „„M « *,.„.„ „.,,. .„....,...,...,„.,. ...„.
—
™
true
and lawful Attorney, irrevocable, for , ,
„,-,,, nam** and stead, but to the
use of the above-named assignee, to sell, assign, transfer and set oyer said bonds, and for that purpose to
make and execute all necessary acts of assignment and transfer, and one or more persons to substitute with
like' full power, hereby ratifying and confirming all that
-...said Attorney, ™- , , .,
substitute or substitutes shall lawfully do by virtue hereof.
Jll tSSttltesS *Bf|e«Of,.
-have hereunto set
— hand and seal the
day of
191
SEALED AND DELIVERED IN THE POESENCE OF ]
SlGNATUOE GUAOANTEED
Fig. 50.—Power of Attorney to Transfer Registered Bonds
A farmer who has studied scientific agriculture, who
knows the chemical value and effect of fertilizers, who
uses modern machinery, and who keeps books will have
fewer crop failures than his neighbor who plants his
fields according to "signs" and uses an old almanac for
his textbook. Both farmers are subject to the vagaries
of the weather, but the scientific planter is in the better
position to recoup his losses. So it is among financiers.
9
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The banker has learned that it is necessary for him to
know not only his own business, but the business of the
borrower as well, if he is to loan money safely. This
knowledge, which is denned in a broad sense as "credit
information," may be carried in the banker's head if
his borrowers are friends and neighbors, as is the case
in a small country bank; or if the bank is located in a

Organized 1803
THE PHILADELPHIA NATIONAL BANK
CAPITAL $1,500,000

SURPLUS $4,000,000
Philadelphia, May 17, 1917

Mr. R. C. Fillmore, Vice-President
- Fourth National Bank
Albany, N. Y.

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION
furnished at your request and with
out responsibility on the part of this
bank or its officers.

Dear Sir:
Your letter of the 15th inst. is at hand.
The Sims-Brewster Hardware Company of this city have a wellestablished business and under date of December 31, 1916, made a state
ment showing, according to our analysis, quick assets of $1,810,000 to
pay current liabilities of $890,000. They are customers of ours, and
when called upon, we are glad to loan them in substantial amounts, but
they are using only a small portion of their line at present, and until
recently had been off our books for several months.
There was a change in the management some few months ago, J. R.
Hess, former president, having retired and disposed of his interest. The
Brewster family now either own the majority of the stock, or at least
with certain others very close to them, control it, and we feel "they are
fully competent to manage the business successfully. The profits of the
business for 1916 were unusually good, and in out opinion, the com
pany's note affords a safe banking investment.
Yours very truly,

Assistant Cashier
Fig. 51.—Typical Letter in Reply to Request for Credit Information
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larger town or city, complete printed and written rec
ords are kept covering the essential facts concerning
every present or prospective customer. The wise busi
ness man keeps no secrets from his doctor, his lawyer,
and his banker.
The extension of credit is not peculiarly a banking
function. Every large manufacturer, jobber, or retailer
has his credit man or credit department. The methods
used by banks in obtaining and filing credit informa
tion are practically the same as those employed in other
commercial lines. In fact, the best credit men employed
in large banks to-day have secured their training, as a
rule, outside the banking profession. Well-written books
are to be had devoted entirely to credit topics, just as
textbooks covering banking are now available. Discuss
ing the subject from its practical application to bank
work, we may refer briefly to the functions of the credit
department.
The work of the credit department may be classified
in three divisions:
1.
2.
3.

Investigation.
Analysis.
Filing.

The sources of information are unlimited, but there
are certain methods followed which produce practically
all the data to be found in the files of the average or
typical credit department.
INVESTIGATION
The ordinary investigation begins with a consultation
between the borrower and his own bankers, which may
take place either at the bank or preferably in the office
or factory of the customer. The borrower's statement
is gone over carefully, and each item represented therein
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(Firm.)
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is subjected to careful inquiry to determine whether the
prospective customer of the bank and the figures he
submits can be relied upon. In addition to this first
hand information, letters of inquiry may be addressed to
the "trade" to determine more accurately the business
habits of the borrower. Newspaper clippings and the
reports of mercantile agencies complete the usual
sources of information. Banks keep in touch with each
other as to their experiences with borrowers, corre
spondence of this nature being carefully guarded in the
strictest confidence. Forms of customers ' statements are
shown in Figures 52 and 53.
ANALYSIS
All information of whatever nature is carefully
analyzed. The starting point is the annual statement;
the various items are "checked up" and rearranged
from a credit viewpoint, the principal object being to
determine the ability of the borrower to liquidate his
current liabilities readily. A form which provides for
a comparison of statements is kept up to date, and from
this data the "turnover," earnings, and general prog
ress of the business are calculated. The capacity to
analyze statements accurately and intelligently calls for
a keen business mind, and it is this ability which marks
the successful credit man. As has been stated, this
is the work of a specialist. Except in very small insti
tutions, the officer who looks after the credit work of
the bank as a rule devotes his entire time to this branch
of the business. Country bankers depend upon these
trained specialists among their larger city correspond
ents to keep them supplied with information concerning
borrowers to whom they may loan through purchases of
"commercial paper." Typical credit analysis forms are
illustrated in Figures 54, 55, and 56.
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FILING

%
Credit information is filed away in heavy manila fold
ers in properly indexed filing cases. The data are kept
in chronological order with the comparative statement
sheet on top. Letters, inquiries, clippings, reports—all
information pertaining to the subject is carefully pre
served. It is not uncommon to find a record of the
family connections and business experiences of various
members of the firm included with other data. In fact,
it would be possible to compile a complete history of an
organization from the files of a well-informed and sys
tematically conducted credit department. The detail
work in a large bank is looked after by a corps of
investigators, stenographers, and filing clerks under the
direction of one or more assistant cashiers, the entire
department being under the supervision of a vice presi
dent, who in most cases has received his credit training
outside the bank. The judgment of such an officer is
less likely to be narrow and biased, since his experience
gives him both the banker's and the business man's
point of view.
Commercial Papeb
Large concerns in good credit standing are able to
enjoy the benefit of the best loaning rate for money
by placing their loans through note brokers. Money
is advanced to the borrowers by the brokers, who then
"sell" the notes through traveling representatives to
banks having a surplus of loanable funds. The brokers
are located in the larger cities, and as a rule are well
equipped both in men and in capital to enable them to
conduct well-organized credit departments of their own.
Banks interested are furnished with statements and full
information concerning the standing of the open-market
borrowers or "names," as they are called in banking
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parlance. The notes are bought ' ' on option, ' ' which per
mits the purchasing bank to check up the paper before
making the final purchase. Commercial paper bought
in the open market in this way is, as a rule, a more
liquid asset than loans to the bank's own customers,
since there is no business obligation on the part of the
bank to renew at the time of maturity.
Inteeest Rates
A word as to the conditions which influence the aver
age bank in discriminating between the various kinds
of loans previously described as to interest rates may
be added in conclusion. It is not unusual to find insti
tutions, especially in the sparsely settled country dis
tricts, which charge the full legal rate on all loans at
all times. It must be borne in mind, however, that such
rates do not represent true interest. There are numer
ous contingent expenses incidental to the loaning of
money which must be reckoned with. For example, there
is the matter of preliminary credit investigation, with
out which a dangerous degree of losses would be
incurred. It has been estimated, by competent authori
ties, that small loans without security to salaried people,
such as are made by certain classes of private banks,
cannot be profitably made at a lower average rate than
10 per cent. A moment's reflection will convince any
unprejudiced person that this must be so. The interest
on $50 for one month at 6 per cent is 25 cents. Yet it
would be impossible to make loans of this amount for
such short periods at a profit. There is just as much
accounting expense in stationery, clerk hire, and other
overhead fixed costs in loaning $50 as is entailed in
making a loan of $50,000, whereas the cost of credit
investigation is often relatively much greater, since the
channels of information are not so readily available.
Among large banks employing their funds in different
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kinds of loans, the rate of interest will vary consider
ably. High risks always require high rates, a part of
the interest charge representing insurance. Loans
secured by good collateral enjoy low rates, since the risk
of loss is negligible. Long-time loans are made at higher
rates than short-time obligations, the risk being greater
not only because the loan is subject to a greater period
of business risks which the future may have in store, but
also because money tied up for long periods cannot be
"turned" so quickly as short-time loans. . Call or
demand loans secured by gilt-edged collateral yield the
lowest interest return. These considerations govern
the banker in his practical daily operations, and they
are referred to here entirely aside from the broader
economic conditions which affect the value of money in
the open markets of the world.

TEST QUESTIONS
1. Classify the loans of a bank.
2. Why is the security of a loan of more importance than
the interest rate ?
3. What is meant by the term "self-liquidating"? To what
class of loans does it apply? Why is this class of loans impor
tant under the Federal Reserve Act?
4. What are the various kinds of securities that are usually
designated as collateral?
5. What is a syndicate loan? A participation loan?
6. What are the books and records of the discount depart
ment?
7. When a loan is made by a bank, what three methods may
be used to disperse the proceeds ?
8. What are the three duties of the credit department?
Describe each duty briefly.
9. What is the relationship that exists between the high
interest rate and the character of the loan made ?

CHAPTER Vni
individual ledgers
Kinds of Deposits
Bank deposits are subject to classification both as to
the nature of the depositor and as to the contract made
by the bank in accepting the deposit. The first division
is due to a requirement of the Comptroller of the Cur
rency which makes it necessary for the bank to distin
guish between deposits due to other banks and deposits
due to all others. The latter are designated by the
rather misleading term, "individual deposits." They
may be funds deposited by individuals, but more often
they will consist of deposits belonging to firms, corpo
rations, municipalities, or any other private or public
organization. An exception is the deposits of the gov
ernment, which are carried on the books as "U. S.
deposits" or "postal-savings deposits." These are
listed separately because of the fact that banks holding
such deposits must put up bonds to secure them. What
may be described as classification according to contract
applies more particularly to the individual deposits.
The largest division is that of deposits subject to check,
and the term "individual deposits" is generally under
stood to apply to such deposits.
There are also individual time deposits which, in the
language of the Federal Reserve Act, "shall comprise
all deposits payable after thirty days, and all savings
accounts and certificates of deposit which are subject
to not less than thirty days' notice before payment."
129
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Since the time deposits are not subject to withdrawal
without notice, the bank can invest them in relatively
slow assets, and hence the rate of reserve required to
be held against them is much less, 5 per cent being the
percentage fixed by the Federal Reserve Act as com
pared with 12 to 18 per cent for deposits subject to
check.
Another class of individual deposits is savings depos
its, which are like, if not identical with, time deposits.
Still another form is the certificate of deposit, which
is a negotiable receipt for a special deposit left with
the bank. Such deposits are never subject to check.
The money is paid by the bank upon presentation of
the certificate properly indorsed, and it may be either
a "demand certificate" or a "time certificate," the latter
having a fixed time to run before payment may be
demanded.
The rate of interest allowed by the bank varies with
respect to the class of deposit, time, or savings deposits
almost always being allowed interest, while deposits
subject to check and demand certificates if given interest
at all, draw interest at a lower rate.
Deposits Subject to Check
Probably 70 per cent of the total of all deposits in
the United States is subject to check. Certainly the
bulk of the deposit liabilities of commercial banks are
of this class, and it is the free and general use of the
deposit-and-check system which gives rise to approxi
mately 90 per cent of bank accounting. Since all transit
checks and clearing-house checks ultimately become selfchecks when they reach the bank on which they are
drawn, it will be readily understood that the position
of the individual ledger bookkeeper is no sinecure. In
the phapter relating to the work of the receiving teller
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and the loan and discount department we have learned
how deposits are created. They are used by the depos
itor in effecting payment through the check, which is a
written order signed by the depositor authorizing the
bank to charge his account and pay the amount specified
to bearer or to the order of a named payee. The work
of the individual ledger bookkeeper has to do with the
crediting and debiting of individual accounts in these
transactions.
The Ledgers
It would be possible to keep an accurate record of each
individual account by filing the deposit tickets of each
depositor in chronological order, together with the
checks he may draw. This, however, would be a clumsy
method; a more practical plan would be to set down
the amount of each deposit and subtract the checks as
they are presented. The book or record used by the
bank for this purpose is the ledger, and the difference
between the sum of all deposits and all checks is called
the "balance." The sum of the balances due depositors
is entered upon the bank statement or balance sheet as
"deposits."
Ledgers are of various styles and forms and may
consist of heavy, bound books, loose leaves, or cards.
Individual bookkeeping has undergone successive steps
by way of improvement, and the variations to be found
between banks are due to the fact that each institution
may represent a different stage in the process of evolu
tion. Methods may vary also on account of the nature
of the deposits and the number of depositors. A bank
which has a relatively small number of comparatively
inactive accounts may, with propriety, use the oldfashioned, weighted binding, two-column ledgers,
whereas another institution, with a great number of
10
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active accounts, will find it necessary to use the threecolumn, loose-leaf ledger or card system.
But no matter what may be the style of ledger used,
the underlying principle is the same in every case, that
is, an accurate and permanent record of every deposit
and check with the resultant balance. In the two-column
ledger, the right-hand column is used to show balances
and deposits, while the left-hand column is used to enter
or "post" the debits. Under this system of bookkeep
ing a new balance may be struck after each debit or
credit entry, or this calculation may be deferred until
the end of the day's work. A "trial balance," taken
at intervals of one month or bimonthly, is necessary to
prove the accuracy of the bookkeeper's postings and
constitutes one of the objections to the two-column bound
ledger.
THE BOSTON LEDGEE
A form of bound book still extensively used is the
"Boston" ledger. Instead of heading the pages with
the names of the depositors, the sheets, which are wider
than ordinary ledger pages, are divided into six parallel
divisions running up and down, one division for each
day of the week. The names of the depositors are
either written or printed in a column down the center
between the "Wednesday" and "Thursday" divisions*.
Since each day's transactions appear in the same column
right through the ledger, daily proof of the work can
be made by adding the figures of each page at the bot
tom and recapitulating the totals on the proof sheet.
The record of each account progresses laterally instead
of down the page, as in the old-style book. Excellent
as is the Boston ledger in many respects, it is giving
way to the three-column, loose-leaf system.
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CARD LEDGER
The advantages of loose-leaf or card systems of book
keeping are chiefly mechanical. The bookkeeper is never
encumbered with old records, nor is he burdened with
the blank pages which must be bound into a book to care
for the operations of each account during the year.
Furthermore, he can separate his active from his
inactive accounts. Another advantage is that he can
receive assistance if he needs it, whereas but one man at
a time can work upon a bound book. Alphabetical divi
sions can be changed at any time should it become
desirable to increase the number of bookkeepers. Both
the Boston ledger and the loose-leaf ledger have three
columns—debits, credits, and balance. In making settle
ment or proof, the Boston ledger operator adds his col
umns at the foot of each page, but under the loose-leaf
system the sheets or cards may be written upon the
adding machine, which gives a quicker and more accu
rate result. Also an assistant can be used who can
"write up" the balances on the adding machine while
the bookkeeper is striking them a few sheets in advance.
Journals
Most ledger systems, of whatever style, are used in
connection with a check journal, although the Boston
system may be used without this supplementary record.
As the bookkeeper receives his checks in "runs,"
"courses," or "batches" from the tellers, he assorts
them alphabetically, all of one account together. He
then lists them in his journal by name, or he may enter
them upon a loose-leaf journal which fits in the carriage
of the adding machine. Subtotals of the checks of each
account are struck. He then posts the totals only in
the debit column of his ledger. Deposit tickets may
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also be first listed on a journal sheet, but this is seldom
necessary, because most depositors make but one deposit
a day and no time is saved by keeping a journal record.
In order to make a proof, however, the bookkeeper
makes a list of his day's credits, which must agree with
the teller's record.
THB FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF STATETOWN
STATBTOWN
✓ AMOUNT V AMOUNT ✓ AMOUNT V AMOUNT ✓ AMOUNT ✓ AMOUlfT

o

Fig. 59.—Three-Column Loose-Leaf Individual Ledger—Adding Machine
Journal
A time-saving journal entry system is made possible
through the use of numbers. Each account is given an
arbitrary number, which is written or stamped at the
top of each ledger sheet. After the checks have been
written upon the journal, the bookkeeper begins to post
to the ledger, but instead of writing the names of the
accounts opposite his journal entry, he jots down the
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number which he finds on each ledger sheet. This
number then serves to identify the checks on his journal,
should it become necessary to refer to the figures later.
Duties of the Bookkeeper
The work of the bookkeeper is by no means limited
to the mere routine of posting debits and credits and
extending balances, although this part of his work
requires great care and accuracy. He must be on his
guard at all times against overdrafts. As he posts his

The First National Bank
Tdahe ■

19

Dear SirAccording to oar books your account appears
overdrawn t
Please advise or call on us at once.
Ifan immediate notice is given that your account is over
drawn, do not misconstrue the haste. It is a wise provision to
detect forgery, raised cheeks or mistakes.
Respectfully,
.Cashier

Fig. 60.—Notice of Overdraft
checks, he watches the balance, and should a check be
presented which is larger than the balance, he at once
notifies the tellers and officers. Overdrafts are dis
couraged by all banks, since they constitute unsecured,
unauthorized loans without interest. The Comptroller
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of the Currency has strongly recommended that national
banks adopt rules against permitting their depositors
to overdraw, and most of them observe this restriction
rigidly. Should a depositor overdraw, he is at once
notified and asked to make an immediate deposit. This
courtesy is not shown a customer who habitually over
draws, his checks being refused when not good, and if
he persists in the practice, he is asked to withdraw
his account.
The bookkeeper must be careful that both deposits
and checks are posted to the right accounts, or trouble
is sure to follow. Large banks have many accounts of
similar or even identical names, and unless extreme care
is exercised by the bookkeeper, the check of John E.
Smith is likely to be refused as "not good," because a
deposit made by him several days previous has been
credited in error to John A. Smith. A suit for dam
ages may be the result. The bookkeepers are given
notice of all "stop payment" orders, and it is their
duty to catch a check which may have got by the tellers.
Sometimes the bookkeepers, jointly with the tellers, are
held responsible for the genuineness of signatures and
the accuracy of indorsements, but whether so charged
or not, good bookkeepers always watch these details.
Interest Calculations
At odd moments during the day, or perhaps before
beginning the day's work, the bookkeeper will work
upon his interest-bearing balances. The balance upon
which interest is allowed is not, as a rule, the so-called
"book-balance," and separate calculations are necessary
to arrive at it. The general custom is to allow interest
on the balance as shown at the end of the day, less the
checks paid during the day. The theory is that the
depositor is not entitled to receive interest on that part
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.Cashier.
TOWNDEaO SIO: WE aCKNOWLIUGK ihe receipi of your favor
OP
I, DESCOIBED BELOWOEQPEBTINQtfl TO STOP PAYMENT OF TOUO
DOAFT

WE MpTB TflLAT TOO will bo* 1BBUS BUPLICATE
VOUflBOFTOULT.
THE NATIONAL BANS
COMMEOCE

Fig. 61.—Stop-Payment Order
of the balance which he has used by checking against
it; nor can he receive interest on deposits the day of
receipt. Most well-regulated banks deduct from the
interest-bearing balance all items deposited until returns
are received. Obviously the bank cannot pay interest
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unless given the opportunity to earn it, and therefore
the true interest-bearing balance consists only of that
portion which is available for loaning purposes. Figures
62 and 63 show forms of interest slips.
The bookkeeper is provided with a memorandum made
up by the transit or analysis department, showing the
amount of transit checks and the number of days before
returns will be received. His interest slips, one for each
interest-bearing account, will show the book balance
less the deductions, with the interest-bearing balance
extended at the right. These daily balances are added
at the end of the month, and interest for one day is
allowed at the rate agreed upon. Interest tables are
used by the bookkeeper which show the interest for one
day upon any amount. The principle is that interest
for one day upon $300,000 is the same as interest for
thirty days upon $10,000, which may represent the
average daily balance.
Bookkeeper's Settlement
A new bookkeeper beginning work at a ledger will
"run off" the balances upon an adding machine to see
that they agree with the figure shown by his predecessor.
His settlement or proof at the end of the day's work is
as follows: He adds all the day's credits to the morn
ing balance total and subtracts the amount of debits
shown by his journal totals; his new balance must foot
up equal to the total shown on his proof. If he is
"out," an odd amount may indicate that he has for
gotten to post a check or deposit, which he may discover
by referring to his journal records. If this does not
disclose the difference, half the amount of an "over"
may represent a check which has been carelessly posted
in the credit column and half the amount of a "short"
may prove to be a deposit ticket similarly transposed.
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For Month of
\ Udf!*r Ba ance

Deductions

191
Interest Balance

27
28
29
30
31
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
19
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17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26 I
J
1

Fig. 62.—Interest Slip
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In IntxuiIT AcCOVIFT WlTB
National Bank, of La Crosse, Wis.
To
BK. ULAICI

CR. BALAHCE
28
28
30
1
2
3
4
S
«
7
8
»
10
11
12
13
14
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1A
17
18
1*
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

I
Fig. 63.—Interest Slip
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The first steps in locating bookkeepers ' differences, how
ever, consist in proving the extensions of the balances.
A good bookkeeper seldom subtracts his checks in
extending balances; he invariably "adds" and supplies
the figure Oto make up the difference. So far as the
writer knows, this simple plan is never taught in school
as it should be.
Let us suppose a balance of $12,562.13. Two deposits
or credits are made. These will be added to the bal
ance in lead pencil or red ink figures. Several checks
are posted during the day. These figures are shown in
the following table:
Debits
426.16
1,232.14
100.00
25.20

Credits
624.13
1,962.12

Balance Column
$12,562.13

15,148.38

$13,364.88

In the application of ordinary school methods, the
obvious thing for the bookkeeper to do is to add these
check amounts in pencil or red ink as he did the balance
and the deposits and then to subtract the sum from
$15,148.38 to show the new balance—$13,364.88. Instead
he adopts the simpler and quicker plan of subtrac
tion by addition and begins to add his checks mentally
as follows: "Six and four are ten, plus (eight) equals
eighteen." He places the "eight" in the first place to
the right as in ordinary addition, and with one to carry
he adds the next column: "6ne and one are two and
one are three and two are five, plus (eight) equals thir
teen." "One and six are seven and two are nine and
five are fourteen, plus (four) equals eighteen," and so
on. The figures in parentheses are the mentally sup
plied figures which he sets down. Any simple problem
in subtraction will be found easier by this method.
The debits posted to an account consist mostly of
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checks, although occasionally a depositor may authorize
the bank by letter to charge his account for various
reasons. Credits, however, may consist of deposits, col
lection items paid, interest, or loans. When such credits
are posted, the bookkeeper uses a letter or symbol to
identify the entry on his ledger, as, for example, "0,"
meaning collection -item paid; "D," a discount; "I,"
interest, etc.
Modern bookkeeping provides for a daily proof as
compared with the "trial balance" system used in con
nection with the two-column bound ledger. The nature
of the settlement is identical in all cases, but in order
to make a trial balance, the balances of each account
are copied from the ledger to a supplementary record;
but as this is a work of considerable magnitude, it is
done not oftener than once a week. The result is that
unless the proof is correct at the first try, a vast amount
of original work must be checked over to locate differ
ences. The satisfaction of finding that he has made
several thousand calculations correctly is a feeling that
none but a veteran bookkeeper could appreciate, and
certainly it is as refreshing an experience as holding a
winning lottery ticket.
Depositoks' Statements
Banks are gradually discontinuing the use of the pass
book settlement system in favor of a regular monthly
statement of account. The pass book is still used, but
its function is now limited to its proper purpose of a
receipt for deposits. Under the pass-book system, the
book was left at the bank by the depositor at irregular
intervals to be "settled." The bookkeepers added all
the deposit entries as shown by the book and then
deducted the total of all checks paid, the balance being
extended in the book as of a certain date agreeing with
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the balance as shown by the ledger. There are several
flaws in this system, such as irregularity of time as to
settlement, which not only is unsatisfactory to the
depositor, but also presents an opportunity to a dis
honest bookkeeper to manipulate an account, depending
upon the long interval between settlements to delay dis
covery. During the period the book is in possession of
the bank, the depositor is without evidence of having

The Philadelphia National Bank
Philadelphia, Pa.
Gentlemen :
We have received canceled vouchers for the period
ending
, together with statement
of account rendered to the same date, showing a balance
due us of $
, which we
find correct.
Yours very truly,

This report must be signed by a person whose signature
is on file at the bank.
Fig. 65.—Eeceipt for Statement and Vouchers
made deposits, unless he has duplicate deposit slips
upon which the teller has acknowledged receipt.
Under the statement system, a supplementary record
is kept of the transactions of each depositor. The
deposits and other credits are added in a single column
to the balance as shown at the beginning of the month,
and the checks are listed in another column. At the
end of the month the statements are compared with the
ledger sheets as to balances, and this serves as a check
on the bookkeeper. The statements are then mailed to
the depositors with the checks paid during the month, or
the depositors will call for them at the bank. After
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comparing the statement of the bank with his own rec
ord, the depositor signs a receipt and acknowledges the
accuracy of the balance as shown. Statements are usu
ally made up on the adding machines. Machines are
now in use in many banks and may be employed either
for ordinary bookkeeping or for making up statements
of account. These machines "pick up" the old balance,
deduct checks, add the credits, and show the new balance.
Certificates of Deposit
Special deposits for which certificates of deposit are
issued are not carried on the individual ledgers, but
they may be properly described in connection with other
individual deposits. The certificate of deposit is com-

p

Ho.

Jffirat National Sank of ftatrtonm srn
RtotMoom,
191 ... $.

CCERTIF CATE NotStubject
DOLLARS
payable to the ordw of
in current funds on return of this Certificaee, properly endorsed.

Fig. 66.—Certificate of Deposit
plete in itself in that it is not subject to check, nor are
additions made to it by subsequent deposits. Therefore,
no ledger records are necessary, the amounts of the cer
tificates being entered upon a register, the description
of which consists of date of the deposit, name of the
depositor, amount, and date paid. Separate registers
are used for demand and time certificates. When the
certificates are presented for payment, they are canceled
and filed away,
n
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Certified Checks

When checks are certified, the account of the drawer
is charged, and a charge ticket charging "certified check
account" is substituted for the check itself, and the
general ledger item "certified checks" is credited with
the amount, a register record similar to that of certifi
cates of deposit being kept. Since certified checks out
standing are a deposit liability of the bank, the total
amount of such items is technically a part of the depos
its. When presented for payment they are charged
against the Certified Check Account and the charge
ticket which was placed among the depositor's vouchers
is withdrawn, and the paid certified check is put in its
place to be returned with other checks, with the state
ment at the end of the month. Certified check and cer
tificate of deposit transactions have to do with general
ledger rather than with individual ledger records, and
will be more fully understood after reading the next
chapter.
TEST QUESTIONS
1. What is the classification of deposits? Describe each kind
briefly.
2. What is a ledger?
3. What is the chief point of advantage in the Boston ledger
over the old form of ledger ?
4. What is the most modern ledger system?
5. What are the duties of a bookkeeper?
6. What is a depositor's statement, and wherein is it supe
rior to the old pass-book system ?
7. What is the bookkeeper's settlement?

CHAPTER IX
THE GENERAL LEDGER
In the preceding chapters we have described the
accounting methods and systems of the various depart
ments of the bank, explaining the nature of each trans
action and how the tellers, bookkeepers, and clerks make
the records incidental thereto. We shall now take up
that part of bank accounting which summarizes and
explains all that has gone before.
If we should visit a large factory where automobiles
are being made, assuming that we had never seen a com
pleted motor car, it would be very difficult for us to
understand what was going on as we watched one group
of men forging axles, another turning out delicate pieces
of mechanism upon lathes, and so on. However, if we
should watch the workmen in the assembling department
as they put all the detached and seemingly useless parts
together into a finished vehicle, the whole industry would
become plain at once.
So it is with bank accounting. The purpose of each
book and record used in every department is made clear
as we study the work of the general ledger bookkeepers.
All the books are a part of the general ledger, and their
number depends principally upon the size of the bank,
just as the number of employees in each department is
based upon the amount of business the bank does. The
division in the accounting records enables each man to
do his share and keep busy without "holding up" his
neighbor at the next desk. When the figures are ulti
149
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mately brought together on the general ledger, there is
nothing save the mere magnitude of the amounts that
would indicate to the inexperienced observer how many
separate and distinct transactions have been involved.
The General Bookkeepeb
This clerk is the bookkeeper of the bank. He is the
dealer in wholesale figures, whereas his fellows are the
retailers. Every transaction gravitates to his desk and
affects one or more items in the general balance sheet
of the bank. Since he deals with completed transactions
and with totals only, it follows that no matter how large
the bank, a single bookkeeper can operate the general
ledger. In small banks this work is usually done by the
cashier at the end of the day. In larger institutions
the general ledger bookkeeper is charged with various
accounting duties in addition to looking after the daily
statement of condition, as the balance sheet may be
termed. For instance, he may make the calculations of
reserve; keep the comparative statement record, which
consists of the figures of each year for three or four
years set down in parallel columns to show the growth
of the bank; prepare special reports for the use of the
directors ; or act as head of the department of the book
keepers who keep the records of accounts with other
banks.
A number of forms are here inserted to show the nature
of these records and operations. Figure 67 shows the
daily statement and Figure 68, the daily comparative
statement. Figure 69 illustrates forms of expense
ledgers. Figures 70 and 73 show forms used in relation
with the accounting work of bank accounts.
The Balance Sheet ob Daily Statement
The statement of a bank consists of two equal sets of
amounts: (1) what the bank owes, its liabilities; and
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(2) what it owns, its assets or resources. They must be
classified in some detail, since both liabilities and assets
are of different kinds and due to or from various classes
of creditors and debtors as described in a previous
chapter.

Corn Exchange National Bank
-101
Charoh.
FOB.

Fig. 70.—Charge Ticket
The report of a national bank will show the following
list of resources and liabilities, which may be grouped
into "three's" for convenience. In order to preserve
the proper group arrangement some of the items have
been rearranged as compared with the usual order as
shown in a published bank statement or in the detailed
report furnished to the comptroller illustrated in
Figure 72.
Resources
Loans and discounts
Overdrafts
U. S. bonds to secure circulation
Loans and investments. U. S. bonds to secure U. S. deposits
Other stocks, bonds, and mortgages
Premiums on bonds purchased
Real estate, furniture, and fixtures
Due from other national banks (reserve agents)
Due from federal reserve bank
Amounts due from other Due from national banks (not reserve agents)
banks
Due from state banks and bankers
Exchanges for clearing house
Due from U. S. Treasurer (redemption fund)
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National bank notes
Nickels and cents
Cash reserve and specie. J Gold and silver coin
Gold and silver certificates
Legal tender notes (U. S. notes)
Liabilities

Due stockholders

Capital stock
Surplus
Undivided profits
Dividends unpaid

Due general public.

("Circulation (note issue)
Certified checks outstanding
Cashiers checks outstanding
U. S. deposits

Due depositors

("Individual deposits subject to check
Demand certificates of deposit
.{Time certificates of deposit
Due to other national banks
Due to state banks

The two sides of the statement must always be equal ;
hence it follows that no transaction is possible which
would upset this balance. For every debit there must
be a corresponding credit and vice versa. However,
these debits and credits may affect but one item on
either side, or two items on the same side, or one or
more items on each side. This can be more readily
understood by referring to the diagram shown herewith :

Fig. 71.—Graphic Representation of Double Entry Balance
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If A, B, and C represent measures filled with gold
coin, and S, T, and X are measures of different sizes
but containing the same amount of gold, the two sides
will balance each other. We may shift the contents as
much as we please from A to C, or from S to X without
disturbing the balance; but if we take away part of the
contents of K, we must take an equal amount from B,
although it makes no difference in the balance which
particular measure is reduced as to contents.
The resource or asset side of the statement is on the
debit side, and the liability side is the credit. Hence to
debit an item on the resource side will increase it, but if
we debit a liability, we decrease it. This can be illus
trated by an example common to bank accounting by
taking a single item from each side of the general ledger
statement of Bank B.
Assets
Due from Bank A, $10,000

Liabilities
Due to Bank C, $50,000

Now if Bank C sends to Bank B for collection a check
drawn on Bank A for $1,000, the result would be :
Assets
Due from Bank A, $11,000

Liabilities
Due to Bank C, $51,000

That is, Bank B by crediting the account of Bank C and
charging the account of Bank A, has increased both sides
of the statement.
Now let us assume that Bank B has two accounts in
New York with Bank A and Bank D, which would
appear in the statement of assets as :
Assets
Due from Bank A, $10,000
Due from Bank D, 15,000
If at the request of Bank B, Bank A should transfer
$5,000 to Bank D, the general ledger bookkeeper of Bank
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B would credit Bank A and charge Bank D and there
would be no change in the total figures of assets or lia
bilities of Bank B, although there has been both a debit
and a credit. Therefore, it follows that millions of dol
lars of transactions may take place daily in the bank
without altering the grand total of assets or liabilities
more than a few thousand dollars either way.
Accounting Details
In the chapter relating to the work of the receiving
teller he was referred to as the principal "feeder" of
the other departments. It will be found convenient in
explaining the operation of the general ledger to begin
Deposited in
The Tenth National Bank
Chicago
by
John Smith
Dec. 2, 1916
Notes
Silver
Checks payable as follows:
Tenth National
Ninth National, Chicago
New York
Total

$ 25
4 50
50
10
100
$189 50

Fig. 74.—Deposit Ticket for Practice
with a deposit of general items and trace the accounting
course of each check or cash item until it finally is
accounted for on the bank's general balance or state
ment sheet. For convenience these items are shown in
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Figure 74. We can then proceed with similar illustra
tions of the work of several of the other departments.
For convenience, we shall eliminate in each example all
items from the balance sheet except those affected by
the transactions involved and assume that each opera
tion is the only one of its kind on that day.
The method of proof has already been explained in
the chapter on the "Receiving Teller." On that teller's
distribution and final settlement sheet he is charged with
the total amount of the ticket which he accounts for as
follows :
Cash to paying teller
Checks to individual ledger
Exchanges for clearing house
Charged to transit department

$ 29.50
50.00
10.00
100.00

The paying teller 's sheet which is given to the general
ledger bookkeeper shows that the cash of the bank has
increased $29.50, which account (asset) is debited.
The individual ledger bookkeeper credits (liability)
the account of John Smith, the depositor, $189.50 and
charges (liability) the account of the maker of the $50
check; this shows a net increase of $139.50 in his total
balances due depositors.
The department which makes up the exchanges for
the clearing house enters the check for $10 on the pack
age of the Ninth National Bank, which then becomes a
part of the item, "exchanges for the clearing house"
(asset).
The transit department enters the check for $100 on
the letter which is being sent to the bank's New York
correspondent, which amount is then debited (asset) to
the account of that bank.
Summing up, we note that liabilities have been
increased by $139.50 and that assets have been increased
a similar amount. We can now show the result on the
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general ledger before and after the receipt of the
deposit :
Before
Liabilities
Assets
$ 25,000.00
Loans
$385,000.00 Capital
25,000.00
Due from banks
20,000.00 Surplus
Exchanges for clearing house 5,000.00 Undivided profits. . . 1,000.00
384,000.00
Cash
25,000.00 Deposits
$435,000.00

$435,000.00

Afteb
Assets
Loans
385,000.00
Due from banks
20,100.00
Exchanges for clearing house 5,010.00
Cash
25,029.50

Liabilities
Capital
25,000.00
Surplus
25,000.00
Undivided profits. . . 1,000.00
Deposits
384,139.50

$435,139.50

$435,139.50

If the deposit had consisted of checks drawn entirely
upon the Tenth National Bank, there would have been
no change whatever in any of the figures. The indi
vidual ledger bookkeeper would merely have had to
change his balances due to depositors.
Using the same statement figures, we shall assume
that John Smith, after making his deposit, discounts his
note for $200, the amount of discount being $11.50, and
that the proceeds passed to his credit. The discount
department in any one of several ways, as previously
explained, passes the credit to the individual ledger and
the amount of the discount to the general ledger. The
statement would then appear as follows :
Assets
Loans
$385,200.00
Due from banks
20,100.00
Exchanges for clearing house 5,010.00
Cash
25,029.50

Liabilities
Capital
$ 25,000.00
Surplus
25,000.00
Undivided profits . . . 1,000.00
Discount a/c
11.50
Deposits
384,328.00

$435,339.50

$435,339.50
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Smith's note having fallen due is paid by him in cash
The statement now reads:
Assets
Loans
$385,000.00
Due from banks
20,100.00
Exchanges for clearing house 5,010.00
Cash
25,229.50

Liabilities
Capital
$ 25,000.00
Surplus
25,000.00
Undivided profits. . . 1,000.00
Discount a/c
11.50
Deposits
384,328.00

$435,339.50

$435,339.50

In actual practice the figures shown in the foregoing
statement would vary in other respects while the trans
actions here described are taking place. For example,
the "exchanges for the clearing house" would have been
converted into cash by the process of clearing. Our
brief illustration, however, serves to illustrate the point
that all transactions are finally shown upon the general
ledger.
Comparison of the last two sets of figures indicates
clearly how the profits of the bank accrue. For instance,
the bank has earned $11.50, although there is no increase
in the totals. As discounts are earned, they are carried
into discount account usually for a six months' period.
At the end of that time, that is to say twice annually,
the total earnings are distributed to wipe off the various
expense accounts on the asset side, such as salaries,
rent, taxes, etc., and the balance is carried to dividend
account. If the bank has enjoyed a period of prosperity,
a part of the earnings will be transferred to the surplus,
and the remainder will be passed to undivided profits or
Profit and Loss Account.
We may now conclude this series of illustrations by
showing the accounting changes that will result at the
end of a "period," taking into consideration the follow
ing facts:
A "bad loan" of $1,000 which the examiner requires
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the bank to "charge off" as worthless; an expense
account representing salaries, etc., for the period which
have been paid to the amount of $4,000; a semiannual
dividend of 4 per cent on the capital stock amounting
to $1,000; and an addition of $1,000 to surplus account.
The figures on the general ledger statement before and
after would appear about as follows :
Befoke
Assets
Loans
$385,000.00
Due from banks
20,100.00
4,000.00
Expense a/c
Exchanges for clearing bouse 5,010.00
Cash
25,229.50

Liabilities
Capital
$ 25,000.00
Surplus
25,000.00
Undivided profits. . . 1,000.00
Discount a/c
8,000.00
Deposits
380,339.50

$439,339.50

$439,339.50

Afteb
Loans
$384,000.00
Due from banks
20,100.00
Exchanges for clearing house 5,010.00
Cash
, 25,229.50

Liabilities
Capital
$ 25,000.00
Surplus
26,000.00
Undivided profits. . . 2,000.00
Dividend No. 20... 1,000.00
Deposits
380,339.50

$434,339.50

$434,339.50

Assets

If the stockholders deposit their dividend checks, divi
dend account will be wiped out and the deposits will
increase by $1,000. If, however, the checks are pre
sented at the teller's window to be paid in cash, the
dividend account will be wiped out and the cash will be
reduced by an equal amount.
In a rough way we may use the final statement shown
in this illustration to point out a few of the principles
involved in reading a bank statement intelligently. Our
earnings show that the institution has made a gross
profit of $8,000 in six months. The loans being under
$400,000, we note that the interest rate on loans must
have averaged a little better than 4 per cent. A bank
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of this size would probably employ a cashier at $3,000
per annum, a teller at $2,000, and a bookkeeper at $1,500,
this making $6,500 in all, or $3,250 for the half-year.
The remainder of the $4,000 expense account would be
made up of postage, stationery, etc. The bank would
be required to carry 12 per cent reserve against deposits
consisting of cash and due from banks ; this amount our
statement shows to be approximately correct. The fig
ures given are, of course, exaggerated somewhat as to
actual conditions, no attempt having been made to
"draw them to scale," so to speak, but the method
involved is fairly clear and accurate.
Accounting Systems
In a bank of the size indicated by the foregoing state
ments, the bulk of the accounting would be done by the
single teller. His proof or settlement sheet would show
the cash detail at the beginning of business, the total
amounts received on deposit, the payment of notes or
loans, and the payments of interest. His proof would
also show the amount of checks received payable by his
own bank, the amount for each other local bank, and the
amounts charged to each of the bank's out-of-town cor
respondents. The bookkeeper would post his general
ledger direct from these figures after the teller had
"settled" at the end of the day.
In a large bank there would be no difference whatever
in the principles involved, except that each department
included would make a part of the records ; this requires
interdepartmental settlement sheets. Such records are,
however, merely incidental to the process of carrying
the transactions through from their inception to the
general ledger.
In the preceding chapters we have described account
ing methods common to the majority of banks which use
12
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Fig. 76.—Interdepartment Settlement Sheets (Paying Teller) (Front)
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several variations of what might be termed "teller
systems." That is, all transactions of the loan and
discount, note teller, city collection, transit, and other
departments pass through the records of the receiving
teller and are by him accounted for to the general ledger
bookkeeper. Such systems are developed step by step
from the single teller system used by the small bank,
and although as the bank grows, it is necessary to seg
regate the daily records of other departments on sepa
rate books and sheets, the totals are carried to the
receiving teller's figures at the end of the day.
There is a better system used by the large banks and
one which, when once installed, requires practically no
modification no matter what the increase or business
may be. Under this plan of accounting, each depart
ment deals independently with every other and carries
the totals of its daily transactions directly to the general
ledger. The settlement sheet resembles the distribution
form used by the receiving teller in the "batch system,"
previously described and illustrated. Columns are pro
vided for all items that come into the department,
divided as to source, and other columns are used to
account for the totals as they are charged at the end
of the day to the departments which make the final
accounting to the general ledger. Forms of settlement
sheets are shown in Figures 75 and 76.
How this system is operated may be illustrated by
using as an example a check on the bank itself and its
accounting course through each of several departments
where it may originate.
The check, if received by the in-mail department from
an out-of-town bank correspondent, is credited in the
proper column and charged to the check teller depart
ment or to the individual ledger bookkeeper if the bank
does not have a check teller. It thus becomes a part of
all the checks paid and charged against individual
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deposits by the general ledger bookkeeper, who is given
the total by the individual ledger department or check
teller.
This same check may reach the bookkeepers through
several other departments, each of which accounts for it
in the same way. It may be cashed by the paying teller
at his window; it may be received at the receiving tell
er's window from a local depositor; it may be given to
the loan department to pay interest or to the note teller
to pay a draft or note due, or to the draft teller to
purchase the bank's New York draft.
A check payable out of town, received into the bank
through any of the sources named, would be charged to
the transit department; a check payable at a local clear
ing-house bank would be charged to that desk, and so on.
At the end of the day, each department hands its settle
ment sheet to the auditor, who draws the totals together
on a summary sheet, Figure 77, thus proving the grand
settlement with the figures of the general ledger. Small
differences, either over or short, are seldom checked for
by the department involved, beyond a reasonable time.
They are charged or credited, as the case may be, to Dif
ference Account. Most of such errors turn up within
a day or two, but if not, and if they are under a certain
limit, say $10, they ultimately are charged or credited to
Profit and Loss Account at the end of the period.
This is done purely as a matter of economy, since it
would be extravagant to use twenty dollars' worth of
time to locate a departmental difference of two dollars.
This, however, does not apply to bookkeepers' settle
ments, which must always be exact in order to keep the
balance sheet correct.
The purpose, function, and operation of the general
ledger are comparatively simple when once the under
lying principles are understood and made familiar
through use.
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TEST QUESTIONS
1. What is meant by the term "general" as applied to the
bookkeeping activity of a bank ?
2. Into what groups of threes may the resources and liabili
ties of a bank each be classified?
3. What is meant by the term "controlling account"?
4. Does the general bookkeeper do detailed work of any kind ?
If so, what kind ?
5. Should a general bookkeeper be given much detail work?
6. What is the effect of a debit on the resource side of the
statement? The liability side?
7. Explain how a banking operation may involve both a
debit and a credit, and yet not change the total figures of assets
and liabilities.
8. What is the effect upon the bank statement if Depositor A
draws a check in favor of B, who immediately deposits it to his
own account at the same bank?
9. Explain the effect upon the bank statement if the stock
holders of the bank deposit their dividend checks. If they cash
them at the teller's window.

CHAPTER X
AUDITS AND EXAMINATIONS
That banking is a vocation or science based upon
economic as well as statute law is a fact which confronts
the student of the practical features of the business at
every turn. Modern processes of exchange have elimi
nated money as a necessary commodity in business
transactions, and what we define as "banking systems"
are the machinery we employ to provide more economi
cal and efficient mediums, such as negotiable instru
ments, bank notes, checks, and similar devices used as
substitutes for money. All nations since the earliest
days of banking history have recognized the necessity
of limiting the coinage of money to the sovereign power.
So also modern monetary systems, which include bank
ing, are subject to the control of the government.
This supervision is not confined merely to legislation
and police power; duly authorized representatives of the
state are delegated with visitorial powers, and these are
regularly exercised to keep the operation of the banking
units in strict conformity with the law. And so we find
that the everyday work of the bank is adjusted and regu
lated in accordance with these fundamental economic
principles which must be reckoned with if the nation is
to enjoy the benefits of a sound system of money and
exchange. In other words, the accounting system of a
bank and its methods of doing business with its cus
tomers are concerned with more than rendering adequate
service to its depositors and yielding profits to its stock
172
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holders; its books and accounts must be kept in such
shape as to permit a ready examination by those whose
duty it is as public servants to guard against weakness
and error.
Bank Failures
The purpose of bank examination is threefold :
To determine—
1.
2.
3.

If the institution is solvent.
If it is obeying the law.
If its policy is such as to warrant the assurance
that the first two conditions will be maintained.

In other words, the purpose of bank examination is to
prevent losses to the depositors, the stockholders, and
the general public. A bank is solvent when it is able to
pay all its debts or liabilities out of its resources. No
bank ever failed that could not at any time show a bal
anced statement sheet so far as the figures themselves
were concerned.
It is the purpose of examination to test the assets to
determine whether they are worth the full value at
which they are carried and also to disclose, if possible,
any liabilities which may not be shown in the figures.
Banking law seeks to prevent practices which the experi
ences of many years have proved to be unsafe and which,
if persisted in, are certain to result in loss or ultimate
ruin.
All banks expect losses due to various causes inciden
tal to the risks of business, but so long as the capital is
unimpaired, no serious results may ensue. If the capital
and surplus are wiped out, failure is the inevitable
result, and the bank must be closed. Failures are due in
the majority of cases to poor judgment in extending
loans. This may or may not involve an infraction of
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banking law. Very often an officer of a failed bank is
sent to jail because he has made excess loans to another
officer or director or in some other way exceeded the
authority vested in him. The general idea seems to pre
vail in the public mind that the incarcerated banker has
stolen the money of the bank. While such a banker
deserves little sympathy, it is only fair to say that very
few banks fail because the cashier or the president has
broken the eighth commandment. Practically all bank
officers and employees are under bond which would
restore to the bank any money which they might
embezzle, so that failures from this cause are exceed
ingly rare. Poor judgment in making investments in
which the banker has been entirely honest, even if
unfortunate, causes most losses.
Kinds of Examinations
To guard against weaknesses and excesses of every
variety there are in all four kinds of examinations, two
of which are external in that the bank has no control
over them, and two of which are internal, subject in a
measure to the authority of the management of the insti
tution examined. The first two are practically identical
and consist of investigations by the national bank exam
iners in the one case and by the state bank examiners in
the other. These two examinations differ only in that they
apply to national or state banks ; this depends upon the
source of the charter of the bank. The internal exami
nations are conducted by certified public accountants
who are employed by the bank or by a clearing-house
examiner, who is officially engaged by the clearing-house
association of which the bank is a member. In all cases
the cost of examination is borne by the bank examined.
This applies to every kind of examination.
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Methods of the Examiner
Since all examinations are alike as to their object, it
is unnecessary to describe each separately; in fact, there
is no essential difference between them except in the
method of applying remedies for any irregularity which
may be disclosed. The examiner makes his appearance
unexpectedly either before the vault is opened in the
morning or immediately after the close of business in
the late afternoon. He is thus able to prevent any sub
stitution or addition to cash or securities which the bank
may hold. Throughout the entire investigation he pro
ceeds on the theory that there may be something wrong
which it is his duty to disclose. This point of view must
not be construed as a reflection on the bank or its offi
cers. The examiner is in the position of the doctor mak
ing a test of the physical condition of an applicant for
life insurance—he hopes he may find nothing to criticize,
but rather because disease is not there than that he fail
to discover it should it be present.
A bank is examined as of a certain date, and the first
step is to certify the settlement or proof of the day's
work in the general ledger statement. As soon as these
figures have been checked, the examiner can begin a
more leisurely examination of every detail or source of
the transactions of which these figures are the record.
Before checking the accounting records the cash is
proved, since this is the most" liquid asset of the bank
and offers the most convenient opportunities for manipu
lation should the bank be "short" through loss. Fur
thermore, the cash of a bank cannot be earmarked, as is
the case with checks, notes, etc.; hence it must be
accounted for in total. Since the necessity for payments
to depositors is immediate, the cash cannot be examined
while it is undergoing constant change. Of course the
vault or reserve cash is not subject to this condition, and
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in very large banks a seal may be set upon the compart
ment in which this inactive store of currency is placed
and the examiner's assistants be permitted to devote a
day or two in proving the count.
All checks and cash items in the possession of the
bank are checked carefully, and their collection is veri
fied. They consist of checks payable through the clear
ing house or by other local banks. The importance of
an immediate proof of these items is obvious, since it is
apparent that if the cashier were short in his accounts,
he might make temporary restoration by drawing upon
a neighboring bank and adding the check to his cash
assets.
Examination of Accounts
Every transaction recorded upon the books and affect
ing the settlement of the day which the examination
covers is traced to its source. Correspondent banks
receive a letter from the examiner stating the amount
shown to be due by or to the bank written to and asking
for a reconcilement or verification. Or these out-of-town
banks may be simply asked to send a copy of the account
current between the two institutions, which is then
checked up in detail by the examiner at his own office.
The individual ledger balances are proved as to the
total, and the pass books of several, if not all, the
depositors may be sent for, for settlement. The use of
the monthly statement system by banks has greatly sim
plified this division of the examiner's work. The cer
tified check and the cashier's check register are examined
to see that all entries are bona fide; in fact, every pre
caution is taken to disclose any fraud on the part of an
officer, between two employees, or between an employee
and an outside customer of the bank. For obvious rea
sons it would be unwise to explain in detail the various
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methods that have been used to defraud banks, but need
less to say, the examiners are well posted and on their
guard against the ordinary schemes used by those who
are criminally inclined.
Testing the Loans
The largest single asset of any bank is the money
invested in loans and securities. In checking up loans,
discounts, and investments, the examiner makes three
tests :
As to—
1.
2.
3.

The existence of the notes, bills of exchange,
bonds, or other evidences of debt.
The genuineness of signatures, correctness as to
form, negotiability, right of title, etc.
The worth or value of the loans viewed as credit
risks.

The first step, therefore, is to go through the portfolio
and check the notes with the discount register. In a
similar manner the bonds and securities are compared
with the bond and investment register. While this is
being done, the examiner seeks to detect any irregularity
as to the form of the instruments.
Are they properly executed by bona fide makers ?
If secured by collateral, does the note contain an
assignment clause which gives the bank the right to
sell the collateral in case of need?
Are the notes correctly indorsed?
Are any past due?
From the credit viewpoint do the loans consist of
constant renewals or are they paid at maturity?
Are items of doubtful worth carried at face value?
Have the securities held as collateral a ready market,
and is sufficient margin being maintained?
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It will be seen from the foregoing general suggestions
that the good examiner is well versed in banking and
commercial law as well as experienced in credits and
banking practice. The reason that a clearing-house
examination is generally more effective than the official
examination is because it is conducted by an examiner
who spends his entire time in one place constantly add
ing to his files of credit information. He is an adviser
as well as an examiner.
Policy of the Bakk
After the examiner has finished his proof of the cash,
audit of the accounts, and test of the loans, he makes a
general survey or summary upon which to base an esti
mate of the policy of the bank. In short, the examiner
delves into the future as well as the present and the
past. A bank may be entirely solvent at the time of
examination, but a trained observer may detect flaws in
the management which if not corrected might lead to
excesses and ultimate failure.
In addition to satisfying himself that banking law is
being strictly adhered to, the examiner takes note of the
daily habits, so to speak, of the institution, which fix the
character of the bank pretty much as personal virtues
and shortcomings determine the social and moral stand
ing of an individual. The examiner must possess a cer
tain degree of intuition in drawing his conclusions, but
a few questions may be suggested which admit of defi
nite determination and which for the most part are selfexplanatory as to their bearing on the condition and
policy of the bank:
Do the officers and directors borrow money of the
bank?
Are the loans promptly paid?
Are the board meetings regularly attended?
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Are the clerks and tellers amply bonded?
Do they take regular vacations?
Are the accounts of the individual depositors settled
frequently?
Do the tellers have access to the ledgers?
Are cross entries on the books approved by an official?
Are all loans submitted to the directors for their
approval?
Does the bank maintain an adequate reserve?
Are doubtful assets charged off to profit and loss
periodically?
There are numerous other questions of similar nature
varying as to the class of bank under investigation and
the nature of its business. When the examination is
completed, a report is rendered and the bank is notified
of any irregularities which must be corrected.
Internal Audits
All large banks employ an auditor whose duty it is
to check all settlements and other accounting transac
tions. In small banks this work is done by an officer.
The auditor usually has several assistants who spend
their time reconciling accounts with other banks, prov
ing interest calculations, and otherwise testing the accu
racy of the accounts. Under modern accounting systems
each department hands its settlement sheet or proof to
the auditor, who then draws all the figures together, thus
proving the debits and credits made by the general
ledger bookkeeper in his control accounts.
In addition to this work the auditor checks the interest
payments to depositors and the interest paid to the bank
on balances it may carry for exchange or reserve pur
poses with other institutions. The general bookkeeper
usually keeps the accounts with other banks, although if
the bank has many such accounts, separate "bank ledg-
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ers" are maintained. These are kept just as the indi
vidual accounts are, and are subject to the same kinds
of debits and credits. In addition to the "credit"
accounts or amounts "due to banks," there are also
many "debit" balances which in total comprise the "due
from banks" item on the general statement. This item
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may represent checks in process of collection or balances
carried with other banks as above explained. As checks
are sent to correspondent banks for collection, the
amounts of such checks are charged to them, and when
remittances are received in payment, the accounts are
credited. A daily record is kept of each account, known
as the "statement" or "account current," and at the
end of the month these statements are ruled up and for
warded to the correspondent banks for "reconcilement."
Since letters in transit, drafts unpresented, collection
credit advices, returned items, and other entries are con
stantly "in the air" between two banks that do business
with each other, a reconcilement is necessary to account
for the difference between the balances as shown on the
books of the banks as of the same date. Errors or
omissions of debits and credits can thus be adjusted.
The auditor also counts and proves the teller's cash
at frequent intervals, using the methods employed by
the outside examiner in that he does not give advance
notice of the time of examination. In correct organiza
tion theory the auditor is independent of the entire force
including the officers and is responsible directly to the
president and board of directors. The directors them
selves usually conduct a formal examination of the bank
through an examination committee of their own mem
bers. This is done semiannually immediately preceding
the close of the "period," at which time the earnings of
the bank are passed to surplus and dividend account.
TEST QUESTIONS
1. On what fundamental principle is it deemed necessary to
examine banking institutions? Why are banks subjected to
examination and not other business?
2. What are the three purposes of a bank examination?
3. A bank may be subject to four examinations by different
bodies. What are these four kinds of examinations ?
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4. What is tke significance of the "reconcilement" in exam
ining the country bank accounts ?
5. Why are not the individual deposits so reconciled?
6. What are some of the points to be observed in auditing
the loans and discounts ?
7. What are the ordinary duties of a bank auditor?
8. What are some of the inquiries that should be directed
to ascertain the correct internal policy of a bank?
9. Should a bank auditor derive his authority from the
directors or from the officers of an institution ?

CHAPTER XI
SAFEGUARDS AMD SERVICE
There is a certain "atmosphere" which characterizes
bank work and to which the banker becomes attached
very much as the carpenter who craves the feel and
smell of new lumber, or the machinist to whom the whir
of belts and power transmission is a necessary part of
his daily round and is, subconsciously perhaps, music to
his ears. As in other trades and professions men come
and go in banking, but those who have a natural apti
tude for the vocation and attain success for themselves
and their institutions are those who find enjoyment in
the rustle of the ledger sheet, the smell of ink and sta
tionery, the clink of coins, and the click of adding
machines.
These must come first, but there must also be keen
judgment, conservative tendencies, a studious mind, an
inquiring interest in human nature, and a liking for the
economic sciences, else the young man who enters the
bank from the schoolroom either will fail to rise higher
than clerk or teller or will seek more congenial employ
ment. The day of the cold, austere, solemn-visaged
banker behind the counter of a musty and dismal bank
ing room is past. In his place we have the keen, alert
business man, who conducts his affairs according to
modern standards.
There remain, however, various customs and practices
which the very nature of banking requires and which
are largely the result of the risk incidental to the guar
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diansHp of the evidences of wealth with which the
banker is charged. We mnst go behind the scenes to
become intimate with the many problems of manage
ment which confront the average banker and with which
the public is generally unfamiliar. The banker must
protect himself against danger from without and dis
honesty from within, and while these matters are
referred to in other chapters, it may be well to go into
more detail here.
The Vault
The "strong box" of the bank is a massive compart
ment built of armor plate steel designed to be fire, bur
glar, and mob proof. It may be on the street level or
in the basement reached by an inclosed elevator. The
entrance consists of an inner and outer door, each pro
tected by a combination lock. This in turn is secured
by a time clock, a device which does not automatically
open the door at a predetermined hour, but which per
mits the combination to be operated by anyone familiar
with it at the time fixed. There may also be a small
emergency door, a sort of hole in the vault wall, simi
larly protected. This is provided in case the clock or
combination on the main door through accident or care
lessness fails to work. Within the main vault there are
vaults or safes in which the cash and valuable securities
are stored, access to which may only be had by the
proper officers and tellers. The inner steel doors to
these are secured by double locks requiring the use of
two keys and the presence of more than one teller or
officer before they may be opened.
The vault is often located within a vault roorif, which
is constructed of solid masonry with an inner steel lin
ing, and the walls of sufficient thickness to resist any
attack by fire or criminal. Sometimes the vault is raised
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from the floor and supported by steel beams; thus it
would be impossible to bore into it from below without
discovery. Another plan is to inclose the entire vault
in an outer shell of wood through which fine wires are
introduced, and any tampering immediately gives an
alarm. Some vaults are constructed so that the life of
anyone accidentally imprisoned may be saved before the
air within is exhausted. This is accomplished by plac
ing inside the vault a kit of tools and a telephone.
Should a teller find himself locked in, he communicates
with the outside by telephone, and he is then instructed
how to use the tools to disconnect the time clock, and
the door may then be opened.
The Watchman
A bank is never without human as well as mechanical
protection. Armed watchmen are always on guard in
the lobby of large banks during the day, and at night all
banks are so protected, except perhaps in the smaller
country or outlying banks. Usually the night men are
charged with cleaning the bank room in addition to their
other duties. Should an attack be made, private wires
may be used to call assistance, or an alarm can be
sounded on a gong placed somewhere on the outside
of the building.
Tellers' Cages
All tellers who handle cash are protected by a cage
which entirely incloses them. A favorite method adopted
by daylight bank sneak thieves is to distract the atten
tion of a teller while a confederate "fishes" over the
top of the counter for packages of bills. Therefore most
cages are inclosed at the top. There is a button placed
out of sight, but within reach of the teller as he stands
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at his counter, by touching which he may sound an
alarm. Loaded revolvers are also at hand at all times.
The door of the cage is kept locked, and no one but
those authorized have access to the cage during the day.
Thus any shortage in cash can be traced within definite
limits. A clerk who might enter the cage without per
mission would immediately be dismissed.
Outside Protection
The .messengers and runners who must carry cash
or securities upon the streets, invariably are properly
armed. If a package of unusual value is carried, two
men will be sent out and the satchel will be locked to
the wrist of one of them. The ordinary wallet used by
a runner is attached to a chain passing around his
shoulder beneath his coat. Packages containing money
to be sent by mail or express are sealed by two men
after being counted and checked by a third. If a heavy
shipment of coin is made, in addition to the armed men
who' carry it or accompany the vehicle in which it is
hauled, two or more armed clerks follow at a short dis
tance on each side of the street. In New York City
further protection is provided by a police regulation
which bars all known criminals from a fixed district or
financial section in which a vast amount of money is
transferred daily.
Millions of checks, representing the transfer of bil
lions of dollars of credit, are carried through the mails
daily from debtor to creditor, depositor to bank, and
from bank to bank with no especial protection provided
for or even necessary. The ease and economy with
which these convenient substitutes for cash may be
handled enable the banks to render a service which is
scarcely appreciated. The dispatch and receipt of ordi
nary mail matter is carefully checked, however, and
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should the package contain bonds, coupons, currency, or
other negotiable matter, the letter will be sent by regis
tered mail insured. Banks carry a special form of
insurance which protects them against any ordinary
kind of loss due either to fraud or to criminal attack.
The protective department of the American Bankers'
Association spares neither time nor money in appre
hending anyone who defrauds a member bank, and the
membership sign which is prominently displayed in the
banking room is an effectual deterrent to the criminally
inclined.
Preservation of Records
As a matter of caution and, to a certain extent, of
law as well, all accounting records are carefully pre
served for a number of years. Ledgers and other books
in which the main transactions affecting controlling
accounts are entered, are never destroyed except by
accident. To guard against this the records are stored
away either in the basement or in specially constructed
fireproof rooms. The most valuable are placed in the
main vault. The annals of many an industry are writ
ten upon the records of the bank in which the account
was kept, and in case of litigation the books often
become a part of the court records.
General Regulations Affecting the Clerks
In small banks having but few employees it is cus
tomary to require each man to furnish an individual
bond in an amount based upon the responsibilities which
he assumes. In larger institutions a "blanket bond,"
which covers all its employees and officers, is provided
by the bank. Men of good character and clean habits
only are accepted for bank work. No matter what safe
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guards are thrown about them, the men must be trusted
beyond that point which carefully planned accounting
systems and official supervision cannot go. To their
credit be it said that the annual loss through dishonesty
is negligible compared with the total number of men
engaged in banking and the enormous annual volume of
transactions involved. In a recent address, the educa
tional director of the American Institute of Banking
said: "We have sixteen thousand members and so far
as I know, only two of them are in jail—a record con
siderably better than that of the twelve disciples."
Bank work, accepted views to the contrary notwith
standing, is not easy. The men, officers, and clerks are
at their desks long before nine in the morning, and the
average time of finishing the day's work is about five in
the afternoon. In the large cities the hours are fre
quently much longer. A two weeks' vacation is allowed,
with a longer period granted after many years of serv
ice. It is a general custom in the East, and also in some
of the larger banks in the West, to provide lunches for
the force within the building. This is done not so much
as a matter of generosity as to insure efficiency and con
stant attendance to the work of the bank, which cannot
be closed down for an hour, as is the case with the shop
or factory. It is necessary also to have a certain degree
of elasticity in the force to provide against absence.
Many banks employ "summer clerks," usually recruited
from schools and colleges. In small institutions the son
of the president or of a director, home from college, may
spend a month or two in the bank, thus preparing him
self in a practical way for business, while the regular
clerks are enjoying their annual holidays in turn.
Women are being employed more and more in clerical
positions, especially for adding machine work. There is
considerable difference of opinion among bankers as to
their value as compared with men. It is true that the
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maximum salaries paid to women are less than those of
men in similar positions ; on the other hand, the women
cannot be depended upon to develop into bank officers,
although there are many women cashiers and even presi
dents of banks. The average salary at which a young
bank clerk begins is $300 per annum. Bookkeepers
range from $800 to $1,500 and tellers from $1,000 to
$4,000. These figures, of course, are only general, and
it is not unusual to find a bookkeeper in a large bank
who is paid a better salary than the cashier of a smaller
institution. Cashiers, presidents, and department heads
of large banking institutions often enjoy very lucrative
salaries and incomes.
Accuracy is the first consideration in judging the abil
ity and worth of a bank clerk. Speed is next. It is not
uncommon to find a bookkeeper who will go through an
entire month without having made an error in posting
a figure or in adding or subtracting. On the other hand,
some clerks are not able, apparently, to "write up" a
list of checks on the adding machine without making at
least one mistake. A studious mind, ability to think and
act quickly, and a pleasing personality are also requi
sites. Clerks having these qualifications are in demand
in all banks and are assured of a successful career.
Courtesy to customers and the ability to hold business
matters in confidence are two rules which all banks
require of their employees.
Notwithstanding the exacting requirements of a suc
cessful banking career, banking is a highly interesting
field of work. It is a dignified calling. It brings a man
in intimate relations with the live events of current
business, with the operation of* fundamental economic
forces, with social progress, and with international
events. It challenges the best that is in a man in the
way of ability, power, and character. Such a man may
find in banking the opportunity for a lifetime of service.
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TEST QUESTIONS
1. Has the banking profession an atmosphere or is it without
its traditions, etc. 1
2. What are some points that should be noted concerning the
bank vault ?
3. How should the tellers' cages be protected?
4. How should the records be safeguarded?
5. What are some of the qualities that should be present in
a bank clerk to make him successful in the banking field ?

CHAPTER XII
TRUST COMPANIES AND SAVINGS BANKS
Banks are generally classified in three main groups:
1.
2.
3.

Commercial.
Savings.
Trust.

It would be more exact to say that there are in gen
eral three kinds of banking, because one bank may, and
often does, transact these different kinds of business
under one roof. National banks are essentially com
mercial banks, yet many of them conduct savings depart
ments, and the Federal Reserve Act permits them to act
as trustee, executor, registrar, etc.—trust company func
tions—when not in contravention of state laws. State
commercial banks are like national banks in these
respects.
Deposits in commercial banks may be made up largely
of loans; or, to put it differently, there are deposits of
credit as well as deposits of money. In the sense that
deposits of cash are deposits of money that has been
"saved," all banks may be said to be institutions for
the receipt and safeguarding of savings. This use of
the word "savings" is, therefore, quite common in bank
names, although a bank using the word in its title may
in reality be a commercial bank. In the state of Iowa
the law provides for the organization of two kinds of
banks—"state" banks and "savings" banks, and the
designation "savings" is required by the code. Inas
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much as there are certain advantages to be derived in
organizing under the savings part of the code, we find
many savings banks, so called, in Iowa which are in
point of fact ordinary commercial banks.
It is not always possible to determine from its title
the kind of business a bank may transact. Thus refer
ence to a bank directory will disclose the fact that nearly
every state has some distinctive grouping or division of
its banks. In Massachusetts a bank is a "national
bank," a "trust company," or a "savings bank." One
of these terms will be found in connection with every
bank in the state, yet in the majority of cases the trust
companies are ordinary commercial state banks with
the privilege of doing trust business if they so desire.
Throughout the greater part of the United States,
trust and savings bank business is conducted in one
institution, but in the eastern section north of Virginia,
nearly all the savings banks are conducted strictly as
their titles would indicate, and for the most part they
are without capital stock. The trust companies, although
they accept active checking accounts, depend largely
upon their legitimate trust business for a livelihood, but
elsewhere the "trust and savings bank" is a title com
monly met with.
Trust Companies
A trust is anything of value, such as money or per
sonal property which is committed into the care of
another for the safekeeping, use, or benefit of the owner.
This implies confidence on the part of the owner in the
integrity and reliability of the person trusted, who is
called the "trustee." Trustees are appointed because
those who have property either cannot or, for one reason
or another, prefer not to act for themselves. Thus,
while all banks are- in a broad sense trustees for their
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depositors in that they care for the deposits of their
customers, a certain group of banks are organized
primarily for the purpose of administering trusts and
acting in a fiduciary capacity generally.
Trust companies are of comparatively recent origin,
and they are the newest of the three great groups of
banks. The step in their development or evolution has not
been from the bank to the trust company, but from the
individual trustee to the corporate trustee or trust com
pany. In the early days of the country, individuals
assumed the obligation of trustees for other individuals,
and in fact this custom still obtains, especially in sparsely
settled districts. As men have become more wealthy and
as accumulations of property have increased, there has
arisen the need for some organized and sufficiently
trained body of men who could administer the estates
and affairs of other men, whether living or dead. There
are many reasons why the trust company is better fitted
than the individual to perform the functions of a trustee.
The individual trustee may die, or move away, or become
incapacitated through illness or lack of knowledge of the
law. A trust company may be said to be perpetual; it
is managed by men who are trained both in law and in
finance, and who give their entire time to this particular
business.
FIDUCIARY FUNCTIONS
Trust companies act not only for individuals, but also
for societies, corporations, and municipalities. Their
principal functions are to act as:
Executor of wills.
Administrator of estates.
Guardian of minors.
Agents for individuals.
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Depository for escrows.
Trustee under mortgages.
Transfer agent and registrar for corporations.
Fiscal agent for governments, states, and muncipalities.
Receiver for firms and corporations.
In addition to these general fiduciary functions trust
companies frequently supply special timely services, such
as making out income tax certificates, etc.
As executor or administrator, they administer the
estate of the deceased according to the law, and the
fees for such services are fixed by law at the same rates
as individuals are permitted to charge for like services.
As agents for individuals, they may care for property,
collect rents, pay taxes, assessments, and insurance, and
perform whatever other duties they may be charged
with. As trustee under mortgages, the trust company
safeguards the interests of the mortgagee and forecloses
the mortgage if principal or interest is unpaid at matur
ity. This particular feature of the trust company's
business is usually confined to acting as trustee under
a bond issue which is secured by a mortgage upon cor
poration property. As transfer agent and registrar, the
trust company certifies as to the genuineness of either a
stock or bond issue and records all transfers of such
stocks or bonds. The company does not guarantee the
payment of bonds or of dividends upon stock ; it merely
vouches for the regularity of issue and the validity of
the transactions involved. As fiscal agent for civic divi
sions, money is collected and disbursed upon warrants
and in the payment of interest on bond issues, etc. In
addition to the above, trust companies act in various
other capacities of a similar nature. Figures 80, 81, 82,
and 83 give typical record sheets for the trust company
functions there indicated.
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BANKING DEPARTMENT
The banking department of a trust company is con
ducted like any other bank. Deposits are received sub
ject to check, interest is allowed on savings deposits,
and in practically every particular this branch of the
business is the same as that of the ordinary bank of
deposit and discount. It issues letters of credit and
travelers' checks and buys and sells drafts in foreign
exchange.
Tellers receive and enter deposits, pay
checks, and collect drafts and notes; bookkeepers keep
ledgers and make credit and debit records just as the
work is done in any other bank, and similar books and
systems of accounting are used. In Minnesota, Michi
gan, and Wisconsin, trust companies are not permitted
to do an active banking business, but are restricted to
the handling of trusts and other fiduciary matters. As
to loans and investments permitted trust companies,
state laws differ, but the general statement is true that
they employ their funds just as do the commercial state
banks.
It is chiefly in the trust department that the functions
of a trust company are distinctive. The estates and
funds of both the living and the dead are cared for by
this department. ' The organization of the trust depart
ment is kept separate from that of the banking depart
ment. As money is received by the trust department
representing the income from property or investments
of funds held in trust, it is deposited in the banking
department and is checked against by the trust depart
ment as if the department were an outside depositor or
customer. It would be possible for either department to
exist without the other, so far as the operation of their
respective functions is concerned.
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Savings Banks

Savings banks, in the strict meaning of the term, are
banks organized to receive the savings of depositors, to
invest them in loans and securities of the very safest
kind, and to pay the depositors a fair rate of interest.
The relation between the savings bank and its customers
is of a close and confidential nature. The depositors
are, for the most part, of the poorer classes, the working
people, and the thrifty of both sexes and all ages, who
seldom accumulate enough money to invest it for them
selves, even if possessed of sufficient business judgment
to warrant their doing so.
"We find that both the laws of the state and the rules
of savings banks throw every possible safeguard around
the savings bank depositor. In many states, not only
are savings banks restricted as to the kind of invest
ments they may make, but the law even goes so far as
to designate a list of specific securities which are classed
as "legal investments for savings banks and trust
funds." The two most common forms of investments
for savings banks are mortgages upon real estate, pref
erably homes, and bonds. Among the latter, railroad,
municipal, or civic bonds are given the preference, since
the margin of safety is greater. Such investments are
possible, since savings deposits are of a permanent
nature.
The savings bank is the depository for money laid by
for a "rainy day," old age, sickness, and similar needs.
Parents open accounts for their children, partly to teach
them the habit of thrift, partly to defray the expenses
of education. The young married couple will deposit the
funds resulting from little household economies that they
may build themselves a home, and there are thousands
of savings accounts, the owners of which may have no
other definite purpose in mind except the instinct to
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save, which is natural to the normal human being, a
habit that man has in common with other creatures of
the earth.
There are two kinds of savings banks in the United
States—the stock savings bank and the mutual savings
bank. The stock savings bank, as the term implies, has
capital stock and is organized for profit. The mutual
savings bank, found almost exclusively in the section east
of Ohio and north of Virginia, has no capital stock, the
profits belonging to the depositors and being paid to
them as interest upon balances. The stock savings bank
has a board of directors, and the affairs of the institu
tion are managed very much along the lines of the aver
age commercial bank. The mutual savings banks are
managed by a board of trustees, which is a self-per
petuating body chosen for their integrity and standing
in the community. Of the two, the mutual banks are by
far the larger, there being at least four with deposits of
over one hundred millions of dollars.
The postal savings bank system, conducted by the
Post-Office Department, is a concession to those who, for
one reason or another, do not trust banks. Money that
would otherwise be hoarded is put into productive chan
nels through the operations of the postal savings system.
SAVINGS BANK ACCOUNTING
Savings bank accounting differs from other bank
accounting only to the extent that the business is con
ducted with a different class of depositors, whose needs
are not the same as the needs of the business man and
the merchant. Savings accounts, because they are com
paratively inactive and small as compared with com
mercial accounts, are usually recorded upon ledgers and
other records by number. The form for such a ledger
appears in Figure 84. Savings bank balances are not
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subject to check as a rule, nor could they very well
be, since the investments of the bank are not sufficiently
liquid to permit withdrawal without due notice. Some
banks have a fixed rule requiring two weeks' notice
before money may be withdrawn; others pay upon the
presentation of the pass book ; but practically all of them
reserve the right to take advantage of the law, when
necessary, which permits a savings bank to demand
sixty days' notice of the withdrawal of funds.
The pass book used by a savings bank is used as a
f
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Fig. 85.—Pass Book—Savings Account
voucher or receipt, both for money deposited and for
money withdrawn. It is also evidence of the contract
between the bank and the depositor. The pass book must
always be presented when money is withdrawn, as the
depositor is required to identify himself, not only by
possession of the book, but by his signature and his
ability to answer test questions, for example, his moth
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er's maiden name. The bank is not required by law to
be familiar with the signature, except that it is a means
of identification. Many of the depositors may be illiter
ate, or they may be children whose handwriting under
goes rapid changes; consequently, many savings banks
use the finger-print method of identification. These pre
cautions are necessary to prevent the payment of money
to imposters who may have got illegal possession of a
pass book. In order to prevent depositors from using
the bank as a temporary depository for idle funds, there
is usually a limit placed upon the amount anyone may
deposit in a single year, and balances over a certain
amount—$3,000, for example—do not draw interest.
MOETGAGE LOANS
Savings banks specialize in mortgage loans which are
secured by real estate. A mortgage is a conditional
deed conveying the property of the mortgagor—the bor
rower, to the mortgagee—the bank. The instrument is
conditional in that it is void if the borrower meets the
conditions imposed, viz., the payment of interest and
principal when due. The papers incidental to a mort
gage loan are as follows: (1) the note or bond which
is the evidence of debt; (2) the mortgage duly executed,
which is the security; (3) the abstract of title, which
indicates that there are no prior liens against the prop
erty; and (4) the insurance papers, which protect the
bank against loss if the mortgaged property is destroyed
by fire.
In applying for a mortgage loan, the applicant
describes the property and states the amount of money
desired. The value of the property is then estimated
by the bank's appraiser, while an attorney or a title
insurance company makes a "search" to determine if
the owner's title is "clear." Only first mortgages are
permitted as investments by savings banks. The amount
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Fig. 86.—Application for Real Estate Loan (Front and Back)
of money that may be loaned is also limited by law,
varying from 50 per cent to 60 per cent of the appraised
value of the real estate. The essentials of security in
a mortgage loan consist of such considerations as the
upkeep of the property, its location with respect to
transit facilities, chances of depreciation in neighbor
hood values, adaptability of buildings for more than one
use, etc.
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As a banking problem, mortgage loans offer an inter
esting field for investigation and discussion. How is it
that loans based upon the best security in the world,
improved real estate, cannot be so regulated as to per
mit commercial banks to invest in them? The argu
ments against such loans by commercial banks are that
they cannot be readily converted into cash in case of
The Peoples Bank Company
Imiillmeni Real EiIjI* Loan No____

Paymenls Received on Loan of

—

-—
—
——

-

Fig. 87.—rlnstallment Real Estate Loan Record
need, that they are for long periods, and that in case
of foreclosure there is a considerable amount of time
lost in the legal proceedings involved. For these rea
sons, national banks have not been permitted to loan
money upon real estate mortgages. Recently they have
been given permission to make such loans subject to
certain restrictions provided under the Federal Reserve
Act. The difficulty has been that mortgage loans have
been allowed to drift into the class of permanent invest
ments. Provided the security is good and the interest
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has been paid promptly, the banks have been content to
allow the loans to run. The borrower, instead of pay
ing off his mortgage loan when he is in funds, has thus
been tempted to invest in more property and to pay
back the loan only when he sells the property that has
been mortgaged. Abroad, the borrower begins to pay
back the loan in installments at each interest period, the
result being that mortgage loans are as liquid an invest
ment as are bonds in this country.
BONDS
As has been stated, certain bond issues are designated
by law in many states as legal investments for savings
banks. While municipal and railroad bonds are given
the preference, it does not follow that all bonds of these
classes are acceptable, nor that the discrimination is
made along arbitrary lines. Railroads must measure up
to a high standard of efficiency and management before
their bonds may be designated as legal investments for
savings banks. So also with the bonds of a city or state.
The total bonded indebtedness of the city must not
exceed a certain percentage of the value of taxable
property.
The accumulation of a reserve or surplus by a sav
ings bank is very essential. Conforming to the account
ing principle that both sides of the statement must
always balance, the bank must have a dollar of assets
for every dollar of liabilities at all times. The market
values of the investments of savings banks, consisting
largely of securities, are subject to fluctuations; hence
it is necessary that a margin of safety shall be provided
in the surplus fund which is created out of the earnings.
Bonds are rarely bought at par value; if the interest
paid is fairly high and the security is very good, bonds
will sell at a premium. Let us suppose that an issue of
bonds is bought by a savings bank as an investment at
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105. This means that each $1,000 bond has cost $1,050.
When the bonds fall due, the savings bank will not get
back $1,050 for each bond, the price paid, but $1,000, or
par. How, then, shall the savings bank account for this
apparent loss of $50 on each bond? Out of the interest.
At each interest period, or once each six months—the
interest coupons being usually paid twice yearly—a part
of the income is applied to the premium that was paid
for the bond, so that by the time the bond matures, the
entire premium of $50 is restored. The process by
which this is accomplished is called "amortization."
The same principle is applied, but with reverse effect,
when a bond is bought at a discount or at a lower price
than par.
THEIFT CONSEEVATION
Enough has been said of savings banks, their purpose
and their methods of receiving deposits and making
loans, to indicate that they perform a very important
service in the business world. They accumulate the
small savings of the multitude of wage earners, money
which, if hoarded or squandered, would be of use to
nobody. Through the loaning power that savings banks
acquire, the result of the thrift of their depositors, men
are able to borrow money with which to build and own
their homes. The homeowneris a much more valuable
member of society than the man who owns no property.
These same savings that have come out of wages are
often turned back into the very business or industry
that has produced them through loans made by savings
banks. If there were no funds to purchase bonds, there
would be little industrial or civic development in the
shape of railroads, telephone, electric lights, reservoirs,
sewage systems, schools, and a hundred other modern
conveniences that not only add to our comfort and
pleasure, but also furnish employment for thousands.
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Thrift, then, is more than an abstract virtue; it is an
economic necessity. Men who are thrifty are usually
industrious, self-respecting, sober, and law-abiding.
Hence we find that the savings banks are beginning to
spread thrift propaganda through advertising and in
other ways, not only because it helps their business, but
because it has a tendency to raise the standard of tha
people in general. Schools are installing savings sys
tems that make it possible for very young children to
open savings accounts. They are thus not only taught
the value of the saving habit at an early age, but they
become familiar with banking methods.

TEST QUESTIONS
1. In what section of the United States has the savings bank's
function been the performing of a pure savings bank business?
Do trust companies generally engage in the banking business ?
2. "What are the functions of a trust company ?
3. What system has been devised by the government to bring
forth savings which have been hoarded?
4. Wherein does the accounting method of the savings bank
chiefly differ from the accounting method of the general com
mercial bank?
5. For what class of banks is the mortgage loan a desirable
investment ?
6. Why is it not desirable for the commercial bank ? What
is the attitude of the Federal Reserve Act toward the mortgage
loan?
7. What bonds are usually designated by law as acceptable
for investment by savings banks ?
8. What is meant by the term "amortization"? Is the
principle applied to bonds purchased below par?
9. What is the importance of thrift? How is it related to
banking and community prosperity ?
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CHAPTER XIII
THE CLEARING HOUSE
The principle of offset, that is, the application of
credits to debits and the settlement of any balance
remaining, as applied to banking is defined as the clear
ing principle. Economically it is an evolution of the
ancient system of barter by which goods were exchanged
for goods, the trade being made even by giving some
thing "to boot," that is, to equalize any difference in
the value of the goods exchanged.
In money exchanges this principle is not involved,
since the amount of money given can always be made
to equalize the value of the goods taken. As soon as
negotiable instruments or substitutes for value are
employed, this inequality of exchange must again be
provided for, as is the case with original barter, except
that money instead of some other commodity is used
to make the trade equal.
^

Histoby

The clearing principle now in operation between and
among banks must have been employed as early as the
general introduction of bills of exchange into the com
mercial world. The origin of the first clearing house
in the modern sense is, however, clouded in some
obscurity. London claims the distinction of having the
original bank clearing house, which was organized about
the year 1773. It was the custom of the early London
212
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banks to send messengers from one to the other, pre
senting checks and other bills payable at their respective
counters for payment in money. Two of these messen
gers, so the legend goes, formed the habit of meeting
daily at a convenient coffeehouse, where they would
exchange their items, paying the difference with cash
which they had brought along for the purpose. Although
this plan saved considerable time and the handling of
much money, the characteristic dislike of the conserva
tive English banker for anything varying from estab
lished custom asserted itself, and the offending clerks
who had thus violated precedent were properly dis
ciplined. The merits of the idea having finally pre
vailed, the London Bankers' Clearing House was estab
lished, and it is said to be the first such exchange con
ducted in a building set aside exclusively for that
purpose.
Owing to the unsettled state of finance and the lack
of a coherent banking system, it was not until 1853 that
the first clearing house was established in the United
States, the New York Clearing House having been
founded in that year. Albert Gallatin, an eminent
financier, had proposed such an organization many years
earlier, but without success. Similar associations were
formed in other large cities; immediately after the
National Bank Act had taxed state bank-note issues out
of existence (1863-64), the deposit-and-check system of
banking brought into general use so large an/increase
of personal checks that clearing houses multiplied very
rapidly. The so-called "Suffolk system" used by the
Boston banks from 1818 to 1864 was a clearing plan
adopted to facilitate the exchange and redemption of
New England state bank notes, but its functions and
methods were not those of the true clearing house in
the generally accepted meaning of the term.
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Clearing of Checks

The clearing house is a plan, rather than a tangible
entity, although in one sense the term is used to desig
nate the building in which the actual exchanges take
place, and in another, the voluntary association of the
banks which comprise the membership. As between
any two banks, there will be a simple offset of checks
which each holds against the other, payment of the dif
ference or balance being either deferred and included
in the following day's transactions or else settled daily
in cash. "When three or more banks are involved, and
the offset is accomplished through a clearing house, the
operation of exchange is identical, except that each
member bank assumes in accounting that all checks pay
able by its neighbors are drawn upon but one factitious
institution—the clearing house, and the bank in turn
receives all checks on itself from the same source. This
result is accomplished by putting all checks on each
other member of the clearing house in separate pack
ages and listing each total on the credit side of a sheet
opposite the name or clearing-house number of the bank
on which they are drawn. The grand, total is then
recorded on the bank's books as "exchanges for the
clearing house."
At a fixed time all the banks meet at the clearing
house through their representatives, who exchange the
packages, one clerk moving around the outside of a
series of desks, each of which is occupied by another
clerk from the bank whose clearing-house number is
shown on a brass plate. This clerk records in the debit
column the amount of each package of checks received
from the distributing messengers. The result is that
while each messenger has come to the clearing house
with checks on every other member, he returns with
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checks on his own bank only, and this without having
made a visit to each institution.
The difference between the total amount brought to
and taken away from the clearing house is the balance,
and since the mere exchange of the items does not alter
the sum of them, the total debit balances due to the
clearing house by the members who have brought less
than they have received must equal the sum of the credit
balances which the clearing house owes the members
who have brought more than they have received. This
casting of total debit and credit balances is done by the
manager of the clearing house and is the proof of the
correctness of the exchange. With the exception of the
manager, who may be an officer of one of the member
banks, all the clerical work at the clearing house is done
by the bank clerks who make the exchanges.
The
exchange of the packages and the subsequent accounting
consume very little time; ten to fifteen minutes is suffi
cient to list the totals and strike the balances. Figure 89
represents a clearing-house settlement sheet. All the
necessary information is condensed in convenient form.
Settlement or Balances
A few hours are allowed the banks after the exchange
has taken place for the settlement of balances. The
general hour for the exchange is 10 a. m., and at noon
all debtor banks must pay their balances in acceptable
funds to the manager of the clearing house. At 1 p. m.
all creditor banks send to the clearing house and receive
payment for their credit balances. Unpaid items are
accounted for directly between the two banks involved
and are not returned through the clearing house. The
clearing house acts merely as the agent for the debtor
banks and is not liable in any way for the payment or
genuineness of the checks which have been exchanged.
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Thus in a few minutes' time vast numbers of checks
representing millions of dollars are presented and later
settled for with the necessity of little actual money.
The ratio of balances to clearings depends upon the
relative size of the banks which make the exchanges,
and as a general average for all clearing houses it may
be set down at about 10 per cent. In New York City,
which has the most notable clearing house in the coun
try, the average extending over a period of years is
less than 5 per cent.
Various methods are used in settling balances, the
object being to avoid as far as possible the use of money.
Thus drafts may be i*sed by the debtors, which the
manager of the clearing house deposits with one mem
ber, drawing his own drafts against this deposit in
favor of the creditor banks. In many clearing houses
actual currency is used, but in others, gold and other
money is deposited in the vaults of the clearing house,
and certificates similar in nature to warehouse receipts
are issued in denominations of $5,000 or more. By
using these certificates, which cannot be negotiated
except by member banks, counting and recounting large
sums of money is avoided; nor is there danger of loss
in carrying the money through the streets.
Federal Reserve Banks as Clearing Houses
In acting as clearing houses for their members, as the
federal reserve banks are required to do under the
terms of the Federal Reserve Act, the same accounting
principles are employed, with due allowance for the
fact that the member banks are separated within their
own districts by at least one day's mail time from their
clearing house, in this instance the reserve bank. The
checks are sent by mail instead of by messenger as in
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the case of a local clearing house, and the balances are
adjusted by debits and credits to accounts with the
reserve bank.
The twelve federal reserve banks also use the clearing
principle in making settlement with one another through
the operations of a Gold Settlement Fund held at Wash
ington under the supervision of the Federal Reserve
Board. Each reserve bank keeps a portion of its gold
reserve in the form of U. S. gold certificates on deposit
in the Gold Settlement Fund. Once a week each reserve
bank telegraphs the amount which is owed by it to
every other reserve bank. These totals are then offset,
and the balances are adjusted by debits and credits in
the fund. Settlements representing the exchange trans
actions between the different sections of the country are
thus effected by a change in ownership of the gold, which
is not in any physical way disturbed. Before the estab
lishment of this national clearing house, it was necessary
to transfer large amounts of gold and currency from
one section of the country to the other as the trade
balance varied in accordance with the seasons.
Rules and Regulations
In order that the transactions of the clearing house
may be properly conducted, certain regulations are
adopted. Rules govern the nature of items which may
be passed through the exchanges, the manner in which
they shall be indorsed, and the hour of clearing and
settlement; fines are imposed for lateness or errors;
and the kinds of money which may be used in paying
debit balances are agreed upon. This necessity for
regulation has led to further clearing-house development
in which the banks act as an association for uniformity
and the common good.
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Country Check Department

Many clearing houses receive out-of-town checks from
their members and make collection. In this way better
terms and quicker returns can be secured than if each
bank acted independently. Country checks handled by
a clearing house are collected and not cleared. The
clearing house in this case operates as the agent of
all its members and deals with the out-of-town banks
much as the member banks do in collecting checks
through individual arrangement with their country cor
respondents.
In preparing transit checks for collection through the
clearing house, each member bank assorts the checks
the same as local items. That is, all checks drawn upon
each out-of-town bank are listed together and the various
bundles are then assorted in alphabetical order within
each state. The checks are indorsed and then taken
to the clearing house, together with a total of the
entire lot.
The manager gives a receipt for the amount brought,
upon which is noted the date it may be cleared. The
checks from each member are listed together by the
clearing-house clerks, and letters are sent directly to
the country banks upon which the checks are drawn.
Bookkeeping records are made corresponding to the
accounts kept by the bank ledger bookkeepers in a bank.
The country banks remit direct to the clearing house,
drawing upon their correspondents in the city in which
the clearing house is located. These drafts are put
through the exchanges by the clearing house on the day
of receipt, and offset the receipt slips which have been
given the member banks two days, previous. The coun
try clearing department has a seat in the city clearing
house for this purpose. If the country banks should
send in remittance drafts payable in other cities, the
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manager of the clearing house charges such items to
various member banks in turn, as if they were drafts
drawn on that bank.
Cleaking-House Examinations
Several of the larger clearing-house associations em
ploy their own examiners, who work independently of
state or federal officials, these local examiners not only
make the usual audit and examination of the cash and
books of the member banks, but they also make a care
ful investigation of the banks' loans and discounts from
the viewpoint of the credit risk. In this way each mem
ber bank is assured that other banks in the city are
being carefully managed and are in position to secure
expert advice if it is needed. The records of the
clearing-house examiner are confidential and cannot be
secured by any of the banks. All detail reports are
given to the officers and directors of the bank examined,
and their attention is called to any assets which are of
questionable value. The judgment of the clearing-house
examiner is usually to be depended upon in this connec
tion, since indirectly he represents the combined credit
skill of the officers of all the banks which he investigates.
It is a matter of record that no depositor has lost a
dollar through the failure of a bank subject to clearing
house examinations. This system of examination was
first adopted by the Chicago Clearing House in 1906.
It is expected that many of the activities of clearing
houses in the United States will gradually give way in
favor of the reserve banks, as these institutions develop
in their supervisory capacity. The clearing function,
however, for which all clearing houses are primarily
established, is of sufficient importance in banking to
insure the continued existence of bank clearing houses
under any present or future banking system.

*
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TEST QUESTIONS

1. What was the early history of the clearing house? Was
the Suffolk system applied to bank checks?
2. Trace the relationship existing between the bank note
prior to the National Banking Act and the modern check.
3. What is the clearing-house principle?
4. What is the big economy that will be effected by the
adoption of the federal reserve clearing system ?
5. What is the advantage a bank derives from being a mem
ber of the local clearing house?
6. Does the modern clearing-house association exercise a
supervisory office over its members? In what manner?

CHAPTER XIV
ADVERTISING AND NEW BUSINESS
Banks are constantly seeking new business, although it
is only within a comparatively recent period that it
has been considered ethical among bankers to advertise
for accounts. This development has been along natural
and logical lines. All national banks and many state
institutions are required by law to publish statements
of their condition following the call of the Comptroller,
if national banks, and a similar notice from the State
Banking Department, if state banks. This obligatory
publicity, consisting of a mere record of the balance
sheet, has gradually been broadened in its scope until
to-day it is not uncommon to find large banks with regu
larly organized advertising and new business depart
ments in charge of an expert in that line. The Financial
Advertisers' Association is a recent addition to the
Associated Advertising Clubs of the World.
Banks advertise chiefly for depositors and investors,
particularly the former, since the working funds of a
bank consist in the main of the deposits of its customers.
The so-called "side lines" of banking are also exten
sively advertised, especially those of the trust company,
which performs many fiscal services not among the
functions of the strictly commercial or savings institu
tion. Safety deposit vaults, travelers' checks, and let
ters of credit are common features of bank service, while
trust companies offer facilities in a fiduciary capacity
which have been explained elsewhere. Educational
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advertising is also found profitable, although definite
results cannot be immediately traced to this class of
publicity.
Nevertheless, many banks are farsighted
enough to appreciate the value of educating the general
public along constructive lines, and in this way break
down the prejudices that still persist against banks on
the part of the ignorant or skeptical. In addition to
these, there are many people who do not understand
enough about banking to realize the advantages of a
bank account and the incidental services that a wellequipped bank is prepared to offer. To them a bank
is merely a building where surplus money may be
deposited to be withdrawn when needed, plus the interest
which in some mysterious way has accrued.
There are also advertising movements of broader
significance worthy of note here. These are undertaken
and furthered as a public service by the American
Bankers' Association, by state bank associations and,
to a certain extent, by the Federal Reserve Board. The
prosperity of the banker depends primarily upon the
wealth of the nation, the term being used in its economic
sense. Hence the banker has come to regard it as part
of his vocation to foster and encourage the production
and conservation of wealth in every form. For example,
the progressive bankers in the agricultural sections aid
the farmers in developing scientific methods and up-todate ideas.
Thrift campaigns have been conducted
generally in the effort to curb the wastefulness and
extravagance, which are, unfortunately, national char
acteristics.
Bank Advertising
Banks that advertise do so in the conventional way,
that is, through the newspapers, magazines, street cars,
and other commonly accepted mediums. The day of
" tombstone" advertising is on the wane. This epithet
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is applied to the well-known custom of publishing adver
tisements about like this:
First National Bank
Capital and surplus
Deposits
Eesources

$ 500,000
6,000,000
7,500,000

John Jones, President
Timothy Hay, Cashier
It requires no particular technical knowledge of the
subject to appreciate that such notices are of little
advertising value. Many banks, compelled to publish
their figures as mentioned previously, seem unable to
get away from the condensed statement-of-condition
style of advertisement. When statements are published,
it is possible to give bare figures something more than
statistical interest. Even the weather forecaster has
learned to make his daily list of temperature readings
entertaining by adding thereto his personal opinion as
to what to-morrow's winds may portend. The sagacious
banker, too, is learning how to explain the otherwise
meaningless figures of a statement so that the average
reader can draw some intelligent conclusion.
In addition to the ordinary forms of advertisement,
banks publish magazines of their own, issue pamphlets
on financial or commercial topics of current interest, or
send out monthly letters to their customers. This litera
ture is for the most part produced by professional
writers and advertising agencies, and much of it is of
a high order. In the choice of mediums for their
advertising, bankers often fall into error, although not
always unavoidably. Banks seem to be the especial prey
of the program publisher. It requires all the tact of
which the banker is possessed to avoid useless and
wasteful "advertising" in the hundred and one annual
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programs that are urged upon him by every educational,
social, and charitable organization of the community.
These mediums are without value from the advertising
viewpoint, yet it is hard to convince the solicitor, espe
cially if he is a customer of the bank, that the money
over which the banker has custody is not his own, but
belongs to depositors and stockholders. Any banker
will testify to the truth of the statement that if he should
acquiesce in all the demands for money made upon him
daily in one guise or another, he would go into the hands
of a receiver very shortly.
Opening an Account
The first consideration in connection with the new
depositor is that he must be properly identified or
vouched for. The relation between him and his banker
is one of mutual trust, and it would be very difficult,
if not impossible, to do business if this feeling of confi
dence were constantly in danger of being disturbed.
Banks must depend upon the common honesty and
integrity of their depositors, as otherwise the entire
system of handling the everyday transactions at the
counter or on the ledgers would need to be revised.
The savings banks employ methods differing from com
mercial banks, since it would be obviously impossible
to insist upon the same precautions with respect to
their depositors, who are often illiterate or from among
the foreign element who cannot speak or write English.
One of the first steps to be taken is a proper classi
fication of the new account, as for example:
Individual (personal).
Firm or copartnership.
Corporation.
Association or society.
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Trustee or guardian.
Receiver.
Etc.
After the preliminary negotiations are concluded, the
depositor places his signature either in a book or prefer
ably upon a specimen signature card. Other informa
tion noted on the card consists of the source from which
the account has been obtained or the introduction, the
business of the depositor, and his address. If a firm,
the specimen signature of each partner is taken; if a
corporation, the signatures of its officers accompanied
by a copy of resolutions of the directors or an extract
from the by-laws authorizing certain of the officers or
all of them to sign checks, drafts, notes, etc., or to
indorse for the corporation. A check book and deposit
tickets are then given the depositor as his needs may
require. If the account gives promise of becoming a
valuable one, the bank may go to the further expense
of having a special check book printed.
A pass book is then prepared, which serves as a
receipt for deposits taken by the bank. In the first
part of the book will be found a copy of the general terms
upon which the account is established; these limit the
liability of the bank in acting as agent of the depositor
and set forth other provisions. Sometimes a resume
of these conditions is printed upon the signature card,
and the depositor signifies his acceptance of the terms
when he affixes his signature to the card. The new
depositor is introduced to the various officers and tellers
with whom he will come into contact, and he is sent
away with the feeling that his account is valuable and
that the bank is anxious to serve him. As in other lines
of business, a satisfied customer is one of the bank's
best advertisements.
16
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Competition fob Accounts

•
The history of banking in the United States is one of
keen competition. In the early days every new bank
became the center about which was waged a bitter
political struggle. Alexander Hamilton did his utmost
to prevent the giving of a charter to the Bank of the
Manhattan Company, a competitor of his Bank of New
York, and he referred to the new institution as a
"monster." It is interesting to note that these two
excellent banks are still doing a competing business,
even if they no longer hurl invectives at each other.
Charters were difficult to secure, and subterfuge was
sometimes resorted to. Joint stock companies were
organized ostensibly for other purposes than banking
and, after securing a charter, advantage would be taken
of an adroitly worded clause to begin operations as a
banking institution. Thus the Manhattan Company,
just mentioned, was organized to supply the city of
New York with water.
These conditions continued until the adoption of legis
lation known as the "Free Banking Act," which gave
the right to any group of citizens to organize a bank
under reasonable restrictions. The spirit of competition,
as an inevitable result of an independent banking sys
tem, has prevailed, and in spite of clearing houses and
other bankers' associations, there is probably no other
business in which there is so keen a rivalry. The socalled "money trust" is about as complete a myth, so
far as monopoly is concerned, as it is possible to
imagine.
Competition between banks, however, is often illadvised, since it sometimes leads to unwise, if not indeed
unsound, practices. For example, the most common
method used by banks to attract accounts is to offer
high rates of interest on deposits. In order to earn a
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living, the bank must necessarily make more money than
it spends. If it is paying too high for deposits, either it
must invest in loans which yield a rate of interest above
the average, or it must speculate. Either policy is dan
gerous. Another common result of undue competition
is the performance of too many gratuitous services by
banks, which then seek to recoup themselves by excesses
in the direction of exchange charges or exorbitant inter
est on loans, both of which are applied against those
who are in no position to defend themselves. This is
the darker side of the picture.
The better, as well as the most prevalent, type of com
petition for new business, is along the lines of service
and courtesy. This in turn is based upon character and
strength. Unless a bank possesses these two funda
mentals, the best advertising is of little avail. The
usual bank advertisement of the statement variety seeks
to impress upon the reader the strength of the institu
tion as indicated by the figures exhibited and the char
acter of the organization as shown by the business or
financial position of those who have its affairs in charge.
Personality of management is the secret of success in
most of our best banks.
Various kinds of individual service are provided by
aggressive banks to attract business. Up-to-date equip
ment is probably the most effective inducement offered.
In addition to a well-appointed banking room with mod
em vaults and fixtures, this applies to such things as
check books and other stationery which the bank uses or
gives to its customers. A special window is set aside
for ladies; conveniences are installed about the lobbies
to make the depositor feel at home and take pride in
the bank with which he does business. If a new building
is erected, the bank may hold a public reception before
occupying its new quarters. In the country districts
annual contests and exhibits are conducted in corn grow
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ing and similar agricultural lines. We have read of
banks which keep a record of all births in the commu
nity and send a notice to the parents that a deposit
account of one dollar, donated by the bank, has been
opened for the baby.
Banking by Mail
Bank advertising is no longer limited to the imme
diate community in which the bank finds itself. The
use of checks and other negotiable instruments as sub
stitutes for money makes the personal contact between
depositor and banker unnecessary. Checks can be sent
through the mails with entire safety without special
safeguards. The inducement offered the casual depos
itor to place an account in another city is a higher rate
of interest than he can secure in his own neighborhood.
This advantage is due to differences in state banking
laws or to variations in the supply of liquid capital
which make it possible for banks to outbid one another.
In large cities which enjoy a favorable situation as
railroad or trade centers, the banks are often in a posi- "
tion to collect great numbers of out-of-town checks at
a low rate ; hence such institutions advertise extensively
to secure the accounts of corporations or mercantile
houses generally who receive many out-of-town checks
in payment for goods sold.
Banking by mail requires very little extra accounting,
if any, as compared with the business done across the
counter. The items are handled in precisely the same
way, but instead of pass books being used, advice is
sent to the out-of-town depositor upon receipt of each
deposit. At the end of the month a statement is sent
to him with his canceled checks. Should a question arise
requiring information from the depositor, he is commu
nicated with by telephone or telegraph. Not only is it
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now possible for everyone to have a bank account no
matter where he may be located, but even in populous
cities an increasing number of people transact all their
banking through the mails. The development of rail
roads and rural mail service and the extension and
improvements in the telephone and telegraph, coupled
with systematic advertising, have placed adequate bank
ing facilities within easy reach of everyone.

TEST QUESTIONS
1. Along what lines should banking publicity be directed?
Does bank advertising violate the ethics of the banking
profession ?
2. How should a banker handle the "program" advertising
solicitor?
3. Is the mere publication of the bank's statement good pub
licity matter? What features should a bank emphasize in its
publicity material?
4. In opening an account with a corporation, what cautions
should be observed ?
5. What steps were taken in the early history of banking to
avoid legislative hostility and to procure corporate charters so
as to enable the conducting of a banking business?
6. Why is it better for the public that competition among
banks should not take the form of the payment of a higher rate
of interest on the bank account?
7. Is it advisable to cultivate the banking by mail business ?

CHAPTER XV
INTEREST ON BALANCES
In an earlier chapter we referred to the many services
which banks render their customers gratuitously, espe
cially in connection with the collection of items which are
deposited for credit. Competition for accounts has
resulted in a condition of mind on the part of the
depositor such that he not only has come to regard this
service as a right due him, free of charge, but such that
he also demands that he share directly in whatever
profit there may be in his account. That is to say, in
addition to collecting funds for him, he insists that he
be paid interest on the balance created by these
collections.
Thus it happens that the two foremost practical ques
tions that confront bankers to-day are (1) exchange
charges and (2) the payment of interest to depositors.
There are topics of broader concern, such as the move
ment of gold, the shifting of reserves, the open dis
count markets, the development of bank acceptances, and
the like; but these are problems for the economist, the
statesman, and the supreme court of banking to solve
before the practical banker will be obliged to give them
his time and attention as affecting the everyday services
he renders his customers. This does not imply, how
ever, that he is unacquainted with or unmindful of the
importance of these underlying principles upon which
his business is based. If he realizes that banking must
be conducted on sound lines, he also knows better than
232
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anyone else that no banking system can endure long
unless the banks are prosperous. Thus the practical
banker's immediate problem is to operate his institu
tion successfully, that is, to keep his stockholders satis
fied and at the same time render his customers adequate
service.
The exchange question is discussed at length in other
chapters and need not be referred to here. Like that
question, however, the payment of interest on balances is
as yet far from a satisfactory solution. Competition
and a lack of progressive ideas have brought on a situa
tion that promises to become acute, if not actually ruin
ous, to the banks that lack the courage or the ability to
correct those practices which need adjustment to meet
modern conditions.
It is a self-evident truth that money must be earned
before profits can be distributed either as interest or
as dividends. Furthermore, the returns upon loans and
investments must exceed expense and dividend costs if
the bank hopes to remain in a solvent condition. Yet
we find banks offering rates of interest to attract
deposits on terms that preclude any possibility of profit
in the accounts secured by such means. Rates are high
or low by comparison, not with the rates allowed by
competing banks, but with the rates at which money can
be safely loaned or invested, and with the earning
power of the bank generally.
Kates Allowed by Banks
Money and credit are commodities affected by the
laws of supply and demand very much as other goods
are affected. When there is more liquid capital or
banking credit seeking employment than there is a
demand for, the price is low and vice versa. The risks
involved as to the safety of the principal will also
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govern the rate. Insurance upon a sawmill or a garage
costs more than insurance upon a concrete warehouse or
bank building of equal values. Hence we find that rates
charged for the use of money vary as between different
sections of the country on the same class of loans.
In new communities the rates are high because there
is a scarcity of capital on the one hand, and an uncer
tainty as to the future prospects of an undeveloped
region on the other.
If due allowance is made for these basic influences, it
is quite natural that the interest paid by banks should
vary in different sections of the country. Generally
speaking, rates are higher in the South and West than
in the East. Active checking accounts receive on the
average from 1% to 2 per cent less than savings
accounts. The reason for this is that commercial banks,
in order to keep liquid, must invest a large part of their
resources in loans and investments consisting of prime
paper and "gilt-edged" securities that have a ready
market and hence command the lowest loaning rate.
Savings banks, on the other hand, deal in long-time
investments, such as mortgage loans on real estate not
subject to a quick turnover. The difference between the
interest paid by the two classes of banks is due to the
variation between the rates they earn upon investments
and the costliness of the service they render their
customers.
The rate paid upon active bank accounts varies from
2 to 4 per cent; upon inactive or savings accounts, from
3 to 5 per cent. These extremes, except in isolated dis
tricts controlled artificially, are, in the main, geograph
ical in their significance. Cases are on record of banks
paying as high as 7 per cent, whereas there are many
institutions that pay no interest whatever. Such banks
are in nearly every case prosperous and well managed
and enjoy the confidence of a large clientele, thus prov
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ing that there is a good proportion of people who favor
the "safety-first" idea in banking.
High Eates and Their Effect
Excessive interest rates and rates based upon no
other consideration than the fixed purpose to outdo
competitors, have led to numerous banking drawbacks,
two of which may be mentioned. These are unethical
practices among bankers and unwarranted ideas as to
interest rights among depositors. Among the first of
these we may class the too-prevalent habit of misleading
customers as to the actual rate of interest paid. As a
rule, the average depositor is unable to check the cor
rectness of interest calculations, with the result that
banks sometimes take advantage of this lack of technical
knowledge by advertising one rate and actually paying
another. For example, a bank located in a section where
conditions would justify a rate of 2 per cent will offer
to pay 3 per cent or even 4 per cent.
This apparently impossible generosity is accomplished
by "doctoring" the balance. For instance, a deposit
made the third of the month does not begin to draw
interest until the first of the following month. Or again,
if the balance varies from day to day, interest is
allowed on the minimum rather than on the average
balance.
The result is that the depositor actually
receives no more interest at "4 per cent" than he would
have received at 2 per cent according to better methods.
Let it be understood, however, that there is nothing
unsound or unwarranted in making interest calculations
according to the methods above described. The objec
tionable feature is that there is an element of deception
involved, and competition on these lines is both unfair
and unethical.
The second objection to excessive interest rates is
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that depositors, especially those who through ignorance
or malice are distrustful of banks, gain the idea that
they are being exploited by the bank which will pay
no interest or else allow a more conservative rate than
is offered elsewhere. They do not know that in time
of peril or stringency the weaker must rely upon the
stronger banks, else all would go down. The writer
has in mind a typical case that admirably illustrates
this point. A customer who had lost a large sum in
a bank that had failed, opened a new account with a
much stronger and more conservative institution.
After a month or two he went to his bank and com
plained that he did not appear to be receiving as much
interest as he formerly was paid by the bank that had
gone under. The reply that his banker made can readily
be guessed.
Competition between banks that is based largely if
not solely on the rate of interest allowed depositors is
bound to cause friction between neighboring institutions.
Bitter feeling is engendered, with the inevitable result
of retaliation until both banks, or all, if there be several,
are paying more for their business than they can afford.
Forced to earn a high return upon their investments,
the banks must of necessity charge stiff discount rates
at all times, regardless of normal money conditions.
Thus an artificial situation is gradually developed which
spreads from a common center until the banks in nearby
cities and towns are affected similarly.
Many banks recoup themselves by charging arbitrary
and too often exorbitant rates of exchange in order to
make both ends meet. A careful investigation made at
the time the federal reserve par clearance system was
being inaugurated disclosed the fact that high rates of
interest were paid upon balances in nearly every section
where the strongest objection to a reduction of exchange
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charges was met with. In other words, with the worst
face put on the situation, it appeared that many banks
were "buying" deposits with excessive interest and then
paying the bill by charging abnormal exchange rates on
checks drawn against the balances thus secured. The
effect of such a condition is that the merchants and
the banks of the larger cities, without their being aware
of it, are taxed to pay interest to the purchasers of
goods who live in the smaller communities. To this
charge the retort is made that the merchant includes the
exchange costs in his prices, so that ultimately the con
sumer pays anyway. While something might be said
in favor of this operation as evening up wealth and
privileges between rural and metropolitan communities,
it certainly cannot be recommended as a sound economic
proposition, but only as vicious in its tendencies.
Methods of Computing Interest
In order to meet the objections of country banks
against paying their checks at par, the Federal Reserve
Bank of New York sent out a circular letter in the
summer of 1916, the purport of which was that a dollar
saved is quite as important as a dollar earned. Member
banks were advised to make an analysis of the accounts
of their customers to determine to what extent depos
itors were receiving services and interest not justified
by the nature of their accounts. Banks that enjoyed
the uninterrupted privilege of remitting for checks
drawn upon themselves, less % or 14 of 1 per cent, had
not been accustomed to give much further attention
to an account than to see that it was not actually over
drawn, but when it became necessary to redeem checks
at their face value, a readjustment was required to
make each account pay for itself. The circular letter

*
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referred to above called the attention of member banks
to the necessity of analyzing accounts to determine what
services could be rendered for each dollar of balance
carried and the rate of interest that might be profitably
allowed.
We have noted the habit which many depositors have
been permitted to acquire as to entries in a pass book.
That is, so long as there is a book or ledger balance
to their credit, nothing is done to discourage them from
drawing immediately against deposits of checks which
may be outstanding in process of collection for several
days. Since a bank cannot loan funds which are non
existent in that they have not yet been collected, there
is an actual loss to the bank if drafts against transit
checks are permitted before cash returns for such
checks are in hand.
If, in addition, interest is allowed on the full ledger
balance with no deduction made for uncollected deposits,
the bank loses still further. Country banks are more
consistent offenders against their own interests than
city banks in this respect. Many clearing-house associa
tions fix rules providing for deductions based upon
average time outstanding. This principle is identical
with that of the federal reserve banks which defer credit
(for reserve purposes) on items deposited by their mem
bers but payable in other districts.
It is virtually impossible to gain any profit upon a
small balance on account of the cost of stationery, clerk
hire, etc., incidental thereto. Hence a limit is set as to
the minimum balance upon which a bank will pay
interest. For that matter, many banks refuse to accept
very small accounts unless a monthly fee is paid. The
limit fixed upon minimum interest-bearing balances
varies largely according to the nature of the account.
A very active account will require a relatively large
"free" balance, that is, a proportion upon which no
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interest is allowed. Inactive or "reserve" balances
usually command higher rates.
Interest is allowed on thousands and hundreds of
dollars. Only savings banks make a general practice
of calculating interest on smaller fractional parts. That
is, a balance of $34 would be paid interest on $30 only
in most savings banks, and a balance of $1,965 would
draw interest on $1,900 in a commercial bank.
Interest periods also vary to a considerable extent.
In New York City a deposit must remain six months
in a savings bank before interest is allowed.
The
interest is paid for the entire period, but in order to
discourage the use of a savings bank for temporary
deposits this rule is adopted. Commercial banks credit
interest monthly, quarterly, or semiannually. If the
credit is made monthly, the interest period usually
extends from the twenty-sixth of one month to the
twenty-fifth of the next. This plan is adopted in order
to prevent the clerks and bookkeepers from becoming
overwhelmed with work at the end of the calendar
month, a time when all accounts are most active.
Good practice prescribes the following method for
the calculation of the true interest-bearing balance.
From the ledger or book balance is deducted the amount
of out-of-town checks deposited for which returns have
not been received. A separate record is made of such
items so that the bookkeeper knows the total amount of
outstanding checks each day. The total amount of
checks paid against the account that day is next
deducted, and the remainder is the balance upon which
interest is figured, since it is this net sum only that
is available for loaning purposes. Many banks add to
the interest-bearing balance the checks deposited pay
able by themselves, since these amounts have been
deducted from the interest-bearing balances of the
drawers as of the same day.
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Eaening Power of Banks

If there should be any change in present methods of
paying interest on bank balances in those sections where
high rates now prevail, it will come about largely as
a result of necessity due to a lower, if more stable, rate
of earnings. There are several factors which are appar
ently operating to bring this about:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The open discount market established by the fed
eral reserve system.
The unrestricted development of the activities of
note brokers.
The increase in the efficiency of credit investi
gation.
The general movement toward the abolishment of
exchange charges.
The gradual disappearance of a "frontier" and
unsettled areas in the country.
The economic change in the financial position of
the United States due to the great war.

The effect of these various factors in the practical
operation of banks may be briefly explained. The dis
count policy, as well as the rates of all federal reserve
banks, is subject to the supervision of a central body
of control. Since the twelve banks may be required
to rediscount for one another, it would be impractical,
if not impossible, that there should be any great varia
tion between the official rate of the Boston bank, let us
say, and the Dallas bank. The result is a reduction of
rediscount rates to an approximate common level, which
means that borrowers in districts where money is scarce,
through the federal reserve system, have ready access
to funds that are more abundant elsewhere and hence
cheaper.
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The note broker finds a fertile field in sections where
bank discount rates are high. He goes to borrowers of
first-grade credit in such communities and sells their
notes, for a commission, to banks in towns and cities
where rates are lower. While bankers often have just
cause to complain that this practice sometimes results
in borrowers' securing rates to which their grade of
credit does not entitle them, on the other hand, it pro
vides a check upon discount rates which might other
wise be artificially maintained at high levels.
As credit methods become standardized and perfected,
bank losses due to bad loans decrease. Since such losses
must be paid out of earnings, it follows that that part
of discount which represents insurance will be forced
down by competition. It may here be stated that there
are many mistaken ideas in the public mind as to the
division of earnings between the stockholder and the
depositor. An editorial writer in a well-known New
York newspaper took it upon himself, not long since,
to prove to his readers that all banks might properly
be criticized in this respect. He used as an illustration
a certain excellent institution which pays 20 per cent to
its stockholders and 2 per cent to its depositors. No
account was taken of the element of service and its value
to the depositor. The principal error into which this
untrained observer fell was in overlooking that the divi
dend represents the return upon both capital and
surplus.
A bank lays aside a certain part of its earnings to
protect itself and its depositors against losses. If the
bank is well conducted and ably managed, these antici
pated losses may not materialize and the surplus grows ;
this adds materially both to the strength and to the
earning capacity of the bank. As this fund increases,
the stock of the bank advances in market value, so that
the stockholder who receives 20 per cent on the par
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value of his stock may actually be paid less than 5 per
cent on the amount he has invested.
The reduction of exchange charges has a direct effect
upon the earning power of those banks which have prof
ited unduly thereby, but the income which the public
may lose through a lower deposit interest rate is offset
by the elimination of excessive exchange charges. On
account of our independent banking system with its
thousands ,of separate banking units, this evening-up
process will naturally be slow, which is also true of the
other factors which tend toward more stable levels of
income and cost. But the result will be more scientific
and economically correct banking practice.
The settlement and development of unclaimed areas
in the United States has a twofold effect upon bank
earnings in such sections. Until very recently, legal
interest rates as applied to bank loans have been the
exception rather than the rule in certain districts. That
is to say, the scarcity of local capital and the risk
involved in its employment made it necessary for bor
rowers to pay what would appear on the surface to be
exorbitant rates if one were to leave out of the equation
the laws of supply and demand and the element of insur
ance against total loss. But as development proceeds,
not only is the risk incidental to untried enterprises
eliminated, but new capital is produced, and the supply
of available bank funds thus increased.
It is too early to predict what the precise effect of
the altered status of the United States as a world finan
cial power may have upon discount rates, but it is rea
sonable to expect that domestic rates will be influenced
more than ever by the money markets of the world, and
toward a lower level. There are, of course, certain
influences at work in the opposite direction, as, for
example, the unparalleled destruction of the world's
supply of fixed capital by the war in Europe. It is
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likely that periods of ' 'tight" money may be met with
from time to time as in the past, but unless some power
ful and permanently neutralizing force should be set
in operation, it seems reasonable that interest rates on
money should tend lower rather than higher. If this
be so, then banks now paying high rates must either
reduce the interest paid to their depositors or else
charge fees for services now rendered gratuitously.
Perhaps they will do both.
What has been said in the foregoing paragraphs must
not be construed to imply that banks, as a whole, are
threatened with a reduction of earning power. New
fields have been opened by the enactment of modern
banking laws which permits banks to develop business
along new lines, as, for example, the acceptance of time
drafts. Also the trend is toward a lower cash reserve
and a centralized bank reserve, which would place our
American institutions on equal terms with European
competitors.
Eubopean Experience
For that matter, the most logical solution of the
interest problem is suggested by European banking
experience. That is, interest will be paid as interest
is earned—at rates subject to variation. In other
words, when discount rates are low, interest on balances
will be reduced or discontinued temporarily. As the
demand for loans stiffens and the surplus reserves begin
to fall, the discount or loaning rate increases. At such
times not only can banks afford to pay a higher rate
of interest on deposits, but it is to their advantage to
do so, since loanable funds are thus attracted to the
market where they can be best employed.
Prior to the enactment of the Federal Reserve Act,
the nearest approach we had to an official or open
17
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money market rate that might serve to govern interest
rates, was the call-money rate in New York City. This,
however, was subject to sudden and violent fluctuations
and hence could in no sense serve as a basis to deter
mine interest rates on deposits. But with the inaugura
tion of the official discount rates as published by the
federal reserve "banks, it is reasonable to expect scien
tific reforms in the method of fixing rates of interest
on deposit accounts.

TEST QUESTIONS
1. What is the true theory in regard to the interest rate
that should be paid on a customer's balance ? Does such a theory
conform to European experience ?
2. What is meant by "doctoring" the balance of an account
for interest purposes ? Is it an ethical practice ?
3. What is the connection between high interest rates and
high exchange rates? Are they in any way related?
4. What is the difference between a "free" balance and an
"inactive" or "reserve" balance?
5. What are the six factors that are tending to bring about
a uniformity of the interest rate to be paid on bank balances ?
6. What is the big factor that is tending to make the Ameri
can discount rate uniform ?
7. What would be the immediate effect of the standardization
of credit methods ?

CHAPTER XVI
the significance of the bank check
Definition of a Check
The Negotiable Instruments Act defines a check (in
English banking practice spelled "cheque") as "a bill
of exchange drawn on a bank, payable on demand."
This definition is not final unless we add something
by way of explanation of the bill of exchange, which in
legal phraseology is described as "an unconditional
order (in this case, the check) in writing addressed by
one person (the drawer), to another (the bank), signed
by the person giving it (the drawer) requiring the per
son to whom it is addressed (the bank), to pay on
demand (if a check), a sum certain in money to order
(of the payee) or to bearer." The italics are our own.
The practical banker has shortened this definition to
simple terms: "A check is an order for the payment
of money."
Commonly accepted banking and legal views to the
contrary notwithstanding, a check in actual practice
is seldom used as an order for the payment of money.
It has rather become an order for the transfer of bank
ing credit used as a substitute for money. To compre
hend the economic importance of this fact, it is neces
sary only to remember the purpose of money, and then
the use to which the bank check is put is more readily
understood. Money is the medium of exchange. It is
withdrawn from bank vaults and tills not that it may
be burned as fuel, consumed as food, or worn as raiment,
245
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but that it may be used to purchase these materials and
also the spiritual necessities of life. Modern commercial
civilization has discovered that bank credit can be made
to serve the same purpose at less risk and at a much
lower cost.
The use of credit as money or, more specifically, the
employment of bank checks or currency, without encoun
tering the danger of credit inflation on the one hand
or Gresham's Law on the other, depends upon two
considerations: (1) The initial credit extension must be
based on tangible assets and (2) the bank check which
is drawn upon that credit must be payable in cash on
demand. When it is considered that more than 90 per
cent of all exchange transactions are settled for by
check—bank credit money—and less than 10 per cent by
the use of currency, it will be appreciated why it is
that banking and check collection. are inseparably a part
of any nation's monetary system.
It is a curious, but altogether comprehensible, fact
that the average practical banker fails to grasp the
true significance of the development of the bank check.
The use of checks gives rise to more than 75 per cent
of bank accounting and certainly 50 per cent of the
everyday worries and troubles a banker is put to. From
the banker's point of view the check fails to pay its
way, so to speak, and in his daily routine he is con
cerned with the practical, rather than the theoretical,
view of the question.
If we should refer to all that has been written and
said upon the check collection provisions of the Fed
eral Reserve Act, it would be noticed that much thought
has been devoted to the subject from the practical
banking standpoint, although little has been said of the
influence of checks upon banking and currency systems.
Yet any discussion of check collection methods and sys
tems is beside the question if it does not take into
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account the evolution in the development of the bank
check and the true significance of that development.
Eaely American Note Issue
It will not be necessary in a review of the evolution
of the bank check and its ultimate effect upon money
and currency issues to trace the development of the use
of instruments of credit as debt-paying media back to
their remote origin in the days of Greece or Babylonia.
That the bank check, as we now know it, may be an
evolution of the cuneiform tablet is an interesting and
illuminating thought, but its effect upon currency issues
is of recent and modern nature, comparatively speaking,
and we can eliminate from this discussion all data prior
to the days of early American banking.
The principal functions of banking, as stated pre
viously, are three: deposit, discount, and issue; yet the
history of banking has been a history of note issue.
That is to say, banking systems have been successful or
not in proportion to the soundness of the principles
underlying note issue. It might be added that what are
recognized as sound banking principles all bear relation
to note issue, although at first glance this fact is not
apparent. For example, bank supervision that is intel
ligent and thorough is a prime essential of a successful
system of note issue. This can, to a reasonable extent,
be provided by law. Careful banking judgment as to the
extension of credit or the liquidity of assets, on the
other hand, is a factor which cannot, be so fixed and
regulated, although it is approximated in provisions
that are to be found in certain banks of issue limiting
the paper discounted to given maturities—usually within
ninety days.
One cause for the weakness that existed in some of
the early state bank laws lay in the fact that while
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bankers, business men, and legislators generally recog
nized that note issue was the pivotal function of bank
ing, very few of them seemed to be aware that this
function was sensitive to every phase of the business
of deposit and discount. The fallacy which existed in
the popular mind that wealth was to be created at will
merely by the issue of bank notes was reflected in the
ease with which a bank, once it had surmounted the
political difficulty of securing a charter, could and did
issue such notes.
Every political error that could be written upon the
statutes, every economic crime that could be committed
in the name of banking, found expression in the laws
of the states between 1800 and 1860. During that period,
whether at ebb or flood, there was a tide of state bank
currency, some of it good, some of it indifferent, but
most of it bad. It has been well said that the newly
independent states, bent upon overthrowing European
forms of government among them, were equally .deter
mined to test out for themselves the soundness of tried
economic doctrines. In the case of bank notes, the issues
were good, bad, or indifferent, depending upon the
soundness of the general banking principles under which
they were issued. Those notes were nearly worthless
that were issued by banks over which there was little
supervision and practically no system of examination,
and hence there were disastrous bank failures ; or where
the amount of specie reserve was inadequate, and hence
the issues were inflated; or where prompt redemption
was not compulsory, and hence there was both lack of
confidence and inflation; and finally, where the notes
could be redeemed at par only at the counter of the
issuing bank, and hence they would circulate only at a
large discount. It is significant to note the methods
that were pursued to correct these evils, remedies as
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unscientific at times as the principles of note issue were
unsound.
A bank bears a threefold relation to the public; or
rather, the public is divided into three groups of
interests. The smallest group is composed of the stock
holders, who act on their own initiative and respon
sibility in accepting their relation to the bank and who
have also a voice in its management and control. The
second group is made up of the depositors, who,
although not exercising any measure of control, are
free to choose where they will intrust their funds. The
largest group is the general public, who hold the notes
of the bank and have neither direct control in the
management of the bank—their debtor, nor practically
any choice in accepting the obligation that establishes
their relation to it.
The chief error in early legislation was that protec
tion for the last group was the end striven for without
proper consideration of all the other factors entering
into the equation. The logical result of these efforts at
reform was the safety fund system, adopted by New
York and several other states to secure the noteholders
of defunct banks. It did not seem to occur to these
pioneers in banking legislation that greater stress should
be laid on measures that would insure bank solvency.
They were not of the period that believes fireproof con
struction is safer, as well as more economical, than any
form of insurance.
The Change fbom Bank Notes to Checks
It will not do to classify all state bank issues as
deficient, ineffectual, or unsound. The Bank of Louisi
ana, the Bank of Indiana, and what became known as
the "Suffolk system of New England" were notable
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exceptions, and there were others. However, the
National Bank Act, descending upon both the just and
the unjust, taxed state bank notes out of existence. It
cured nearly all the evils of currency issue, but added
one that we labored under for half a century—
inelasticity.
It is an economic truth that commerce and trade will
find a medium of exchange whether or not one is pro
vided by the government under which the exchange of
commodities is* effected. When the National Bank Act
put an end to the note issues of state banks, the country
was left without a medium that would respond readily
to the demands of trade. During the reconstruction
period following the Civil War, the "greenback" shared
the burden with the new national bank note, but both
were instruments of political rather than of economic
law. Something else was needed to perform the func
tion of the discontinued state bank notes. Thus began
the extensive use of the bank check, not new in itself,
but new in the sense that it took on an importance that
has steadily increased until the present day, which finds
us doing more than 90 per cent of our business with
checks and drafts.
The change from the viewpoint of the banks was
largely one of bookkeeping. Note liabilities became
deposit liabilities instead. Clearing houses developed,
and reserve balances provided originally for the redemp
tion of the new national bank notes were used for the
purpose of collecting checks. Unfortunately, however,
many country banks took advantage of the same oppor
tunities that existed with respect to their notes in the
early days. Banks established in remote sections, far
from the business centers, threw every obstacle in the
way of attempts to make them redeem checks upon
themselves at par, just as they or their predecessors
fought against any plan that would compel them to pay
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their notes in specie at par. The abuse of the exchange
charge gradually demoralized the proper use of the
check until conditions became as intolerable to the
business public as was the case with the discredited
state bank notes.
History furnishes us with an interesting example of
the fact that the check can perform the functions of a
bank note. The connecting link between the two, if one
were needed to show the truth of the statement, is to
be found in the notes of the famous bank of George
Smith in Wisconsin. Banking and note issue were prac
tically synonymous terms, in the days of early American
banking, and it was impossible to secure a bank charter
in Wisconsin after the disastrous days of 1837. Clauses
prohibiting banking were inserted in every charter
granted to other associations. George Smith organized
an insurance company, whose charter contained the
usual prohibitory clause against banking, that is, note
issue, but allowed the company to receive deposits.
This privilege, thus granted, indicates that the deposit
function of banking was considered of minor impor
tance. Smith, however, issued certificates of deposit in
small denominations, similar to bank notes in design
and payable to bearer. "George Smith's money" cir
culated freely, and since his "bank" was conducted
along sound lines, he not only prospered, but was able
to defeat all efforts to close his institution.
The Pkoblem of Collection and Eedemption
In only one section of the country did the bankers of
the early days make a determined and concerted effort
to correct the abuse. incident to independent note issues.
That was in New England in 1818, and the plan adopted
was the Suffolk system. That the motive was not one
of disinterested regard for the general good is nothing
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against the soundness of the idea, which was briefly that
notes should be redeemed at a business center as well
as at the counter of the issuing bank. Experience both
in this country and abroad has shown this doctrine to
be correct in theory and in practice. It was applied to
the national bank notes at a very early day and made
their general circulation possible.
It is not surprising in view of the success met with
under the Suffolk system that New England again dem
onstrated that the modern bank notes and bank checks
must also be provided with a place of redemption and
channel of collection at par. The country check collec
tion department in the Boston Clearing House, estab
lished in 1899, solved for New England the problem of
the bank check and the abuses that had grown up inci
dent to its collection.
The panic of 1907, which was the turning point in the
modern financial history of the United States, demon
strated very clearly both the importance of bank deposit
currency and the need for better methods of check col
lection. Indeed, it is not unlikely that if every reserve
and collection center had had at that time a so-called
"country clearing house," the panic would not have
assumed the proportions it did. After the disjointed,
independent system of check collection had absolutely
broken down, except in New England and in one or two
other centers, the demand for currency was increased
far beyond its original proportions. Bank notes, which
were unavailable, were needed not only to care for what
might be termed a "normal" panic demand, but also to
supply the place of checks which suddenly became com
paratively useless as a means of payment.
It is not surprising, therefore, that the Federal
Reserve Act in providing for a more elastic note issue
has included in the same section the first legislation
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ever adopted covering the collection of the bank check.
These provisions in Section 16 fairly parallel the old
Suffolk plan of note presentation and redemption.
Under the Suffolk system, the country banks were
allowed the privilege of building up their balances in
Boston with deposits of the notes of other banks.
Against the balances their own notes were charged.
Under the Federal Reserve Act member banks deposit
checks on other members, and against the credits thus
created the federal reserve banks charge checks to the
members upon whom the checks are drawn.
The act would seem to contemplate that the federal
reserve notes will in time supplant , the present national
bank currency, gold certificates, treasury notes, and
greenbacks. All these issues reflect a steady demand,
and they are absorbed by normal conditions of trade.
It would seem, however, that the elastic feature so neces
sary to a currency system will be supplied by bank
checks. To those who see a danger in a currency thus
subject to inflation, the answer is: There is no more
risk of an inflation of deposit liabilities than there is of
note liabilities. The inflation arises in the original issue
of credit upon which both deposits and note issues may
be based. Against both a specie reserve is required.
Legal and Practical Obstacles
The full and complete use of checks as a means of
payment or credit currency is still somewhat hampered
by inadequate legal protection. For example, the status
of the bank indorsement stamp needs to be cleared up
so that there will be no question but that a collecting
bank is agent and has not "taken title" to a check
deposited for credit. A check drawn against an existing
balance having reached either its local clearing house or
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the federal reserve bank, should not be subject to return
or to a reversal of credit if the bank upon which the
item is drawn should fail.
It should be a misdemeanor either to draw against
insufficient balances or to kite checks. Banks are pro
hibited either by law or by rulings of the Comptroller
from indulging in unsound practices of Jike nature, and
why should individuals be given privileges for which
there is no legitimate excuse? Unauthorized overdrafts
and kiting are not proper ways in which to borrow
money. Not only should bankers cooperate in urging
the adoption of better laws covering checks, but they
should also set about reforming some of their own
methods. It is foolish to assert that these are impos
sible delusions and that "competition" will prevent such
regulations from being enforced. The fact is that they
have been in force for many years in hundreds of the
best banks in the country, large and small, and in not a
few clearing houses.
Some Superiorities of the Check over the Note
Other things being equal, as to the safeguards thrown
around the banking system as a whole, the bank check
is superior in many ways to the ordinary bank note.
The difference between the two is one of business habit
rather than of principle.
Under the note liability
method, the notes are issued wholesale and pass from
hand to hand in the payment of debts until the business
that called them forth has been completed and they are
retired from circulation. Under the deposit-and-check
method, each debt is canceled by a single instrument
that is made to fit the particular amount, and the instru
ment is immediately redeemed. Title does not pass by
delivery, but usually by indorsement. Hence, the check
for many purposes is as superior to the bank note as
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the clearing-house currency certificate is superior to
actual gold for the payment of clearing-house balances.
There are other advantages that may be mentioned.
People are encouraged to open bank accounts and make
use of checks who would never carry such accounts
otherwise. Thrift is thus encouraged and millions of
dollars are turned into productive channels instead of
being allowed to lie idle. We have educated the people
to carry check books rather than wallets. While the
amount of profit resulting to the banks is not entirely
tangible, it can be appreciated even by the most shallow
observer of financial conditions. It is hard to see how
the business public could very well get along without
the check, and bankers of to-day would not think of doing
otherwise than encouraging the use of checks to the
fullest possible extent.
The Question or Cost
Unfortunately, the ideal situation with respect to the
use of checks as debt-paying media seems difficult of
attainment. It will need to be developed gradually as
both banks and public become educated into the scien
tific use of credit instruments as money. The first prob
lem to be solved is that of the expense involved—who
shall pay it? We are so accustomed to the sovereign
right of the government to coin money and issue proper
substitutes for metal currency that we give ourselves no
concern as to the costs involved. So also we take a
check book (usually printed free by the bank), draw a
check, and mail it to pay a bill in a distant city. It does
not occur to the average individual that although this
method of making payment is much cheaper than ship
ping the actual cash, somehow the credit must be
transferred through bookkeeping entries from one point
to another and someone must absorb the cost.
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The creditor who receives the check is naturally
pleased. The money represents a debt that has been
owing or a profit upon a sale. He deposits the check
with his own bank with a subconscious feeling that his
bank is as glad to have the check as he. Yet just the
reverse is true. The deposit represents cost, not profit,
to the bank which must make collection, unless a fee is
exacted for the service.
It is the effort to shift or avoid this cost which has
caused so much difficulty in the collection of out-of-town
or transit checks. The question arises—upon whom
shall the cost of check issue and collection be placed?
The
The
The
The

drawer?
payee?
bank upon which drawn?
bank making the collection?

If the matter is viewed strictly from the theoretical
side, the consensus of sound opinion is that the drawer
of the check, having issued it to serve his needs, should
pay all costs involved. In practice, however, it is diffi
cult to sustain this entirely correct theory in the face of
keen competition between and among thirty thousand
independent banks.
The line of least resistance, and one more easy and
more certain of results, is to tax the last indorser, usu
ally a bank which presents the item for payment through
the mail. An exchange charge is exacted, and thus the
drawer and his bank are exempt. The cost, however,
may be passed back by the collecting bank to the payee
who deposited the check. He, in turn, may seek to avoid
it by depositing his items in another bank, which, to
secure business, will make collections free of charge.
The result has been that an intolerable condition has
arisen out of the abuses of banking privileges by the
public and the exacting of tribute by a few banks that
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have sought to profit unduly through exchange charges.
Those who are in sympathy with efforts to correct
check collection conditions base their position on the con
viction that checks are handled too many times in the
effort to avoid charges and are subject to too much con
sequent circuitous routing in the process of collection;
that fictitious balances are thus created, causing an
unavoidable pyramiding of reserves with the result that
the whole independent system of check collection has
broken down every time serious pressure has been put
upon it.
Those who take the opposite view and oppose every
effort to abolish exchange charges as such, either openly
or by indirection take the position that their own imme
diate profits are seriously threatened, or else attempt
merely to prove that it is impractical to force banks to
pay checks at par. The student must not be misled by
the fact that many sound bankers of excellent judgment
are found in opposition to the proposition that banks
should remit at par for checks drawn upon themselves.
If we are to regard a bank check simply as an order
for the payment of money at a distant point, there is
considerable weight to the contention that the bank can
not be expected to make such shipment without a proper
charge.
But as we have pointed out, a check represents an
order for the transfer of credit, which may be accom
plished entirely by book entries. When A draws his
check in favor of B, he has, in effect, directed his bank
to transfer a part of his credit to the credit of B. B,
in turn, deposits A's check, not that he may draw cash,
but that he may make a similar payment to C. The
banks involved in these transactions carry only as much
actual cash in their own vaults as experience has demon
strated represents the average proportion of deposits
that will seek conversion into currency.
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And so it is with transfers of credit between different
cities and sections of the country. How much cheaper,
safer, and more convenient it is to transfer credit
through the check and let the money upon which that
credit is based rest undisturbed. Exchange transactions
between different sections of the nation ebb and flow and
in the end must even themselves up. That is the theory
upon which the twelve federal reserve banks settle their
differences through the Gold Settlement Fund at Wash
ington, and as the correctness of this principle of settle
ment becomes understood and appreciated, it may be
expected that the bank check will in time become a per
fected instrument in its employment as a substitute for
currency.

TEST QUESTIONS
1. What is a check ?
2. Trace the development of the modern check, and discuss
the relationship existing between the modern check and the bank
note that was issued prior to the National Banking Act.
3. What was the chief error of the early legislative protective
measures that were designed to safeguard the note issues of the
private banks?
4. What was the basis for the popularity of George Smith's
money ?
5. What did the panic of 1907 clearly demonstrate ?
6. What are some of the legal remedies that should be
enacted to render the check a freer instrument of credit ?
7. What are some of the superiorities of the check over the
bank note?
8. On whom should fall the cost of the check issue and
collection ?

CHAPTER XVII
THE FOREIGN EXCHANGE DEPARTMENT
Banking transactions, and commercial relations be
tween individuals involving banking, are based upon
the clearing principle, which has been referred to and
explained in the preceding chapters. That part or
phase of banking in which the clearing principle is put
in operation for the clearance and settlement of trade
differences between nations is called "foreign exchange
banking," or, briefly, "foreign exchange." The funda
mental principles of exchange and banking are nowhere
more clearly illustrated than in this branch of the busi
ness, nor—for reasons that will be explained later—
are the practical details of operation more complicated
and involved than in this highly technical and special
ized form of banking.
With almost the entire civilized world at war (1917)
and the normal channels and facilities of trade and
intercourse virtually paralyzed, foreign exchange bank
ing practice is in a completely disarranged condition,
and is likely to remain so even after peace is estab
lished, owing to the new commercial alliances which will
undoubtedly arise. Readjustments on an unparalleled
scale in connection with war loans, indemnities, and
similar financing are also to be expected.
These conditions would scarcely require comment in a
chapter on banking practice were it not for the fact
that foreign exchange bankers having, through neces
sity, introduced so many changes in their methods of
is
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doing business, will no doubt permanently and by
common consent adhere to new ways and practices
which began as makeshifts. This situation must be
borne in mind in reading what follows. Eemember,
however, that the theory remains the same in any event ;
men must live and trade with each other no matter
under what terms. Standards of living and the mech
anism of exchange may vary, but the fundamental theo
ries involved are as immutable as the laws of nature.
Purpose of Foreign Exchange
The purpose of foreign exchange banking is to facil
itate international trade, using the word "trade" in
its literal, primary sense, that is, the exchange of com
modities. Without international exchange the various
races and peoples of the earth could scarcely have
developed beyond the period of roving savages and
marauding tribes bent upon conquest, except in more
or less isolated areas upon the globe where every natural
resource necessary to modern civilized social organiza
tion is to be found. Patriotism, military prestige, racial
and religious preferences, imperial ambition, and simi
lar abstract terms abound in" historical literature, but
the fundamental cause and purpose of war is almost
invariably economic. If the plague of war is ever to
be banished from the earth by international treaty or
concert of nations, such agreements to be permanent
and binding must be based upon terms of trade and
exchange, as well as upon terms of language, race, and
armaments.
Foreign trade, like domestic exchange, consists prin
cipally of the buying and selling of commodities.
Although, for the sake of convenience, we speak of this
international commerce as between nations, in practice
the trade is between corporations, firms, and indi
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viduals engaged in import and export and not between
governments. Thus we say America sells wheat to
England or cotton to Germany. In reality, using typi
cal transactions by way of illustration, Smith, Jones &
Company, of Baltimore, sell a cargo of wheat to Boss
& Brother, Liverpool; or Hamilton & Company, of Gal
veston, Texas, sell five hundred bales of cotton to the
Gebriider Schmidt, of Hamburg. At the same time,
English and German firms are selling manufactured
goods to Americans. The commerce between us and
England, let us say, is similar to any one of a hundred
other exchanges between all nations of the globe. Even
the semicivilized quarters of the earth contribute their
share of the world's international commerce.
Thus debit and credit relationships arise between the
tradesmen of nations as between individuals in the same
town. In the chapter on "Clearing Houses" we have
noted how the function of banking is employed locally
to make settlement without the use of money except to
settle the differences known as "balances." In the same
way foreign exchange banking performs precisely this
service in accomplishing the settlement of trade balances
between nations. Since no nation traffics exclusively
with one neighbor, but since each is free to do business
with any other, it follows that in normal times of peace
a sort of world's clearing house is inevitably developed
toward which the bulk of foreign exchange transactions
gravitate as do funds to the financial center of every
individual nation.
This world center is London, and it is likely to remain
so unless the whole character of the business habits of
mankind change or unless there should be some pro
nounced upheaval in the needs of various nations and
their ability to supply those needs. Just as the build
ing of the Erie Canal reversed the relation of Phila
delphia and New York as financial centers, so the open
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ing of the Panama Canal and similar events of world
wide influence may ultimately shift the position of an
international clearing house. The point that should be
clear is that the facilities offered commerce and trade,
and not the clamor of patriotic fervor or the stern
behest of military despotism, fix the status of cities and
nations in their commercial importance.
The transactions that give rise to debit and credit
relations between nations requiring the operation of
foreign exchange settlements are as follows:
The
The
The
The
The

sale of commodities.
sale of stocks, bonds, and other securities.
payment of interest on securities owned abroad.
expenses of travelers in foreign lands.
payment of freight bills arising from cargoes
carried in foreign-owned vessels.
The negotiation of finance bills.
The remittances made to relatives in foreign lands.

The great bulk of foreign exchange transactions arise
out of the export or the import of commodities, and since
in its practical aspects as affecting the banker, the pur
chase and sale of foreign exchange is not altered by the
use to which it is put by the customer of the bank, we
may confine ourselves to a discussion of the subject as
it is concerned with exports and imports. To make this
more clear to the reader by a concrete illustration, let
us suppose that a customer of a New York bank pur
chases a check for five pounds sterling drawn on a Lon
don bank. In naming a rate to his customer, the banker
does not need to know or care particularly if his client
wishes to pay a bill for goods bought in England, buy
some British stock, pay a freight bill, or use the draft
to settle a hotel bill during a contemplated stay in
London.
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Instbuments Used
The purpose of foreign exchange banking is more
than the mere settlement of trade balances. This is the
primary object, but like other forms of banking it seeks
to economize the use of actual money by employing
negotiable instruments. This is doubly necessary in
foreign transactions since the currency of nations is not
uniform, and even if the coin of each nation were legal
tender in every other, there would remain the hazard of
long sea voyages between continents. Hence it may be
stated that money is never used directly in international
transactions in the purchase and sale of goods. The bill
of exchange and the check are the instruments generally
employed.
CLEAN BILLS
Bills of exchange unaccompanied by documents are
called "clean" bills. They are common to certain
classes of transactions, such as tobacco shipments, which
purely as a matter of custom are financed by clean bills.
Other clean bills are those arising from the purchase of
bunker coal and supplies by steamship captains calling
in foreign ports who draw upon their owners in making
payment.
DOCUMENTAL BILLS
The larger part of the bills used, however, are accom
panied by documents consisting of bills of lading, insur
ance documents, etc. The documents vary according to
the requirements of the country to which the goods are
sent and in which the bills are payable and sometimes
according to the nature of the goods. Drugs, for exam
ple, require a certificate of analysis.
Bills of exchange are also classified as to tenor, such
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as sight bills and three, thirty, sixty, and ninety-day
bills. Time bills are designated by the general term
"long" bills as distinguished from sight, demand, and
three-day sight drafts. All foreign bills of exchange
as well as the accompanying papers are drawn in dupli
cate and sometimes, though rarely, in triplicate. This
duplication is merely precautionary against the risk of
loss, which would occasion delay and confusion. Bills of
exchange are in simple terms drafts which the shipper
draws against the purchaser, his agent, or bank in an
amount and according to terms previously agreed upon.
CHEQUES
Checks or "cheques" (so spelled because the greater
part are drawn in terms of the English pound sterling)
are issued in duplicate, seldom if ever in triplicate.
They are generally drawn by banks upon other banks,
individual account drafts being used only by the very
largest exporters, who carry their own bank accounts in
the countries where they do considerable business.

Fig. 90.—Acceptance
Common type of acceptance shown in full negotiable form as purchased
by investing bank.
Indorsed on back:
Keen & Co.
Twelfth National Bank
Philadelphia
Keen & Co.
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Fig. 91.—Foreign Acceptance
Common form of draft usually purchased by domestic banks for invest
ment ; resold for delivery abroad unaccepted when acceptance of drawee is
procured and the document completed.
Indorsed on back :
John Williamson
LETTER OF CREDIT
Another kind of instrument, nonnegotiable out very
extensively used in foreign exchange transactions, is the
letter of credit. (See Figure 92.) The commercial let
ter of credit is in the nature of a written guaranty
secured by an importer from his bank, which thus
agrees to accept drafts up to a fixed amount. The bank
granting the letter of credit will write to a foreign bank
in the country or city where the purchase is to be made,
advising or confirming the obligation which it has
assumed. The operation is not unlike that of a cer
tified check with which a bank depositor fortifies his
credit when he wishes to make a payment in a com
munity where his financial standing is not well known.
TRAVELER'S LETTER OP CREDIT
There is also the circular or traveler's letter of credit
upon which the issuing bank enters the amount of the
credit extended. The purchaser presents this instru
ment at any one of a given list of the bank's foreign cor
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M.

fane?

Fig. 92.—Letter of Credit (Agreement of Bank)
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Fig. 92.—Continued (Agreement of Customer)
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respondents, which then enters the amount paid against
the letter in a space provided. The traveler is in the
position of a depositor who is privileged to carry about
with him the ledger record of his account with his bank.
In the foregoing paragraphs describing the various
instruments of foreign exchange, it will be noted that
the promissory note is conspicuously absent. In short,
a unique feature of foreign exchange banking as com
pared with the domestic business of discount and
deposit, is its freedom from risk as to the loss of prin
cipal, except in case of absolute fraud or bank failure.
There are few "bad debts" in foreign exchange. The
banking involved is based directly on the commodity
that is being moved, to which the bank purchasing the
bills of exchange practically takes title until the instru
ment is accepted by the drawee. Losses, of course, are
likely to be sustained, but as a rule these are due to
unforeseen fluctuations in exchange rates and errors in
calculations rather than to failure to meet maturing
obligations.
When importations that have been purchased under
a commercial letter of credit reach their destination,
they cannot be secured from the carrier without the
surrender of the bill of lading which is attached to the
draft drawn upon the bank that has issued the letter of
credit. Obviously the bank cannot use the goods itself,
but must permit them to be delivered over to the con
signee by surrendering the bill of lading. This, how
ever, would remove from the bank's possession the
collateral security upon which it has based its accept
ance of the draft.
This contingency is met by the use of the trust receipt
(Figure 93), under the terms of which the importer
agrees that the proceeds of the sale of the commodity
imported are to be applied to the payment of the draft.
He acknowledges the title and ownership of the goods
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TRUST RECEIPT
■Receive© from THE PHILADELPHIA NATIONAL BANK the following goodsmod merchandise, theirprop
erty, specified in the Bill of Lading per
I

■nd in consideration thereof, M hubby aor** To hold saif> goods in Tturr Fob TNem. and m their property,
with liberty to sell the same for their account or to manufacture and remanufacture the same without con or ex
to themofmoney
and weor also
to keepseparate
said goods,
and theofmanufactured
proceedsandthereof,
inpense
the.form
bills agree
receivable,
and capable
identificationprodues
as theirand
property,
in eventwhether
of sale
to collect the proceeds and immediately deliver such proceeds to THE PHILADELPHIA NATlONAL BAHK.'in whatever
form collrcted, to be applied by them against the acceptancesof—_^
on JJJ*. account, under the terms of Letter of Credit Na ———_ iasucd for JJJ account, and for the
payment Of any other indebtedness of ™" either due or to become due to THE PHILADELPHIA NATIONAL BANK.
It is understood, however, that if such proceeds be In notes or bills receivable they shall not be so applied until
paid, but with liberty meanwhile to THE PHILADELPHIA NATIONAL BANK to sell or discount and so apply net pro
ceeds of such notes or bill* receivable. We agree to mark our ledger and the office copy of our invoice relating to
aaid goods
PNOPENTY OF NATIONAL
THE PHILADELPHIA
THE "PHILADELPHIA
BANK mayNATIONAL
at any timeBANK."
cancel this trust and uke possession of said goods or
the manufactured product or of rise proceeds of such of the same as may have then been sold, wherever the said
hoods or proceeds may then be found, and in the event of any suspension, proceedings in bankruptcy, or failure, or
assignment for benefit of creditors on jj^ part, or of the non-fulfillment of any obligation, «r of the non-payment at
maturity of any acceptance made by under said credit, or under any other credit issued by THE PHlLADELPHIA
NATlONAL 6AHK on J* account or of any indebtedness on J* part to them, all obligations, acceptance*, indebted
ness*and liabilities whatsoever shall thereupon (with or without notice) at, their option mature and become due and
payable. The said gooOS and the manufactured product thereof while in jJJ* hands shall be fully insured againstJoss
by fire, and the insurance money received for any loss shall be subject to the trust herein contained in the same
manner as the goods themselves.
Dated
■-. - .(Si*™
£
(Details of documents on attached form)
Fig. 93.—Trust Receipt
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to be invested in the bank, and he agrees to identify or
earmark the materials so that in case of need the bank
can claim its property to cancel the debt. He is further
responsible for the insurance against fire or other loss.
Instruments of foreign exchange are bought and sold
and not accepted on deposit in the usual sense. Bills
of exchange may be left for collection to be credited
when paid, in which case the owner assumes the risk of
exchange fluctuation as well as the loss of interest. The
usual procedure, however, is that the shipper of goods,
the exporter, draws upon the importer or the bank of
the importer and then sells the draft for cash to a bank
dealing in foreign exchange, thus securing cash payment
as soon as he has delivered the goods to the carrier.
His liability remains, however, until the draft is finally
paid.
Agents
The principals in international transactions, when
making payment for imports and exports, seldom, if
ever, deal directly with each other. We may except, of
course, the intimate trade relations existing between
neighboring countries, as for example the United States
and Canada, where business customs and monetary units
are practically identical. Buyer and seller agree upon
prices and terms of sale at the outset, but beyond this
point all matters of payment are handled through inter
mediaries, dealers in foreign exchange.
These consist of banks, bankers, and brokers. Many
international banking houses maintain branches in all the
principal cities of the world, but until the enactment of
the Federal Reserve Act, American bankers had been
handicapped by being unable to establish branches in
foreign countries. All large banks in every important
city in the commercial world have long since enjoyed
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the advantage of agencies in this country, but the use
of this privilege has until recently been impracticable
to any except private bankers and state banks in the
United States.
The foreign exchange department of a bank may be
compared in its relation to the bank, to the trust depart
ment of a trust company. That is, it is to a certain
extent separate and apart from the bank, although
employing the bank's funds in its operations. It has its
own books and records, its own force of clerks under
the supervision of a manager, who may or may not be
an officer of the bank, and it does business with its own
customers. The records of its transactions are, how
ever, carried on the general ledger and the statement of
the bank, and thus connect the accounting of the foreign
exchange department with the other departments in
administration and operation.
If the daily purchase and sale of foreign exchange
could be brought to an exact equality or offset by a
bank, its transactions in this class of business would
be extremely simple and easy of operation. This, of
course, never happens, and in order to prevent the
tying up of an excessive amount of capital in foreign
bills at one time and the occasioning of an embarrassing
shortage of exchange at another, it becomes necessary
for the bank, through its foreign exchange manager, to
secure a ready outlet for his surplus funds or a source
of supply in case of need.
This condition has produced the foreign exchange
broker, whose function it is to bring buyer and seller
together. He transacts the greater part of his busi
ness by telephone, ascertaining early in the day where
the supply of various kinds of exchange is located and
at what rates it is held. He is then able to quote rates
to others seeking to purchase. For his services he
receives a commission.

'
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The Manager op a Foreign Exchange Department
The manager of a foreign exchange department is a
highly trained specialist. His sphere with relation to
the bank is somewhat similar to that of the credit man
in that his judgment and decisions are relied upon as
those of an expert in his line. He is much more inde
pendent than the credit man, however, since he must be
able to quote rates and make instant decisions without
first referring the matter to those higher in authority.
He must be a close observer of money conditions both
at home and abroad and be able to diagnose these con
ditions accurately. He must be fully conversant with
business customs and have a working, practical knowl
edge of foreign currency systems, negotiable instru
ments, and other documents used in foreign exchange
transactions. He must, withal, be a shrewd trader and
able to meet on equal terms the dealers in exchange in
every country.
Foreign exchange is a commodity dealt in strictly on
its merits, subject to the keenest kind of unrestricted
competition and bound by no statute law save the laws
of negotiable instruments to the extent that such laws
are international. There is no other phase of banking
where less artificial restriction and regulation can be
relied upon to yield profits.
If the bank is large, or engages very extensively in
foreign exchange transactions, one or more officers of
the institution give their exclusive time and supervision
to the department. This is both prudent and practical
since it might otherwise be impossible for the foreign
exchange manager to keep his transactions in line with
the domestic needs and policy of his institution. Just
as the board of directors or the officers of the bank
govern the discount policy and reserve position of the
bank according to seasonal needs and the commercial
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fluctuations of the day, so the foreign exchange manager
is constantly engaged in maintaining what he terms his
"position" with respect to his present or future con
tracts in exchange transactions. Thus it follows that
the domestic and foreign operations of the bank, each
involving the use of large capital outlay, must be kept
in harmony.
The clerks assigned to the department are engaged in
accounting duties similar to those performed by their
fellows in other parts of the bank, but in addition there
are one or more employees who can speak or at least
read and understand English, French, and German. A
knowledge of other languages may be essential, depend
ing upon the geographical location of the bank and the
nationality of those with whom it does business.
Foreign Exchange Practice
Foreign exchange transactions, .so far as practical
purposes are concerned, recognize but one kind of
money, gold. The average reader, who is accustomed
to think in terms of coins and bank notes and to regard
the gold coin rather than the metal as representing
money, must be reminded that coinage is merely a
device used by all nations to certify as to the weight
and fineness of the gold content. The word "dollar"
used as a measure of value means 23.22 grains of pure
gold. So small a quantity of gold is relatively costly
to mint into a coin and inconvenient to handle. It has
therefore long since ceased to be used, and although we
still have the $2.50 gold piece in circulation, the smallest
gold coin in any considerable use is the $5.00 piece.
This coin corresponds in size to the English sovereign,
or pound, which contains 113.001605 grains of pure gold.
In financial parlance, English money is designated by
the term "sterling." The sterling equivalent of our
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gold dollar is 4s. 1 32/100d. In practice, however, the
equation is based on the sovereign as a unit, which is
equal in value to $4.86656 gold. This is called the
"mint parity of exchange" and is written without the
dollar mark in sterling exchange transactions.
The French unit of value is the franc. In franc
exchange quotations the method used in quoting sterling
exchange is reversed: that is, the French unit for the
dollar is used rather than the dollar unit for the franc.
.Thus the France-United States parity of exchange is
5.18134, ' or 5.18%, signifying the number of francs
equivalent to our gold dollar.
To add to this confusion in detail, the German
exchange quotations are based on the United States
equivalent of four marks, the mark being the German
unit, equal in value to $.238309 gold. Hence the parity
according to the usual commercial method used in
exchange transactions with Germany is 95*4 cents,
equaling four marks.
These uses of different bases are even more confus
ing when the foreign exchange quotations are listed
either above or below par. When sterling exchange is
quoted below par, it is below $4.86656, and vice versa.
On the other hand, when francs are below par, the
figures representing the quotation are actually higher
than 5.18% because the dollar is measured in a depre
ciated currency.
These mathematical complications, it will be observed,
arise from the fact that scarcely any two countries wrap
up their parcels of gold, so to speak, in the same size
packages. The principles involved in the conversion of
gold, the international money, from the unit of one
country into terms of the unit of another are the same,
however the mathematical calculations may differ. It
will serve no useful purpose in a book of this kind, and
in fact may only tend to confuse the reader, should we
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attempt to explain the details of conversion by the use
of problems in fractions and equations. We will, there
fore, confine ourselves to an explanation of the process
by referring merely to the elements which are taken
into consideration by the banker in making his quota
tions for the purchase and sale of foreign exchange.
As we have seen, the primary purpose of negotiable
instruments is to avoid the use of money, i. e., with
respect to foreign exchange, gold. However, the quan
tity of the substitutes for money is based upon the
volume of trade moving one way or the other and is
hence regulated by the laws of supply and demand.
Thus it happens that a scarcity of sterling bills of
exchange will so increase the rate as to make it cheaper
to export gold than to buy bills. When this scarcity is
present, we have what is known as the "shipping point."
There are four elements of cost involved in the
shipment of gold:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Packing and cartage from the bank to the steamer.
Freight charges.1
Insurance.
Loss of interest on the money while in transit.

Gold for shipment is packed in oaken kegs about the
size of the ordinary nail keg, each keg accommodating
about $40,000. The packing and cartage cost is about
$2.25 per keg. In normal times the freight rate aver
ages 5/32 per cent of the value of the gold and the
insurance 1/20 of 1 per cent less 10 per cent. If these
various costs are taken into consideration, the sterling
exchange rate (parity 4.8665+) must rise (due to scar
city) to approximately 4.89 before it becomes cheaper to
ship gold than buy exchange.
Another factor which causes gold movements is the
discount rate. Money, like labor, will seek the market
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where it can be best employed. If, for example, the
bank discount rate in New York is considerably lower
than the Bank of England rate, money (gold) will be
exported to England (or imported to England, depend
ing on the point of view), the increased earning power
offsetting the cost of shipment.
All known rules governing gold shipments are vir
tually suspended for the present, due to causes pre
viously mentioned. It is problematical whether such
shipments will ever be resumed on the same bases as
prevailed prior to the war. If all nations could be put
upon an inviolably permanent peace basis, practically
all large movements of the precious metal save, per
haps, the original distribution of the newly mined gold
could be dispensed with. The world at large gains
nothing by shipping the foundation of its credit system
back and forth. To use a domestic example, we have
the Federal Reserve Gold Settlement Fund, which has
made useless and obsolete the constant ebb and flow of
gold from one section of the country to another. Texas
cannot war upon New York nor Ohio upon California;
hence the gold of all can be centered in one place and
the credit based upon it transferred by draft or wire at
will.
Buying and Selling Exchange
In order to discourage speculation' in exchange and
to assure to the exporter or the importer a fair degree
of certainty as to the cost of financing his foreign trans
actions, contracts are entered into between producers,
buyers, and dealers in foreign exchange. For example,
if a bank has sold its drafts against London balances,
it may contract to buy cables to cover to be delivered
on the day the drafts reach London for payment.
Cables are transfers of funds by ocean telegraph and
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The Philadelphia National Bane
CAPITAL I 1,100.000 I SURPLUS » UIMN
MHMN DEPAOTMENT

Pnn.Aniq.pinA

Messrs.
Dear Sirs:
We beg to confirm having to-day BOUGHT
f«om you through
...
.
«t
CABLE
,
Please pay
;
.
and advise us through whom payment will be made.
Cash, New York and
.
The National Bank of Commerce N. Y will pay the
equivalent, $
tor our account
Very truly yours,

Manager Foreign Dept.
«vst
Fig. 94.—Foreign Exchange Purchase Contract
eliminate the element of time incidental to payment by
bank drafts (cheques) which must be sent by mail.
In order to provide for the authenticity of a cable order
to pay money, banks use a code word or number as a
test or signature. This test changes with each message,
and since the formula for arriving at the test number
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is kept under lock and key and subject only to official
supervision, it has the same effect as an officer's name
on a bank draft. A typical test word formula would
be: "Add together the day of the month upon which
the message is sent; the numbers corresponding to the
day of the week (accompanying table), and the month
(table) ; and the numbers for the amount as to thou
sands, hundreds, and units (table). Then add your
private number, which is
." In order to safe
guard this last number doubly, it is usually fixed after
the test formula has been mailed, or it may be cabled
separately; although all the above-mentioned formula
numbers are permanent or are changed at rare inter
vals, it will be observed that the test number will vary
with each cable, and it is harder to solve without the
formula than it would be to forge a signature.
In buying sight or three-day sight bills, the foreign
exchange manager takes into consideration the rate at
which he knows he can sell his own cheque and then
bids a slightly lower rate so as to secure a margin of
profit. Naturally his own draft, which he may sell,
cannot reach London, let us say, before the draft which
he has bought is paid, if a sight draft; hence the
element of interest is not a factor. In the case of a
three-day sight draft, which according to English law
bears three days' grace, he must either take into con
sideration the interest cost for six days or know at what
rate he can sell his own cheque six days later.
In buying time bills, payable thirty, sixty, or ninety
days after sight, the foreign exchange manager must
first decide upon which of two bases he will name his
price. If domestic loaning rates for money are low
and his bank has a surplus of funds, he must know at
what rate he can sell the bank's cheque about thirtythree, sixty-three, or ninety-three days later, and he
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then quotes a price which will yield a profit as an
investment.
For instance, if the domestic rate for money is 4% per
cent and the foreign exchange manager learns he can
make a contract to deliver the bank's cheque on
August 4 at 4.75%, he may make a bid of 4.73% on
July 1 for a thirty-day sterling bill, which, if accepted,
will net a profit of 4% per cent as interest on the
investment in the bill, thus exceeding the local rate for
money by % per cent.
Example:
On a 30 d/s bill for £1,000@4.73% the bank pays
Stamps @ 1/20%

$4,731.25
2.36

Price of cheque sold Aug. 4 ® 4.75%

$4,733.61
$4,753.75

Profit
or approximately interest at 4%% for 33 days.

$20.14

If, on the other hand, time bills can be discounted
abroad at a lower rate than money is worth in the
domestic markets, the manager fixes his buying price
on the assumption that he will sell his cheque at once
against the bill which he remits to his London corre
spondent with instructions to discount, crediting his
account with the proceeds. In other words, if money is
loaning in New York at 5 per cent and discounts are
quoted in London at 3 per cent, the buying price is
based on the fact that money used to purchase a time
bill can better be employed at 5 per cent in New York,
than to permit the bill to mature rather than pay 3 per
The process of conversion is: purchase of the bill;
immediate sale of the cheque against it, thus recovering
the outlay of principal; and discount of the bill by
the London correspondent, the proceeds being applied
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to the credit of the American bank in time to meet the
cheque which was drawn and sold against the bill at
the time of purchase.
In the cases just mentioned we have used as examples
London prime bank bills, i. e., bills of exchange com
manding the best open-market discount rate, but the
principles are the same for bills drawn in any other
foreign currency. The only variations are minor ones,
such as different stamp charges in other countries and
extra charges for bills on inland cities outside the
money centers corresponding to our domestic exchange
charges on out-of-town checks.
Purchasing quotations may also be affected by any
one or all of the following considerations:
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

By the financial standing or credit of the drawees,
who may be large stock banks, private bankers,
or commercial houses.
By the credit standing of the drawer, who, as we
have noted, is not released until the draft is finally
paid.
By the amount of competitive bidding for the same
bill.
By the amount of any given "name" already
purchased. The conservative manager endeavors
to keep his lines of credit within reasonable limits,
and when almost "full" of one name, he will bid
lower on successive offerings, thus forcing the
bills elsewhere or else deriving a greater return
as his risk increases.
By the size of the transaction or the volume of
business controlled by the seller. An exporter of
cotton, grain, or steel, necessarily a man or con
cern of some means and presumably well informed
by experience as to exchange values, would nat
urally command a better rate than the occasional
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small exporter of other commodities shipped in
lots of less value and perhaps not so staple.
Accounting

The principal books of record of the foreign exchange
department correspond to the books used for like pur
poses in other departments and consist of journals,
registers, and ledgers.
The Sales Book is a journal in which is entered a
complete record of exchange sold: date of sale, pur
chaser, drawer, payee, number, amount, rate, and United
States equivalent.
The Bills Purchased Register (Figure 95) corresponds
in general to the Domestic Collection Register. A full
description of each bill purchased by the bank is pro
vided for in columns extending across two pages. The
columns are headed: drawer, drawee, indorser, complete
list of accompanying documents, description of goods
covered by the bill of lading, name of steamer in which
shipped, the amount (foreign currency), rate, and dollar
equivalent.
The ledger differs from the ordinary ledger in that
the amount of the item in foreign currency as well as
the dollar equivalent is posted. Provision is also made
for listing opposite each amount entered the discount
(should the item be discounted before maturity) or the
cost of collection in order to show the net amount
realized.
The Liability Ledger shows the amount of outstanding
bills purchased from each drawer and also the amount
drawn on each drawee.
The Commercial Letter of Credit and Traveler's Let
ter of Credit Record shows the amount of each credit
issued with subsequent entries of amounts as the credits
are utilized.
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In addition to the above-mentioned books and records,
the manager of the department keeps a running account
of all sales and purchases in what is sometimes termed
the "Trading Book." This record is essential as a
guide in maintaining the position of the department and
in filling contracts for future transactions in exchange.
Under normal conditions bills of exchange are not
retained by purchasing banks for maturity but are sent
forward to be discounted, the proceeds to be advised
and charged against the foreign bank to which sent.
During war times, however, it sometimes is more profit
able to permit the bills to mature, since the rate of
discount would otherwise seriously impair, if not entirely
wipe out, the profit. Bills that are not rediscounted are
entered as an asset in the general statement of the
bank under the heading "Bills Purchased." In the con
densed statement of condition, Bills Purchased Account
is included in the item "Loans and Discounts."
Settlements with foreign correspondents are generally
made quarterly. These settlements correspond to the
monthly statements rendered by city banks to their
country correspondents. Owing to the distance and the
time required for correspondence to be received and
answered, the reconcilement and audit of foreign
accounts is more difficult than that which pertains to
domestic accounts, where letters are received overnight
and items are "in the air" for only a day or two. The
principles are precisely the same in both cases, however.
About the time of the settlement it is customary for
banks engaged in international transactions to advise
credits, debits, and similar operations as belonging to
the "old account" or "new account" so as to avoid
confusion in reconcilement as much as possible. In recon
ciling the inactive or partly active accounts there is, of
course, no necessity for observing the distinction between
the "old" account and the "new" account.
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Acceptances

The privilege of accepting time drafts drawn upon
them is a right conferred upon banks by the Federal
Reserve Act, and it may be described as the development
of the commercial letter of credit. To repeat what
has been previously said, the letter of credit is simply
a bank guaranty that drafts drawn in accordance with
terms set forth in the letter of the credit will be paid
when due, this guaranty securing any bona fide holder.
The Federal Reserve Act places the limitation on the
amount a bank may accept at a sum equal to the capital
and the surplus, subject to the approval of the Federal
Reserve Board, which must be first secured.
The principle of the acceptance is the lending of the
bank's credit rather than the lending of money, and in
practice this method of financing is safer for the bank
and hence cheaper to the customer. It will be observed
that when a time draft is presented to the bank, it
accepts but does not pay the item. There is no outlay
of money. A letter of credit is a document printed upon
two sides of the sheet, the bank's agreement to accept on
the front, and the customer's agreement to put the
bank in funds on or previous to the day of maturity,
on the back. Since there is no outlay of money by the
bank, a commission rather than interest is charged.
Without the letter of credit or acceptance a deal
involving the purchase by Smith & Jones, of Boston, of
a quantity of wool from Garcia & Co., of Buenos Aires,
requires that either Smith & Jones make a remittance
before the wool is shipped from South America or that
Garcia & Co. ship without first receiving payment. In
either case the unexpected financial embarrassment of
one would affect the other. Under the letter of credit or
acceptance system, the seller having in his possession
the guaranty of a bank that drafts drawn against the
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described export will be paid, can draw and sell his
drafts with the certainty that the transaction is closed
and that no action of Smith & Jones, voluntary or invol
untary, can throw the wool back on his hands or disturb
the amount he has received from his sale.
The federal reserve banks will buy in the open market
acceptances of member banks, and this too at a very
low rate of discount. Consequently, many banks employ
idle funds in the purchase of other banks' acceptances,
knowing that in doing so they are making a very liquid
investment, and in case of need one which the federal
reserve banks will take off their hands at a lower rate
than that at which the best of commercial paper can be
rediscounted.
The reason for this discrimination in favor of the
bank acceptances as compared with commercial paper
is that there is no guaranty that the proceeds of the
latter are to be used for what might be termed "legiti
mate business needs." The borrower may buy an auto
mobile or a yacht instead of putting the money borrowed
into his business. The acceptances, on the other hand,
can be given only against accompanying documents,
such as bills of lading, warehouse receipts, etc., cover
ing actually existing goods of a nature known to be
incidental or vital to the business of the customer.
When a letter of credit is issued, the issuing bank. by
its pledge of payment of drafts drawn thereunder incurs
a liability which is set up on the general ledger as
"Letters of Credit" and offset by a corresponding asset
"Customers' Liability under Letters of Credit." When
drafts are presented and accepted, a new liability is set
up, "Acceptances"; this reduces the Letter of Credit
Account by the amount of the acceptances but does not
affect the customer's liability, which, of course, remains
as before until he actually pays the bank as the goods
are sold.
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4
Under this system of bookkeeping, generally bnt not
invariably used, the Letter of Credit Account represents
unused but authorized credit. Acceptances represent
that portion of credit which has been used, both being
offset by the per contra asset "Customers' Liability for
Letters of Credit and Acceptances."

TEST QUESTIONS
1. Trace the relationship existing between the "clearing
principle" and foreign exchange transactions. Where is the
world's center of the settling of foreign exchange?
2. Name seven kinds of transactions that give rise to debit
and credit balances between countries.
3. Distinguish between "clear bills," "documental bills,"
and "cheques." Between the "commercial" and the "trav
eler's" letter of credit.
4. Why is the promissory note eliminated from a considera
tion of the subject of foreign exchange ?
5. What is the office of the "trust receipt"?
6. What is the function of the foreign exchange broker?
How does he differ from the commercial paper broker ?
7. What are the general duties of the manager of the foreign
exchange department?
8. What is the "shipping point" in foreign exchange?
9. What are some of the elements of cost involved in a gold
shipment ?
10. What are some of the considerations that affect quota
tions on foreign bills of exchange?
11. What is a "bank acceptance"? How is it carried on the
bank statement ?
12. English money is designated by the term "sterling."
Is or is not the pound sterling measured in American money for
quotation purposes? How do the quotations of "francs" and
"marks" add to the confusion?
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Errors, 16-17, 33. 140-43
European interest rates, 243-44
Examinations and audits, 172-82, 221
Exchange, bill of. See Collections.
Exchange, foreign. See Foreign ex
change.
Exchange rates, 236-37, 242
foreign, 273-75
Executive, 5-8
Expense
account ledger, 153
of bookkeeping, 22-24
of handling checks, 255-58
Failures, 173-74
Federal Reserve
Act
check collection provisions of,
246, 252-53
clearing system provided by, 85,
218
fiduciary powers given to na
tional banks by, 4, 192
foreign branches under, 270
individual time deposits under,
129-30
interest rates under, 243-44
real estate mortgage loans per
mitted under restrictions by,
208
time drafts under, 284
Board
acceptances under. 284
advertising by, 224
clearing houses under, 85
Gold Settlement Fund supervised
by. 219
loan reports to, 96
clearing system, 85-86, 218-19,
252-53
Gold Settlement Fund, 219, 258,
276
Fiduciary bank. See Trust company.
Financial Advertisers' Association,
223.
Foreign exchange, 259-86
Free Banking Act. 228
Frontier regions, 234. 242
Functions of banks, 19-20, 94
Gallatin, Albert, 213
General
bookkeeper, 150
books department, 10
ledger. 149-71
Gold Settlement Fund. 219. 258, 276
Hamilton, Alexander, 228

Index
Income collections, record of, 198
Independent collection system, 81-84
Individual ledger, 129-48
Interdepartmental settlements, 16370
Interest
calculations, 138-40, 235, 237-39
on balance, 232-44
on bonds, 209-10
rates, 127-28, 228-29, 233-37, 24244
slip, 140-42
Internal audit, 179-82
International exchange. See Foreign
exchange.
Iowa, classification of banks in, 19293
Jackson, Andrew, 1
Journal, 14, 135-37
Kinds
of banks, 4-5, 192-93
of checks, 26-27
Lading, bill of, 268-70
Law, banking, 4, 202
development of, 247-54
See also Federal Reserve Act;
National Bank Act.
Ledger, 14
Boston, 133-34
card, 135-36
expense account, 153
foreign exchange, 282
general, 149-71
individual, 129-48
liability, 107-8, 282
savings account, 204
Letter of credit, 265-70, 284-85
Liabilities, 11, 150-58. See also
Bookkeeping.
Liability ledger, 107-8, 282
Loans and discounts, 7-8, 94-128
accounting methods, 110-12
books and records, 102-10
credit department, 8, 114-26
distinction between, 97
examination of, 177-78
interest rates, 127-28. See also
Interest rates.
kinds of, 96-102
mortgage loans, 206-9
settlement sheets, 164-65
London
as a world clearing house, 261
Bankers' Clearing House, 213
Long bills, 264
Loose-leaf records, 15, 18-19
Mail, banking by, 230-31
Manhattan Company, 228
Massachusetts, classification of banks
in, 193
Maturity tickler, 108-10
Money, 21, 245-46. See also Cash.
Monthly statement to country banks,
180.
Mortgage, 99-100, 206-9
National
bank, 192
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Bank Act
classification of banks by, 81-82
officers prescribed by, 7
state banking laws unified by, 4
tax on state bank notes, 213, 250
New business, 223-31
New York Clearing House, 213, 218
Note
broker, 241
teller. See Teller.
See also Bank note; Collections.
Numbers
secret, for cable orders, 277-78
to identify accounts, 136-37
Opening an account, 226-27
Organization, 1-10
Out-of-town collections, 59-62, 64-92,
220-21
Overdrafts, 137-38
Overnight loans, 102
"Paper," 97
Participation loans, 102
Pass book, 144-46, 205-6, 227
Paying teller. See Teller.
Payment, methods of, 20-22
Pay-roll request form, 42
Policy of a bank, 178-79
Postal savings bank, 203
Preservation of records, 188
President, 7
Profit, 161
Promissory note. See Collections.
Protest, 56-57
Qualities necessary in a banker, 18490
Receiving teller. See Teller.
Reconcilement, 181-82
Records. See Bookkeeping.
Rediscount, 240
Register, 14-15
bills purchased, 281-82
collection teller's, 60-61
demand loan, 104
discount, 102-8
note teller's, 53
special deposit, 147
Risks. See Credit department.
Runner, 57-58, 187
Safeguards and service, 184-90
Salaries, 190
Sales book, 282
Savings bank, 4-5, 192, 202-11
Science of banking, 1-2
Scratcher, 15
Self-liquidating loan, 97
Settlement
interdepartmental, 163-70
of bookkeeper, 140-44
of clearing-house balance, 216-18
of note teller, 58-59
of paying teller, 45-48
of receiving teller, 37-38
of transit department, 80-81
with foreign correspondent, 283
Shipping point of gold, 275
Sight bills, 264, 278
Single-name paper, 98
Single-teller system, 9, 48-49, 163
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Smith, George. 251
Solvency, 41, 173-74
State commercial banks, 192
Statement
customer's, 117-22
daily, 150-58
depositor's, 144-47
monthly, to country banks, 180
of condition, 11-13 ; insert between
156 and 157
See also Bookkeeping.
Statistical department, 8
Stop-payment order, 138-39
Suffolk system, 213, 251-53
Syndicate loan, 102

Thrift. 210-11
Tickler, 14-15, 108-10
Time
bill. 264, 278-82
clock. 185
deposit, 129-30
Tracer, 61
Trade paper, 98-99
Trading book, 283
Transfer sheet for missorts, 36
Transit department, 64-92
Traveler's letter of credit, 265-68
Trust
company, 4-5, 10, 193-201
receipt, 268-70 ,

Tact, 43-44
Teller, 5
check, 49
collection, 61
note, 51-62
paying, 8-9, 40-50. 166-67
receiving, 8-9, 25-38, 168
single, 9, 48-49. 163
Temporary loan, 102
Test numbers, 277-78
Theory, 1-2

United States as a world financial
v
power, 242-43
Vault, 185-86
Vice president, 7
Watchman, 186
Women as bankers, 189-90
World clearing house, 261-62

